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Make this year the most exciting, enriching year ever for you and your family. 
Share your world with a young foreign visitor from abroad. Welcome a high 
school student, 15-18 years old, from France, Spain, England, Germany, 
Sweden, Thailand, Mexico, or Russia as part of your family for a school year 
and make an overseas friend for life. 
For more program inf~rmation or to select your own exchange student from 
applications with photos, please call: 
Jack Oblein at 207-865-4300 
~ Marcy at 1- 800 -785-9040 . 
~I{] WHeast@aol.com 




ArrER HOURS CLINIC: 
MON-FRI 5-9PM 
SAT 9-5, SUN 10-2 
HEALTH EDUCATION, 
ON SITE PHARMACY, 
LAB, AND RADIOLOGY 
(lNCL. MAMMOGRAPHY) 







IsN'T JUST AN 
APPLE A DAY 
ANYMORE ••• 
" I am a believer in 
empowering my patients 
to take control of their 
own health, utilizing my 
holistic approach to 
living and a strong back-
ground in nutrition. " 
-Jessica Biggie, MD 
Dr. Jessica Biggie has a 
strong interest in women's 
heatth issues. She is Board 
Certified in Family Practice 
and received her MD from 
State University of New 
York at Buffalo. . 
Immediate openings 
are available for new 
patients at the Portland 
Martin's Point Family 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
ROY PITTMAN 
Roy Pittman of Portland was born 48 years ago on 
Adolf Hitler's birthday, but otherwise seems to have little 
in common with the Nazi dictator. Pittman, an executive 
at an insulation products manufacturer, is also the owner 
of one of the world's best sailboats. 
How do you know it's one of the world's best sail-
boats? . 
About 10 years ago, I bought this splashy coffee-table 
book. It was called "The World's Best Sailboats" by a 
fellow named Ferenc Mate, which sounds like some sort 
of cosmetic line. It was mostly so-called production or 
semi-custom boats. A good number of them were from 
Maine [induding] an outfit called Morris Yachts. 
The name Morris stuck in my mind. They tended to 
be smaller boats, something I could afford, and also 
something I could take out by myself. The one I fell in 
love with was a 28-foot Morris Linda. The boats are 
designed by a fellow named Chuck Paine out of Camden 
... and he names all of his boats after women: Lindas, 
Leighs, Franceses, Justines and Victorias. 
The one I bought this past April, it turned out that 
boat was the very one that was in this book. [The Morris 
people] said it was hull number one, the first Linda built. 
It's since been renamed a couple of times. In the 
book, the name is Rising Star, and the name on her now, 
which I decided to keep, is Canisy. The prior owner was 
a tank battalion commander during the Norrmindy inva-
sion ... and he named it after the town in which his head-
quarters were situated. That's the story I've been given, 
and I assume it to be somewhat true, although thing;; like 




and that was 
on a moto .... 
boat. So I'm 
somewhat 
prejudiced_ ~ 
Do people recognize this boat? 
They have actually. I picked her up in Southwest 
Harbor and sailed her down in early June, and we had a 
couple of people sail by and ask if that was a Linda. She 
hasn't been recognized in Casco Bay yet, I don't think. 
What's a boat like this cost? 
It's a 15-year-old boat. If you were to buy a new 
Morris Linda, stripped down, before all the fixings, it 
would be $125,000 to $130,000. This boat was substan-
tially less than that, about half that. I thought I got a 
good deal. It was a well maintained, driven-to-church-
on-Sundays sort of boat. 
Interview by AI Diamon; photo by Shoshannah White 






Greater Portland's Natural Choice 
127 Marginal Way, Portland 




for all of your styling needs, 
including coloring and highlights for 
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For information or a catalog contact: 
USM Center for Continuing Education 
68 High Street, Portland 
7BO-5aor 1-800-787-0468, 
TIY 780-5646 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ANO PUBLIC SERVICE 
NoncredH courses at the USM Center for Continuing Edacatlon Art: Watercolor; Oil Painting ; Photography; Creative Drawing Ca .... r: A New Path; Career Change History: Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal Hamlin; Civil War Portland ; The British Monarchy; Maritime World History Languages: German; Italian; Japanese; Spanish; French; Polish Antiqu •• : Symposium; Buying and Sell ing Antiques P.rsonal Financ.: Building Money Skills; Planning Your Finances; Investing for Women; Personal Growth: Assertiveness for Women; Deepening Your 
Commitment for Couples ; Dreams: Their Meaning?; Let's Talk: In Front of People! ; Managing Multiple Priorities Writing: Book Reviewing; Copy Editing; Proofread-ing; Get Published! ; Life Story Writing; Short Story Writing ; Writing for Periodicals; Creating Children's Picture Books 
w w w • c a s c 
STARTER 
PACKAGE 
ALL NEVV EQUIPIVIENT 
ALL FOR $-. .... 
Starter Hockey Package includes: 
• Bauer 1000 Helmet w ith Cage 
• Bauer PSS Gloves 
• Bauer Pantera Skates 
• Mouth Guard 
PLAY IT AGAin 
SIP"~IRTS 
• Water Bottle 
315 MARGINAL WI« POKIIANIl 773-6063 
o b a y w e e k I y • c o m 
A _Lifetime of Choices . ~ . v 
Conlraception. Pregnancy. f'er/illly. Menopause. 
You hHve ;0 man~ choices to make about your bod~. 
Shouldn't cboosing a healthcare professional be one of the 
1II0S1 important decisions you make? 
Al Coa.tal Women'. Hf!Ullhcare we offer complete 
obstetrical and gynecological care for women of Hil ages. as 
weU as on-sile mammogram. ultrasound and laboratory 
services. Our staff of physicians, certified lIu rse midwives 
and nurse practitioner are here to provide you with a lifetime 
of carc. We aI-I) offer ~ variety of health education programs 
and are committed to helping our patients understand their 
hea lth choires. 
Coastal Women ~ Healthcare 
The Choice for Women 
Call today to schedule your visit 
774-5941 
1-800-439-5941 
Fur ,"our conve nience .... ' t· h'{n e officI' '; in South Portla nd. Fn llllOlJlh and WirHllull 1I . We' n' in 11'1 ... nf'lI AtlHTll ie Ycllo\\ Page:, 
561 Congress 51. 







~ 5<Mh Portland VOl.,. gel' chance Nov. 3 
10 extend eM righls 10 gay men and 
lesbians. 
News & Views 
5 "r-__ -LJPolitics .... ·~... and""'__".otUJberll3.llm"'lst ... alllk .. es ..
'.) by AI Diomon 
7"r __ ~Q~lmll4aBm~y~w~a~y~ J by Elizabeth Peavey 
8 "}----'City...nJ 
'.) Lead poisoning is incre.1sing arnor-g 
I'or1!ancf slow-income kids. 
1 ~ Editorial and letters 
Arts & Entertainment 
1frl-----UEd""g""e ~ Portland has • new African museum where 
the art COUld change your ~fe. 
2~ Clubs 
2~f-_--"C ... .a"'le'-'Jod ...amr 
2~ Nocturnal Emmisions 
;; by Zoe s. Miler 
2~ Dining 
2~ Pertonnance 
29'1}-~--:,Tb ....... ealllt.l:ler V 1da: Woman v.1lo Roos with the Moose'" _ 
3~2 1---~1o.WJIII..I?=~treetJllllJlllc:lMjmJtes ~ by Annie Seikonia 
3]\f-_-""M ... ovu les.., V ·BIade" reYiewed 
3~f-_-,-PJiiJersoLilWlnwa ... Ls 
45 )1-_--'CB~W"-WiIll>it V ae.... sayings by Portland ()y Councilor 
OIartie Harlow 
,w_ 
.... rt_,,.. __ 
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT R •• • ~ ....... _. , •• _~ ._ __ _ _ __ ._ 
EcItor: laura Conaway 
~ _ elliot So!>£dIIGr. AI Olamon 
........: Conme Pacillo. KlmberlV Jean Smith 
LIItIICt E4Itor: Allen Dammann 
" I _: Thatcher Cool<. Stephen DemetrIou. 
Ga!y Green. Tonee Harbert. Shosh_ WMe 
_ Patrick Corr'Can. ~. l<endaH. M..., Shields 
....... _ Sa-ah Goodjear. Zoe S. M'Ief. J. Baoy_. 
Elizabeth i'elM!y. Jim Pinlokl . .\nn~ Seikooia. Don SI10rt ___T1po: Pat Sm 
.......... : Allen Baktwin, Cart Burnett, Taro V.., 
CREAllyE _~_~PA.RJ~~! __ 
Art DIrector: Joanna Amato 
_ lit -/Web ~ Jeffrey Clifford 
GrotoI* ....,.., Shamus Alley. Jennifer Brown _ -= Bojd Smyth 
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT - -........... ___ Kel~ Atmstror« 
__ ,~TammyOUlly 
AMttIoIItC  Jeffrey Green 
.......... Ac:ccuIt CaanIutar: Dianne OaYIs __ --= Jotine Hachey 
Ap~I_~~nON_DEPAR!~ENT __ --= Diana CombeIick 
CIIcIIIIIIIII ....... ,'. 111'-e DINctDr: W" T. HarrirCton 
RIC ptlt ... ; Kim Nixon 
PIIbIIIIMIr: Julie Watson ................ 
Ewery TIlu,. 30,000 copies of CRW are d1stributed free throughout 
Gfeater Portland, at outlets from Brunswick to WIndham to Biddeford and II!: 
selected ygrt. CoIItty locations. Casco Bav Weekly is also 011 the Web It 
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Capturing the flag 
There's a chance the next president of Sharon Libby Jones of Greenville or the 
the Maine Senate could be Republican GOP's Paul Libby of Sangerville. The area 
state Sen. Jane Amero of Cape Elizabeth. leans Republican, but the Dems are pour-
There's also a chance I'll win the Nobel ing resources into the race. 
Prize in medicine for my theory that drink- Expect the GOP to do the same in the 
ing beer prevents tooth decay. (Translated district represented by Democrat Bill 
into simple, non-technical language, ex- O'Gara of Westbrook. O'Gara's opponent 
cluding all that scientific jargon such as is former Cumberland County Commis-
"plantar fasciitis" or "Rocky Mountain sioner Lyle Cramer, also of Westbrook. 
spotted fever," my theory amounts to this: Republican strategists hope Cramer, who 
Tooth decay is caused by germs. Alcohol lost his bid for re-election to the commis-
kills germs. There's alcohol in beer. There- sion in 1996, can hold the conservative 
fore, beer is good for your teeth. It seems i base in Gorham and Standish, while cut-so obvious, I can't believe ..... _ .... _ ...... -... ! : ...... _ ....... _ .. _ ...... _ ... _ .... ting into O'Gara's support 
nobody else figured it out.) in their mutual - and heav-
In order for Amero, the ily Democratic - home-
moderate-but-feisty Senate tOWD. 
minority leader, to wrest the ... other mlstak88 The Democrats claim to 
podium from the current have a shot at knocking off 
president, Democratic state (I'm never going to win the 
Sen. Mark Lawrence of Kit- Nobel Peace Prize with vio-
tery, her party will have to lent cliches like that) Repub-
gain at least three seats in the lican incumbents Vinton 
November election. That's Cassidy of Calais, Norm 
not impossible, but neither is Ferguson of Hanover, Mary 
the scenario in which a bunch Small of Bath and John 
of doctors in Sweden are 
preparing to engrave my 
name on a Nobel medal. "Do 
you think we should put a lit- • A L D I AM 0 N 
Benoit of Rangeley. Cassidy 
and Ferguson have tough 
races, but are slight favor-
ites. Small and Benoit will 
tie line through the 'o'?" asks 
one of them. "Maybe we need a little hat 
over the 'i' ," says another. "Perhaps tbe 
first letter oUght to have one of those circle 
thingies on it," suggests a specialist in dis-
eases of the epiglottis. By the time they're 
finished, tbe award is made out to "AI 
Diren:n:0fi," an~ I can't even cash the ac-
companying check. 
Back to the state Senate. For Republi-
cans to win a majority in the 3S-member 
chamber, they'll have to capture more 
seats than the Democrats. (Look out 
Nobel Prize in mathematics selection com-
mittee!) The GOP could take a big step 
toward accomplishing that goal by hang-
ing on to all IS seats it now controls. (Is 
there a Nobel Prize for stating the obvi-
ous?) But that may be tough. Republican 
state Sen. Jeff Butland of Cumberland is 
retiring, leaving an open seat in a swing 
district. The Dems' candidate is House 
Majority Leader Carol Kontos of Wind-
ham. The GOP will counter with Cumber-
land Town Councilor Stephen Murray . 
Call it a toss-up. 
Offsetting the possible loss of Butland's 
seat (no cbeap jokes, please, the Nobel 
bumor committee is watcbing) is the 
almost certain Republican win in the 
Auburn district currently represented by 
Democrat John Cleveland, who's term-
limited out. The Dems have all but con-
ceded that GOP state Rep. Bob Winglass 
(it occurs to me that a glass of wine proba-
bly prevents tooth decay, too) will defeat 
Neria Douglass, the donkey-party hopeful. 
But Democrats are predicting an upset 
in the district that covers a huge chunk of 
Piscataquis County, as well as pieces of 
Penobscot and Somerset. Republican 
Stephen Hall is calling it quits, opening the 
seat to either Democratic state Rep. 
lose only in the event I am 
awarded a Nobel in cooking for my garden 
salad made entirely from leftover pizza 
and green spray paint. 
Republicans, too, have dreams of long-
shot victories. Democratic state Sen. Dick 
Ruhlin of Brewer faces tough opposition 
from GOP state Rep. Joe Bigl of Buck-
sport. Dem incumbent Buddy Murray of 
Bangor has to contend with a challenge 
from both Republican Anne Pooler and 
independent Michael Reynolds. And 
Democratic state Sen. Marge Kilkelly of 
Wiscasset made a lot of noise about retir-
. ing because oflow pay for legislators, then 
changed her mind. In spite of her whining, 
she's still too popular for GOP state Rep . 
Bob Spear, the prize of Nobleboro. 
In a fundraising letter, current Senate 
President Lawrence attempted to stir 
Democrats to action by claiming Republi-
cans could "smell victory" in November. 
In reality, the GOP will be lucky to nose 
out a win in more than one additional dis-
trict. The next Senate will probably have 
18 Democrats, 16 Republicans and one 
independent (Jill Goldthwait of Bar Har-
bor, who votes with the Dems). Which 
would relegate Amero's presidential ambi-
tions to the legislative litter basket. 
As for my own quest for recognition, it 
seems as if producing an entire column 
without a single Monica Lewinsky joke 
ought to make me eligible for the Nobel 
Prize in literature. 
You could win a Pulitzer for writing to us, 
ClJre of CBW, 561 Congress St., Portlond, 
ME 04101. But as my Grammy used to say, 
"You Rube, it's a lot quicker to e-mail ish-
mae/ia@gwi.net than it is to prder chickm 
Oscar in a Tony restaurant. " She was a smart 
gal, old Emmy. 
TANGLED IN 
RED TAPEt 
Call the former 
Portland City Attorney 
• Zoning 
• Business Licenses 
• Property Tax Abatements 
• Street & Sewer problems 
David A. Lourie 
Attorney At Law 
799-4922 
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THEY ALLAYED MY CONCERN ABOUT SOCIAL ISOLATION 
, IN THE VIRTUAL COMMUNITY. 
The paradigm of the virtual community used to trouble me. Until I visited lavaNet Cafe. 
Finally, I could probe cyberspace in the company of like-minded explorers. I love the aesthetics of the place. 
It's like sipping coffee at Mother's. With JavaNet as my Internet Service Provider, I never feel isolated. 
JavaNet provides unlimited technical support and high speed Internet access for $19.95 per month. 
. The perfect juxtaposition of technology and humanity. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Why go alone? Visit JavaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. Or calil-Soo JavaNet for immediate Internet access. 
Clog dance 
Those warnings at the beginning of cer- i "A number of years ago," he began, 
tain TV and radio programs cautioning : either oblivious to or enjoying my discom-
"the following subject matter may not be I fort, "there was an illinois gubernatorial 
suitable for all viewers/listeners" usually ! candidate by the name of Big Jim Thomp-
disappoint. You might hear a few cuss 1 son. It was alleged that during a party, he 
words or see someone's head blow up - i drank raspberry schnapps out of a plunger. 
but nothing that really merits all the fuss . i A bunch of us decided to try it. We brought 
But in the interest of public decency, I, too, I schnapps and a plunger to a party, and we 
would like to offer a cave.at: This week's 1 drank out of it. It wasn't half bad. " 
column contains a gross-out level of about I I stopped him. Despite my dire siruation, 
10. Read on at your own risk. i I needed to know if it was a new plunger or 
You see, I had this plumbing problem. I a used one. He couldn't recall. I found this 
No, it wasn't in the wet bar .. - .. - ..... _ ...... - ,--.- ........ --..... hard to believe. This seemed 
in my sunken living room. like a crucial detail of the 
Yes, it was in the bathroom. story. The Big Detail. He 
Hard as it may be to believe, guessed it was not new. I was 
despite years of apartment beginning to think I didn't 
dwelling in buildings con- want to borrow his plunger. 
structed at a time when Dick- At that moment, the first 
ens was on the best-seller list, friend showed up at my 
I've never had a clogged toi- door. "Your line's been 
let before. I knew help must busy. You're not going to 
be sought, and I called a believe this, but we found a 
trusted friend. Not exactly plunger." 
sure how to broach the sub- I did not believe it. I do 
ject, I - after a few minutes 
of inane conversation -
blurted, "Oh, and by the 
way, you don't happen to 
have a plunger?" 
not know how anyone can 
not know they own a 
plunger. I know I own a 
• Ell Z A BET H PEA V E Y broom. I know I own an 
Her laughter did not annoy me as much 
as the fact she sang out to her husband, 
"Liz's toilet's clogged!" When she was 
finally able to contain her amusement, she 
dealt with my problem in a very busi-
nesslike fashion. 
"OK. First, what's the nature of the 
clog?" 
I was mortified. I was raised in a good 
W ASP household, where bodily functions 
were not only not discussed, but also rarely 
had. "Well ... it's mostly ... paper," I stam-
mered. (I had lived for two years in water-
conserving San Francisco, where flushing 
each time is taboo.) "Too bad," she said. 
"Paper doesn't dissolve very easily." 
She seemed to know a lot about the sub-
ject. She told me the problem might, 
indeed, require a plunger, but that she, her-
self, did not own one of those bacteria-
laden things. She then .launched into a 
number of clog horror stories. I think I 
heard my toilet sigh. 
Finally, I was told to first try her own 
remedy: flush the toilet five times in succes-
sion. No more, no less. 
Anything was worth a go. 
The initial flush was uneventful. There 
was a gurgle and wheeze. Not much more. 
On the second flush, however, the water 
rose to a terrifying, brimming level. Seated 
on the edge of the bathrub, I let loose an 
involuntary shriek and picked up my feet. 
The tsunami I anticipated did not occur, 
but I decided to abandon her method, and 
call another friend. 
My dignity had gone down the drain. I 
cut to the chase. "You got a plunger?" A 
pause. "Having a bit of a problem, are we?" 
He, too, was amused. While he did own a 
plunger, it would not be made available 
without a story. 
English muffin splitter. I know I own a jar 
opener. And I would know if I owned a 
plunger. I was beginning to suspect my two 
friends had plotted this whole ordeal to tor-
mentme. 
I plucked the odious instrument with my 
thumb and index finger, casting a glance up 
and down the street to make sure no one 
was watching. "I will report back," I said, 
and smartly closed the door. 
Being a plunging neophyte, I didn't 
know what to expect, but I was convinced it 
was not going to be pleasant. I had images 
of dredging up the entire contents of the 
city's water treatment plant. I thought of 
subterranean reptiles. Just in case, I donned 
rubber boots and gloves. My doorbell rang. 
Ignoring my friend's inexplicable and 
persistent curiosity, I placed the rubber cup 
over the mouth of the toilet drain, closed 
my eyes and gave a heave-ho. The toilet 
g1ugged. I stood back and flushed. Normal. 
I flushed again for good measure. Again, 
noimal. I found the whole operation some-
what anticlimactic. 
"It didn't do anything," I said, when I 
rerumed to the. door with my friend's 
plunger. She asked what, exactly, had I 
expected. I told her of my visions of tidal 
waves and monsters. "Liz," she said, with 
the slightest hint of disgust in her voice, 
"plungers don't suck. They push." And 
with that, she trotted down the stairs, wav-
ing away the outstretched plunger and call-
ing behind her, "Keep it." 
"Well," I thought, as I carted the thing 
back into my home, "at least my head 
didn't explode." 
Yet. 
Elizabeth Peavey exercised the eensiest bit of 
poetic license with this saga in order to protect 
what remains of the dignity of those involved. 
Herself, in particular. 
.... 
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Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALL 1-8oo-JAVANET 
Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
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• " T he Seattle rimes P.R. machine shifted : 
• into fifth gear this week, declaring • 
• • from the pages of the recently pur- : 
• chased Portland Press Herald, "We're Glad to • • • • be Coming Home" - a sentimental exploita- • 
• tion of Maine native and Times founder Col. • • • 
• Alden Blethen. But it remains to be seen " 
how Sinclair Broad- • • 
casting Group will ingra- • 
• tiate itself to Portlanders. • 
The bottom-line-oriented • 
Baltimore media empire : 
snatched up Guy Gannet • 
• Communication's seven • 
TV stations, including • 
• • WGME-TV Channel 13, for the reported • • 
: sum of $310 million dollars. The purchase is : 
• still subject to approval by the feds, but once • 
: that's accomplished, Sinclair, which already • • 
• owns 56 TV stations, will broadcast to a • 
: quarter of the nation's households. Think of : 
• the implications: One company now has the " 
• • • power to single-handedly resurrect "Hazel." • 
• • • " • • As Baltimore prepares to invade your  
: household, some people in the Old Port must : 
• evacuate theirs. On Sept. 2, city inspectors " 
: condemned two floors at 432-434 Fore St, : 
_ giving residents until Sept. 6 to get out. + 
: Owned by Joe "Christians lived in cata- + • 
• combs and they didn't piss and moan" + · -• Soley, the property was deemed unfit for • 
• human habitation because several units had + 
: no tOilets and were never intended for : 
- human habitation. The condemnation came • 
• + • just hours after a last-minute agreement by • 
: Soley to repair housing violations in apart- • • 
• ments at 8-10 and 9-11 Exchange St Now the " Angering the problem: Fewer Portland kids are being tested for lead poisoning. ALE PHOTO/TONEE HARBERT 
: mega-landlord has until Oct. 5 to make : 
• repairs, which include replacing handrails and " 
- . " smoke detectors, stopping up leaks in the • Got Lead? 
• roof and - can't we all sympathize with this " 
: one - cleaning wine-stained carpets. : Lead poisoning is increasing among Pordand's 
: low-income kids. • 
It 
• • Still more news from the Old Port: Bar 
• • CONNIE PACILLO 
• owners and other Old Port business people • • + Portland has a big problem with lead 
• shot down - or temporarily wounded, at " • and it may be getting worse. Even though 
• least - the proposal by the Portland City • • the city has been paying to remove lead-
• Council's public safety committee to • • • based paint from multifamily households, 
increase bar license fees from $50 to • - the number of preschool kids being poi-
: $1,600. Councilors Charles Harlow, Karen : soned has increased. 
• Geraghty and Nick Mavodones decided to . In 1996, 816 kids were tested for lead, 
: table the plan after vocal protests from bar : and 192 of them tested positive for it. In 
• owners, who claimed they were being soaked ... 1997, only 547 kids were tested, but the 
: because of unfair accusations their patrons : number testing positive for damaging 
• caused most problems in the area. The com- " lead levels increased to 253 - almost half 
: mittee is expected to review the proposal : those checked. 
• and return with a new, more politically " Naomi Suey, coordinator of Portland's 
" . • acceptable recommendation by December. _ lead poisoning and prevention office, said 
• " she doesn't know why lead poisoning is 
" . • • Regional Waste Systems, meanwhile, _ increasing in kids. One possible explana-
• has no choice but to cough up some cash. " tion is that more people are renovating 
" . • The publicly owned incinerator was fined + older houses, causing lead paint to chip 
• $94,575 by the state Department of • into pieces that younger kids pick up and 
" . • Environmental Protection as part of a settle- • swallow. 
• mentfor violations that could have cost RWS · Roger Bondeson, who manages 
" . • as much as $533,733. The incinerator still • Portland's program to remove lead paint 
• must reduce its smokestack emissions and * from housing, agreed renovations are a · -• improve its collection of household haz- • big part of why lead poisoning is increas-
: ardous wastes. Also, RWS is required to con- : ing. The main problem he said is "fami-
• duct origami classes so people can recycle " lies doing home renovations without any 
• " precautions." Bondeson said it is critical 
• Blethen's newspaper ads into lovely _ 
" Christmas decorations. caw • to get children out of a house where any 
• " 
type of work that might expose old paint 
is going on. That's especially important 
because the majority of Portland's multi-
family dwellings were built before 1978, 
the year lead-based paint was banned. 
Bondeson estimated that over half of the 
housing in Portland has some type oflead 
contamination. 
Portland offers inexpensive loans to 
landlords who perform lead abatement in 
buildings for low-income renters . 
Officials provide housing for tenants who 
are temporarily displaced while the reno-
vations are going on, monitor the con-
struction and painting and inspect the 
dwellings when improvements have been 
completed. After providing financial 
assistance to landlords, city officials 
check periodically to make sure the rents 
still meet guidelines for affordable hous-
ing. Often kids who live in buildings reno-
vated with city support are tested for lead, 
though the city doesn't require that. 
Officials are also at a loss to explain 
why fewer kids overall are being tested 
today. Part of the problem may be lack of 
enforcement of the federal law mandating 
that youngsters on Medicaid be tested 
annually for lead. Suey said she knows of 
no penalty for parents who don't have 
their children tested. Nor are there any 
repercussions for health care providers 
who don't take the initiative to test those 
... kids. 
Sucy, whose program is funded by a 
$39,000 grant from the federal Centers for 
Disease Control, said the children who 
do test positive for elevated levels of lead 
often suffer irreversible brain damage -
lower IQs, decreased attention spans, 
reading and learning disabilities and 
growth and behavior problems. There is 
no way to remove lead from a poisoned 
child, Sucy said. "Once the kids reach 
school age, what has happened has hap-
pened," she said. If a child does have ele-
vated levels of lead, the only step that can 
be taken is to move the child to a lead-free 
environment and increase the amount of 
calcium in the diet, which may work to 
protect the body's cells from absorbing 
the toxin. 
Portland officials have no concrete 
plan to combat the increase in lead poi-
soning in local children or to increase the 
number of kids who are tested . Sucy 
blamed much of the problem on health 
care providers , parents, landlords, and 
home renovators who don't understand 
how serious lead poisoning is. She said 
her office will focus on continuing to edu-
cate people who are directly involved 
with preschool children . But that has 
been the city's tactic all along, and the 
numbers of elevated levels aflead or actu-
al poisonings in Portland's low-income 
kids has only increased. 
Jet Skis 
Back Cove annoyance 
New regulations may be needed, 
Jet skis piss off Penny Rich. 
While personal watercraft aren't a 
common sight on her afternoon walks 
around Back Cove in Portland, Rich said, 
when they do appear their loud whine 
ruins her peaceful jaunts. "It's like a -
just a - big old giant mosquito," she 
said. "What's the reason they are banning 
them all over the country? That's the rea-
son they should ban them here." 
Getting someone to take action hasn't 
been easX, however. Rich discovered that 
few city officials and community leaders 
seem to know who has the authority to 
control watercraft in Back Cove. 
The harbor ll;laster can enforce boat 
safety laws, but can't order Jet Skiers not 
to journey into the 600-acre tidal flat. The 
city of Portland maintains the park and 
pathways that surround the cove, but 
can't prohibit Jet Skis there. Some at the 
state Department of Environmental 
Protection are sympathetic about noise 
complaints like Rich's, but don't have the 
authority to ban the personal watercraft. 
Local environmental groups say they are 
too busy with other issues to take up the 
anti-J et Ski cause. And the state 
Department of Marine Resources, which 
actually has authority over the waters of 
Back Cove, says it can't limit personal 
watercraft there unless the state creates 
new regulations. 
Legislators last session banned person-
al watercraft from 245 lakes in Maine's 
unorganized territories. Recent state law 
gives municipalities authority to limit Jet 
Skis, but only on great ponds and lakes, 
classifications that don't include Back 
Cove. 
"It's a burning issue," said John 
Fetterman, a Department of Marine 
Resources spokesman. He predicted leg-
islatures in several states will be looking 
closely at the problem in the near future. 
"Maine's not alone in it," he said. 
In the meantime, neighbors like Rich 
will just have to wait - and maybe buy 
earplugs. 
KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
United States Postal Service 
i No compromise 
Portland5 recommendations 
for proposed distribution 
center rejected 
No. That's the response United States 
Postal Service (USPS) officials gave to 
most suggestions from neighbors and 
environmentalists who want to lessen the 
impact a proposed distribution center off 
Rand Road in Portland would have on an 
environmentally sensitive area. 
Porthind City Councilors had given 
the USPS a list of five suggestions for 
; dealing with potential problems with the 
i project - such as the impact on sur-
rounding wetlands, increased noise in the 
neighborhood and development of open 
land in the city. Among other recommen-
dations, the councilors asked the postal 
i service to sell 15 acres of the property to 
I . the city for green space, relocate the load-
. ing docks, promise not to build a road to 
Westbrook Street and donate money to 
redevelop the path around Back Cove. 
But in an Aug. 28 letter to City 
Manager Bob Ganley, USPS plant man-
ager AI Lazaroff said postal officials had 
nixed each of the city's suggestions, with 
the exception of the donation for Back 
i Cove. Because it is a federal ageney, the 
post office doesn't have to compromise 
with the city or submit to its planning reg-
ulations. 
Portland leaders are continuing to 
hold closed-door talks with postal offi-
cials. On Sept. 21, the City Council will 
decide whether to continue negotiating 
with the USPS or to again consider taking 
i the property by eminent domain - a 
. move the Council delayed in July after 
postal officials threatened to move the 
project to Lewiston. 
CONNIE PACILLO 
100 sec han g e Numbers alone can't tell us much. As proof, 
we present these numbers, gathered by 
caw's staff. 
Estimated number of people taking part in Aug. 29 : 
rally in Monument Square in Portland calling for a : 
staff union at Jackson Brook Institute in South : 
Portland: I 00 
Estimated number of people taking part in Aug. 30 1 
rally in Red Square in Moscow calling for the resig- : 
nation of Russian President Boris Yeltsin: 200 
Population of Portland: 64,000 
PopUlation of Moscow: 8,792,000 
Percentage of rallying Portlanders: 1.5 
Percentage of rallying Muscovites: .02 
Number of grievances filed by prisoners at the : 
Cumberland County jail, January-July 1998: 599 : 
pany providing health care at the jail is alleged to 
have failed to give needed medication to a prison-
er: I 






Herbert Asquith once said the British War Office kept 
three sets o( ~gures: "one to mislead the public, one to 
mislead the Cabinet. and the third to mislead itself." 
Number of grievances concerning medical or den- : We're not (ussy, so send any 0( the above to this coi-
tal problems: 192 umn, care o( CBW, 561 Congress St, Portland, ME 
Number of lawsuits filed because the private com- : 0410 I, or e-mail editor@cbw.maine.com. 
SEPTEMBER la, 199B 
New e:r Used Sea Kayak Sale 
september 20th 
Sin51es &' Doubles 
_ .. paddles, wetsuits, booties, jackets ... 
loAM - 4PM at OuY Peaks Island boathouse, below the ICiA . 
MAINE ISLAND KAYAK co. 
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A SIMPLE CHOICE: do the 
• KIMBERLY JEAN SMITH 
Eve Raimon and Deborah Shields, a lesbian 
couple who live in South Portland, know at 
least some people in their city don't like 
homosexuals. 
Sometimes when they walk down the street, 
neighbors yell out, "Dyke!" And during the 
failed referendum campaign this winter to 
protect the state's gay rights law, someone 
ripped anti-discrimination bumper stickers 
from Shields'·car. 
Like other gay men and lesbians in South 
Portland, Shields and Raimon have no 
protection from discrimination. They know 
that a restaurant owner could legally refuse 
to serve them, a bank officer could deny 
them credit, a landlord could turn them 
down for an apartment or an employer could 
fire them - just for being gay. "I don't want 
to feel that kind offear," Raimon said. 
South Portland voters will soon have a 
chance to ease Raimon's mind. On Nov. 3, 
they'll decide whether to extend equal rights 
to all people in the city, regardless of sexual 
orientation. If the ordinance passes, South 
Portland will join Portland, Long Island and 
Bar Harbor in banning discrimination in the 
areas of housing, public accommodation, 
credit and employment. 
Raimon and Shields are working with 
South Portland Citizens for Justice, a group 
of about two dozen gay and straight 
activists, to convince people to vote yes in 
support of equal rights. They're nervous. "I 
like my neighbors - my immediate 
neighbors," said Raimon. "We're all pretty 
close. But I find myself terrified to approach 
them and ask how they're going to vote on 
this issue." 
Neighbor to neighbor 
As the horrible truth sank in Feb. 10 - that a majority of voters wanted to repeal the 
state's new law protecting.Jesbians and gay men from discrimination - 34-year-old 
David Aaron Swander was sure more people would have voted to ban bias, if only they 
had talked to gay people like him. . 
"I kept thinking, if they only had an opportunity to meet me - someone like me who 
pays . his m0rt$a~~, \¥hQ !toes to the. grocery store," said Swander, who lives with his 
_~ _ \.' • _ .... '1.. ... t."G W 'Lt., \,\> . 
ING South Portland voters 
e 
get a chance Nov. 3 to 
extend civil rights to gay 
men and lesbians. 
partner of eight years in their South Portland home. "I knew that people in Aroostook 
couldn't meet me, so I couldn't affect them. But I know my neighbors and I'm active in 
my community .. .. I could somehow have an effect." 
Now Swander has a chance to test his theory. Will his South Portland neighbors 
support protection from discrimination, because they know gay people like him? 
Members of Citizens for Justice say they wouldn't have begun fighting for equal 
rights so soon after the February defeat if they hadn't been thrust into battle by a well-
intentioned ally. But that's exactly what happened when South Portland City Councilor 
Birger Johnson, a Congregationalist 
minister, asked fellow councilors to 
support an anti-discrimination ordinance. 
The councilors balked, and instead 
decided to leave the matter to South 
Portland voters. 
That meant Swander and other activists 
had to start campaigning all over again, 
this time with less energy and fewer 
resources than they'd had in the statewide 
campaign. "Obviously, it's difficult to 
generate the finances and the manpower to 
go through another battle," said Swander. 
"I think it's important for people to know 
we didn't initiate this." 
On the surface, it appears the quest for 
equal rights may stand a better chance in 
this local election . After all, South 
Portland voters have already demonstrated 
their support for equality, with almost 
60 percent voting in February to ' 
keep Maine's gay rights law. 
State and federal laws already 
protect Mainers from discrimination 
on the basis of race, gender, 
religion, ethnicity, nationality and 
mental and physical handicaps. But 
in most cities and towns -
including South Portland - it's 
legal for a gay lan410rd to deny an 
apartment to a straight couple 
because they are straight, or for a 
straight employer to fire a gay 
employee because he is gay or for a 
bank to deny a lesbian a loan 
because she is a lesbian. 
In an effort to change that, South 
Portland Citizens for Justice 
members are waging their campaign 
neighbor to neighbor. They're 
washing cars, selling rame tickets 
and organizing neighborhood 
dessert parties to raise money. 
They're distributing political 
literature door-to-door and calling 
voters - all in the hope of bringing 
equal rights to this city of 23,000. 
But reaching their neighbors has 
proved difficult. Officials of South 
Portland's annual Spring Point 
Festival initially gave Citizens for 
Justice approval to staff a booth 
there, but later asked them to stay 
away. Festival officials said they 
hadn't realized the group was 
working on a fall election issue. 
Howard Burpee, chairman of the 
organizing committee, said actively 
campaigning political groups and 
candidates have been banned from the 
event for about three or four years and 
there was nothing he could do to change 
the policy. 
"I was actually really disappointed," 
said Swander, about the missed 
opportunity to meet with his neighbors. 
"That was [supposed to be) our big 
introduction to the community. And we 
don't have another opportunity until 
November." 
Nor has the group had much success 
attracting volunteers during the lazy days 
of summer. Still, members are hopeful that 
come November, their South Portland 
neighbors will again do the right thing 
by voicing clear support for protection 
from discrimination based on sexual 
orientation. 
Necessary tool 
Some human rights activists say that 
instead of pushing for local anti-
discrimination ordinances, groups like 
South Portland Citizens for Justice should 
hold out for a statewide law that would 
protect everyone. They say passing too 
many local ordinances will fuel right-wing 
arguments that a state law isn't needed, as 
well as give homophobes more 
opportunities to spread their message of 
hate. And they fear that campaigns like the 
one in South Portland exhaust volunteers 
who could be pushing for a statewide law. 
But members of Citizens for Justice say 
that because the City Council put the 
...... u .... ilia freedom: David 
would love to see this ordinance enacted 
and never have it used," he said. "[But) we 
oUght to have the tool to address it should 
it occur." Though he can't point to hard 
numbers, he said he has no doubt that gay 
men and lesbians face discrimination in 
South Portland. 
Sally Sutton, executive director of the 
Maine Civil Liberties Union, a South 
Portland resident and a Citizens for Justice 
member, agreed with the police chief. 
Without legal tools like the proposed city 
ordinance, Sutton pointed out, the civil 
liberties union has no way to help lesbian 
and gay people. "We get calls and we are 
not able to say to people you have any sort 
of protection," she said. "At this point, 
people don't call [anymore) because there 
aren't laws, and they're vulnerable." 
..... ., South Portllnd Cltlz~ 1fpr 
~tpJIIIII citywide ~ retet<ltndum. 
proposed equal rights ordinance out to a 
referendum vote, they have no choice 
but to fight for its passage. Another 
defeat, they say, would be 
devastating. 
Allies of the activists, like 
South Portland Police Chief 
., ., 
Edward Googins, say the 
ordinance is a tool people 
need right now, some-
thing to depend on until 
The ordiriance would also send an 
important signal to South Portland 
and beyond that attitudes toward 
gay people are shifting. That 
coulJ be lifesaving for young 
people who are battling 
discrimination and self-
hatred, said John Wood-
head, co-president of 
Outright, a Greater 
lM1PBIIUIIIIWIIIIDIIIIIlJI'If - J?ortland group for 
a statewide measure is 
approved . Googins 
said the Febr~ary 
defeat left a void 
...••• y III SIM8IJ ISSIE. D'S JUST BASIC 
in his depart-
queer and question-
ing kids. "What's 
at stake for 
all is safety, 
...... : - UllY SUTTOII. EJEI:urIIIE DlREClllllf 
ment's ability 
to fight bias 
crime. "I 
1111 _ CIII. LEaIB ....... IElIER If IIIIlII have some 
youth 
who are 
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bashed, and ... that doesn't happen in a 
vacuum," said Woodhead. If the 
ordinance passes, gay teens would "feel a 
bit more affirmed, and then it becomes the 
bigots and the harassers who are the ones 
who have to be closeted." 
Christian Potholm, a government 
professor at Bowdoin College and head of 
a political consulting firm, agreed that 
passing the ordinance is vital for the cause 
of equal rights both in South Portland and 
elsewhere . But Potholm adamantly 
believes a state law should be the ultimate 
goal. He argues local ordinance battles 
pose serious risks. "I think from the 
position of gay men and women , it's 
probably good to have a couple of local 
victories in the bag," he said. "It can have 
a psychological effect if you win a couple. 
But if you lose ... " 
Discrimination 
happens here ~ 
So far, opposition to the South 
Portland ordinance has been 
scarce. Several anti-gay South 
Portlanders stood before the 
Council at a public hearing in 
April, hoping to convince officials 
the measure is both unneeded and 
likely to bring about bad things for 
the city. Since then, no organized 
opposition seems to have formed 
and none of the state's big right-
wing organizations have gotten 
involved in South Portland's battle. 
Michael Heath, head of the 
Christian Civic League, and Paul 
Volle, head of Maine's Christian 
Coalition, have each said they'll 
stay out of the South Portland 
fight, claiming they are too busy 
with work on abortion issues at the 
state level. Heath, however, said he 
sent some informational brochures, 
left over from the state campaign, 
to a couple of South Portland 
residents who'd requested them. 
And Steven Gray, a South 
Portland resident, took out an anti-
referendum ad this summer in the 
American Journal under the name 
of Citizens Against Excessive 
Taxes. Gray, who didn't return 
CBW calls, ran the ad only once . 
Anti-gay organizers in South 
Portland have apparently gone mute, 
but the public silence doesn't comfort pro-
equality activists like Raimon. "I just think 
it's going to be [done with) stealth," 
Raimon said. "I expect them to be there in 
the crucial hour." Shields agreed. "The 
religious right organizes every Sunday in 
church," she said, while Citizens for 
Justice members struggle to wage their 
neighbor:to-neighbor campaign with fewer 
volunteers than they'd like. 
The group's biggest obstacle may be the 
same thing many believe killed the 
statewide 'gay rights law - voter apathy. 
Kevin Glynn, a South Portland city 
councilor who voted to send the proposed 
human rights ordinance to a citywide 
referendum, said he isn't convinced that 
gay and lesbian people suffer more 
discrimination than the average person, or 
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WINSTON BOX 
16mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotineav. 
per cigarette by FTC method. 
No additives are in our 
tobacco, for true taste. 
SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette 
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide. 
When I say no additives, 
I mean no additives! 
Winston Straight .up. 
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Now Only $299 
Z. CLARK'S 
UNFINISHED 
FURNITURE Bookcases! Desks! 
Home Theoter Units! 
Computer Stations (oak or pine) 
ALL WOOD FURNITURE 
that will last from kindergarten to college 
Rt 1 ond Poyne Rd @ Dunston (orner, Scorborough 






Duty Free Discount Cigarettes 
Business Hours 
9:00am to 6:00pm 








COMMANDER $17.59 ' 
KENT $17.59 
KOOL $17.59 
L& M $14.80 
LARK $14.80 




































































-SKOAL & COPENHAGEN $25.00 per ROLL-
CAN'T FIND YOUR BRAND? CALL 1-800-580-7116 
BY MAIL ORDER 
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME 
Cred~ Card Orders & Now Accepting Personal 




Mail Orders Seneca Hawk RT, 5 & 20 
P.O. Box 278 Jrvlng, NY 14081 
Date of Birth, __ _ 
I 0 M8$er Card 0 Discover I 
I 0 Visa 0 American Express I 
o Check 0 Money Order I I Cred~ Card /I or Check 1/___ I 
Expiration O8te'______ I 
I Phone /I I 
! §I Oty~ .. ~Oeocr~~'iction~. ~un~h Price~'~~1 ~~' ~~.!-'-"'~p%,~. $~Amou~nI~! 
, _.:: .... :..:T""'=-+ ___ I IName'______ r 
I 
Address I ~ I II 
5 carton minimum '------'-----' 
plus $1.50 per carton shipping & handling __ ..... X ____ _ 
Subject to change without notice L _______________ _ 
DO TBJI BIG1ft' 'l'IIIIIG CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11 
(COLUMNS ONE AND TWO ) 
FRONT TOP 
REFERENDUM QUESTION 
AI1l you fur the OfdInance which would proWt ci!CflmlnaUOn ~sed on sexual orientation 
housing, employment, pubiic acxonmodatlOl1lllnd the ~ of credit? 
o fOR THE alDlNANC£ 
o ACWol$T M ORDINANCE 
These responses to commonly asked questions about South 
Portland:S proposed human rights ordinance are takenfrom 
information provided by the city's attorney, Mary Kahl. 
WHY DO WE NEED THIS ORDINANCE? 
Currently, state human rights laws protect people against discrimination only 
on the basis of race, gender, religion, ethnicity, nationality or mental or physical 
handicap. Without the ordinance, no one in South Portland is protected from 
discrimination in the areas of housing, employment, public accommodation and 
credit because of sexual orientation. This means, for example, that a gay landlord 
could legally refuse to rent to straight tenants because they are straight or that a 
straight employer could legally fire a gay employee because he or she is gay. 
HOW WAS THE ORDINANCE DRAFTED? 
It is based on existing state human rights law. Sexual orientation would be 
added to the list of protected categories in South Portland. 
HOW WOULD' IT BE ENfORCED? 
It could be enforced two ways. 
A person who thinks he or she has been discriminated against could file a 
complaint with the city, which police would investigate. After reviewing the 
findings, the city's attorney would determine whether there was reasonable cause 
to believe discrimination had occurred. If so, the attorney would file a complamt 
in Cumberland County District Court against the alleged discriminator. 
People who believe they've been victims of bias could also file complaints in 
District Court without involving the city. 
If discrimination is proven in court, a judge could levy penalties to remedy the 
wrong. A person who lost his or her job could get it back, for example, or a person 
who'd been denied a bank loan could receive credit. The maximum fine for a first 
. offense is $1,000 and a second offense could cost up to $2,000. Future violations 
carry a $3,000 penalty. 
WOULD I BE BREAKING THE LAW IF I STATED THE BELIEF THAT 
HOMOSEXUALITY IS WRONG? 
No. 
DO I HAVE TO FOLLOW THE LAW EVEN If MY RELIGION SAYS 
HOMOSEXUALITY IS SiNfUL? 
Yes. For example, if you are a landlord or an employer you would not be able 
to deny a person art apartment or a job because you think he or she. is gay. But 
you wouldn't have to rent to a gay person in the same duplex or smgle-famIly 
home where you live. Religious groups, including corporations, associations and 
organizations, are also exempted from the law and would still be able to deny 
employment or accommodation to people based on their sexual orientation. 
WOULD THE ORDINANCE APPLY TO GROUPS LIKE THE BOY 
SCOUTS? 
Yes. Under the law, volunteer groups are considered employers. 
WOULD EMPLOYERS HAVE TO PROVIDE HEALTH BENEfITS TO 
THE PARTNERS Of UNIilARRIEO EMPLOYEES? 
Generally, no. Most employers only provide health insurance to married 
couples. Since gay people can't legally marry, employers don't have to provide 
their partners health benefits. 
that straight people, who would also 
be shielded by the law, need protection 
either. "We had a statewide vote and the 
people of the state said, 'No,'" said Glynn. 
He said public policy issues dealing with 
gay people should be debated, but only 
on a national level. "I don't believe that 
having these issues decided on locally 
helps us have that national debate," 
UNETO 
SEE THIS 
to handle them. 
Citizens for Justice 
members say the 
ordinance would 
be most valu· 




Like many who oppose local 
rights ordinances, Glynn sees 
no contradiction between 
thinking there isn't much 
discrimina tion against 
AND fRR HAVE IT USED. 
[BUT] WE 008IIT TO HAVE til TOll. 
gay people, and worry-
ing that if South . 
Portland passes the 
measure the city 
will end up spending hundreds of 
thousands of dollars prosecuting a flood of 
discrimination cases. 
But supporters of the ordinance, like 
Sutton of the civil liberties union, argue 
such a scenario is unlikely. She points to 
the experience of Long Island and 
Portland, neither of which has seen a 
crush of discrimination complaints. In 
those municipalities, people who believe 
they've been wronged bear the costs of 
trying their cases - a provision that has 
raised serious doubts about the 
ordinances ' constitutionality. South 
Portland's proposed ordinance is different, 
because either the city or the aggrieved 
person could choose to take legal action. 
But Sutton said there's no evidence to 
suggest South Portland would have lots of 
complaints, or that it would be expensive 
• 
TO ADDRESS IT SIIWJ 
lDISCRIMIllAnONl OCCIIL" -
SOOTH PORTIJIII 
POLICE CHIEF EDWARD GOOGINS 
sense of peace it would provide. They've 
heard countless stories about the lesbian 
couple being denied a bank loan, the 
school teacher who is afraid to come out 
to her co-workers and the high school 
student who suffers the homophobic abuse 
of his classmates. Discrimination, say gay 
South Portlanders, can be as subtle as a 
landlord ignoring a lesbian's complaints 
about a leaky pipe in her apartment, 
waiting extra days to fix it. Even though 
the ordinance isn't designed to address 
such subtleties, it would send a message 
that a majority of people in South 
Portland believe all discrimination, though 
perhaps not illegal, is wrong. 
Nolan McCoy, a candidate for state 
representative from South Portland and 
Cape Elizabeth, knows how unsettling 
bias can be. During the Democratic 
primary campaign, when he ran 
unopposed, someone sabotaged McCoy's 
posters by attaching signs that read, "I'm 
gay." 
"That was a wake-up call," said 
McCoy, who doesn't hide the fact that he 
is gay but hasn't made his sexuality the 
focus of his campaign. "I actually did not 
sleep that well for the next few days ." 
Police don't know who vaudalized the 
signs. Though South Portland's human 
rights ordinance wouldn't be much help in 
solving the mystery, McCoy said passage 
of the measure would bring him some 
comfort. "It defmitely stands as a symbol 
of acceptance," he said. 
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the entrenched beliefs of people on 
either side of the debate. But it would 
make life easier for a group of people who 
felt less welcome in Maine after . the 
February vote. 
That's an opportunity that shouldn't be 
missed, said Johnson, the councilor who 
introduced the measure. Johnson was 
disappointed his colleagues didn't approve 
the ordinance themselves, but gave that 
responsibility to voters instead. He knew it 
was a lot to ask already exhausted activists 
to launch another campaign for human 
rights. "They were tired , and they were -
they were just dry. I know that," Johnson 
said . "[But] I can ' t say I regret it 
happened. It's where we are. A statement 






Sou t h 
Portland's hu-
man rights ordin· 
ance wouldn 't force 
homophobic people 
to change their rhe-
"WHATS 
AT STAKE fOR 
ALL IS SAfETY. 
BECAUSE WE HAVE SOME 
YOOTH WHO ARE BASHm. AND 
... THAT DllSNl HAPPEN IN A 
VACWM." 
- JOlIN WlDlHEAD. 
Sutton , a mar-
ried mother of 
two, said the vote in 
November will affect 
every citizen of South 
Portland. It will impact 
everyone's moral life, she 
said, regardless of sexual 
orientation. "I don't have to 
be affected by it directly to 
know that people are harmed 
00IR18HT COfRESIDENJ without it and people should not 
be discriminated against. It's as 
simple as that," said Sutton. "I don't 
toric or make anti-gay 
religious groups hire gay 
employees . It wouldn't 
require employers to give 
health benefits to domestic 
partners of unmarried workers. 
And it probably wouldn't change 
think this is a gay or straight issue. It 's 
just basic human rights." 
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Vote yes 
T he time has come for South Portlanders to do the right t
hing. When city 
voters head to the polls Nov. 3, they'll have a chance to extend equal rights to
 
all their neighbors by saying yes to an ordinance that bans discrimination on
 
the basis of sexual orientation (see "Do the right thing," page 10). 
For too long, the debate in Maine over gay rights has been dominated by hate
, fear 
and ignorance. We waste our time debating the fme points of ancient scriptu
re, when 




safe driving home at night, or believe they'll be seated for supper 
at the local diner, or know they can apply for jobs without hiding 
the truth of their lives. 
Gay South Portlanders have real reason to be afraid, because 
they have no protection under the law. Police Chief Edward 
Googins has said he needs this equal rights ordinance in order to 
protect people against hate crimes and discrimination. Googins 
isn't looking to hand out special privileges. He's merely seeking to safeguar
d all the 
citizens he and his officers have sworn to defend - not just the ones in tr
aditional 
families. 
Opponents of the anti-discrimination ordinance have tied themselves in l
ogical 
knots. They fITSt try to tell us there's no prejudice against sexual minorities, th
en warn 
us that taxpayers will shell out thousands prosecuting discrimination com
plaints. 
Which would they have us believe - that gay people need no protection, or 
that they 
Not a paid advertisement - in fact, not an advertisement at all. 
need so much protection we can't possibly afford to offer equality under the
 law? In 
fact, wherever civil rights have been extended to sexual minorities, in Maine a
nd other 
states, the cost in doIlars has been small. 
• But equality should never be a matter of money. The constitutional princip
le that 
all people are created equal is either worth defending by blood and by will
, or it is 
worth nothing. 
South Portlanders, like generations of Americans before them, are being forc
ed to 
answer part of freedom's puzzle. In previous decades, society struggled with q
uestions 
of racial integration and voting rights ' for women - questions for which the 
answers 
seem obvious today. Likewise, we're struggling with whether gay and straigh
t people 
should be equal. If we stand up for the cause ofliberty now, OUf children will 
one day 
be able to take those rights for granted. 
South Portland voters face a simple choice, but bear a hefty moral obligation. 
They 
must vote yes to stop discrimination. 
Corrections 






We know you're out there, watching reruns of "Ellen," renting "In and Out" f
rom your video store - hoping no one will notice. We know you've be
en told that 
it'. hopele •• , that heterosexuality is forever . You feel that the fun, th
e glamour, the riches of the homosexual lifestyle are beyond your gra
sp. We're here to 
tell you it ' s not hopeless! We were heterosexual once ju.tlike you, but
 we did something about it. 
Forget what you've been told. Heterosexuality is not genetic. With 
a little help from the friendly and loving Alternative Family Church
 Ministries, you can 'join 
millions of others who have decided to become gay. 
Your priest. and ministers are telling the truth. Once you're in the g
ay lifestyle, you'll be rich, good-looking, go to fabulous I,arties amI ha
ve a really neat house or 
apartment. Maybe you'll be a famous movie star or TV personality. Y
ou might get a job as an interior decorator, or play on a championship
 softball team. Life will be 
good! 
So look around at: (choose one) 
a) your significant male other who hasn't cooked a meal, cleaned up o
r taken you out for dinner in six months or 
b) your significant female other who complains con.tantly that you're not
 communicating with her, when you wi.h .he'd just leave you alone. 
Think how much nicer it would be to live with .omeone just like you in every
 way. 
It 's never too late. Some of us became gay at birth, others made the big switc
h in our teens or twenties and some were much, 
much older. Take a chance and try a different, more exciting lifestyle. CaU
 now for advice and prayer, and a copy of our 
FREE brochure !'Hooray. I'm Gay!" 
Call1-800-MAKEMEQUEER 
A lternative Family Chucch Ministries 
1 f i t f \, ( > 1 " !.( (t <t II, G 0 FOR IT! 
CBWQ 
What is that spike sticking out of the head of "Our Lady 
of Victories" in Portland's Monument Square? 
The spike was put there last year to keep seagulls from relieving 
themselves on the newly reconditioned statue. The city chose the 
prong over hawk or owl decoys - favored anti-bird devices among 
some property owners - because those replicas have to be moved 
frequently in order for gulls to take them seriOUSly. Not to mention 
how silly "Our Lady" would look with a plastic hawk on her head. 
Got a buminf question aboulli(e in Greater PortJond? let aws crack investifaUve squad sort it out 
(or you. Those whose questions are se/ecttd for publication wi" receive a CDmp~meotary SPAM
F; 
"frif"alor maene/. CBW Q. 561 Congress St. l'ottIal!d. ME ~ 101. or by fax: 775-1615. 
LETTERS 
Casoo Bay Wtt.ily wtlcom~ 
your Imm. Pl~ kup your 
lhoughts 10 1m Ihon 300 word> 
(long., /ettm may bt tdiltdfor 
spaa reasons), and inctiM:k your 
addrns and daytime phone 
number. uttm, Casco Boy 
Wft'kly, 561 Congress 51., 
P""/and, ME 04/0/ or';o 
Nnail:editm@cbw.maint.com. 
Silencing C.away 
"Silencing justice" (So Noted, 9.3 .98) by Laura 
Conaway is another shameful example of the extent to 
which people will go to Silence the prevalence and 
severity of sexual assault and rape in our community! 
The "nightmare" that Kenichi Iwakawa faced 
following his arrest will never compare to the terror and 
·"nightmare" that the victim of a sexual assault faces 
each and every day. What is "horrifying" is that your 
article atte1Jlpts to make the reader feel sorry for this 
individual and suggests that he could not understand 
that there would be consequences for his alleged 
behavior. 
Conaway writes that "there is reason to believe he 
was too confused and scared to make a legal decision 
that could haunt him for the rest of his life" without any 
thought to how insulting that" statement is to survivors of i 
sexual assault. Sexual assault impacts many individuals 
for a lifetime and many perpetrators never take 
i responsibility for their actions. 
Justice! There is no justice when victims' rights are 
secondaty to the defendants' and when irresponsible 
people lose sight of what is truly important. 
Sue Jones McPhee 
Executive Director 
Sexual Assault Response Services of Southern Maine 
Giving parking police the boot 
Well done, Mr. Corrigan ("Debris," 8.27.98). 
Thank you for expressing your bitter outrage, which I 
now share. I was mildly amused by your comic about 
the parking police, but yesterday it became all too real. I 
left my car in a residential area in the West End. I had a 
couple drinks in me and it seemed the responsible thing 
to do. I walked home. Well, alas, the next day after 
work, when I went to retrieve my vehicle it was wearing 
an ugly yellow boot. Yes, I had parked in a "I hour only 
between 9-5" spot. Yes, it was towed. Cash or credit 
only. 
So I compose this note to besmirch the title of 
"parking cop." The next time I shall weigh the following 
options: 
I) Park in the proper places and pay my tickets. 
2) Ignore social responsibility and drive intoxicated. 
. 3) Commit a terrorist act on the fleet of parking 
vehicles by booting them for a change. 
It's funny how the third option is most appealing. 
Portland's swelling dark underbelly 
A few more examples of "Portland's dark underbelly" 
("Debris," 8.6.98): 
I) For your biking and skating pleasure, Portland 
Trails presents the sights, the sounds, the smells of the 
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Eastern Prom water treatment plant! So enticing that a 
mere 8-foot cyclone fence isn't enough to keep people 
out . Determined shit pool skinny-dippers have to 
negotiate not one, not two, but three strands of 
horizontai'barbed wire as well. (Or walk in through the 
gate, which is usually open.) 
2) The nasty jail for bad cars at the extreme end of 
outer Congress Street. Those vehicular miscreants will 
have fun trying to go "over the wall," because it's topped 
with spiral razor wire. 
3) Len's Market. Grab me a used-sneaker Italian -
hold the laces! 
4) Remembrance of horrors past: "Eva Gabor's Wig 
Wiglets" sign in the window on the second floor of the 
State Theatre building. 
5) The pay phone at Paul's Food Center: Gummy 
push-buttons, smashed receivers, steals your money and 
the only convex earpiece in the world! 
6) The forever vacant, hopelessly misshapen building 
at Woodfords Corner, capped with a time and 
temperature sign displaying strange hieroglyphs that 
never change. 
7) Pirk Avenue Big Apple when Bubba's and Ricky's 
let out. They oughta charge admission. 
Chris Lee 
Sex with Bill 
An element (unspoken) in the Monica Lewinsky sex 
scandal that must be driving feminists and their 
supporters wild is The Grande Inquisitor Starr's subtle 
but vicious discrediting of feminism. He's making it a 
"crime" for two adult people to have sex - and since 
Monica is just a poor dumb female, she cannot be 
allowed to make a judgment as to whether she'll have 
sex or not. Sex can only be within marriage, which is 
simply legalized prostitution to most men, who can't get 
it any other way! 
Clinton'S stuck between a rock and a hard place, as he 
cannot trash Monica without trashing feminism - but 
one has to ask I) what were these women (Monica, 
Paula, Linda) thinking of? and if the answer's obvious, 
2) what's wrong with balling your way to the top? Men 
do it all the time. They fuck each and every day - only 
they call it "business." 
Of course, Starr's also making it impossible for any 
Republican who's ever had sex outside of marriage to 
run for president. Well, then again, they may be safe: 
There hasn't been a Republican president alive from the 
neck down since Lincoln - and look what he had to 
bed! Can you imagine having sex with Nixon, the 
Veggie, the Newt Rush Limburger - or - Steve 
Forbes? Not for any of his gay daddy's money! 
And then the question must be asked: When does 
Monica take some responsibility for her actions? I mean, 
are we to believe that she was forced to give head 47 
times? Did Bill send the Secret Service to drag her to the 
White House? He's just a dumb good old boy from the 
Ozarks and she's this hot tamale rich girl from Beverly 
Hills! 
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· G ive Monument Square back to the • 
• Irish: According to a -large sig
n In : 
• 
• the window of the former Bu
rger • • 
King location In Portland's Monumen
t • 
Square. the ~-vacant space may soon be
 • • 
transformed Into ...... authentic Irish pub
 • 
A NOCTURNAL EXCURSION TO NEW YO
RK CITY - JONESIN' FOR 
THE COWBOY JUNKIES - PARKSIDE PARTY
 - WHATS ALL THE F.USS 
ABOUT ART? 
and restaurant." That sign aIlo says th
e : 
pub's Interior Is being constructed in Ireland
 • 
• 
and will be shipped to Malne for installation
. • 
The whole operation is being undertaken by 
• • 
• an un-Irish sounding company called Do
wn • 
• East Coastal "'-anents. which. according to 
• 
• • 
• a knowledgeable source. Is aaually a family •
 
• enterprise operated by recent transplan
ts. : 
• 
• not from Dublin 
but • 
• • • 
No one at Down East • • 
returned a phone call • 
seeking comment on the 
• • 
company's plans, but • • 
shipping "authentlc" pubs • 
from the 01' Sod Is • • 
• apparently a hot 
new • 
• 
• enterprise. Our source says several h
ave • 
already been imported and installed in var
i- • • • ous American sites. 
It remains to be seen just how "authentlc" 
• • 
the pub actually Is. Traditional Irish pubs ar
e • 
• 
notoriously short on decorations such a
s • 
faux-antique doo-dads and elaborate ersa
tz • 
• 
19th-century woodwork, relying Instead o
n • 
the personality of the landlord and the inte
r- • • 
action of the patrons for atmospher
e. • 
• Longtime Pordanders will recall a fine ex
am- • 
• • 
• pie in Mul's Irish Pub, once located on Mid
dle • 
• 
: Street Other than a couple of tacky post
ers, • 
• a bar and a bandstand, the interior was s
par- • 
• • • tan, but since the place was usually packed to • 
• the walls with drunken revelers, it was unl
ike- • 
• • 
• Iy anyone noticed. 
• 
• Whether the new BK Pub evokes more : • 
• comparisons to Mu!'s than Its fast-food 
pre- • • 
: decessor won't be known until it op
ens • 
• sometime early next year. 
• 
• • • 
• 
• OK. Mok_, curator of the new Museum of Africa
n Tribal Art, say. lutdu lui lmeIu 
: • Show trial: The Court TV cable network
 is • (how do you do) to Portland. PHOTOj
THATCHER COOK 
• due to broadcast a trlal-of-the-airwa
vel • 
: out of Portland Sept 24. "Your Tum
." a : House 01 the spl-rl-ts 
: :: ::.'::~~::s ;~:: ;:~; : 
: tering in the Old Port "It's not the J
erry : Portland hal a new African ..... wa.re the art 
• Springer show," says Kim Cannon, dire
ctor : -dd ch_ y_ lie 
: of marketing at Time Warner Cable of Ma
ine. -. ...... 
• ''They present the Issue, they talk to the pee
- • • S A R A H GOO DYE A R • 
: pie it affects, then they utilize commu
nity . An art museum may not
 seem an obvi-
• resources to help solve the problem." 
: ous place to turn in times of p
ersonal 
: That must explain why a Court TV staf
fer • trouble. But Oscar Mokem
e, curator of 
: called CBW looking for information on polic
e : Portland's newest - the M
useum of 
• spokeswOman "Angie Baby." South Porel
and • African Tribal Art on Spring
 Street -
: housewife "Gladys Biddy," civil rights law
yer : says people in spiritual need ha
ve found 
• their way to his door more than o
nce, and 
• "Bip Tort" and other characters mentio
ned 
• 
• that he has sometitnes been 
able to 
• in our Nov. 6 loitering parody. We we
ren't • • change their path . "Using thes
e pieces 
• able to help, though we did search the str
eets 
• 
• helps me to help other people," h
e says. 
• for the youth who identified himself as "Uam : Mokeme points to one of
 the muse-
: and Noel Gallagher." 
• urn ' s several karingas, small,
 simple 
"Your Tum" will be broadcast live from 
: wooden statues - some of the
m hun-
Merrill Auditorium, with high schoolers an
d • dreds of years old - that de
pict human 
• 
adult community members joining the discu
s- • figures crowned with horns
, signifYing 
sion. A year later, Time Warner plans to fo
l- • power. He says he has used t
hem to help 
• 
low up with "Our Tum," a locally produce
d • more than one despairing y
oung man 
and broadcast version of the show. apparent
- • who somehow has stumb
led upon 
• 
Iy using all real people. caw • Mok
eme's collection. 
• 
"They are a motivational force to dis-
tract people's minds from the negati
ve to 
the positive force, to abstain from 
any-
thing negative," says Mokeme, who
 is a 
member of the Igbo tribe of Nige
ria. 
"They are made to give the man stren
gth . 
I've seen a lot of people who feel 
they 
can't go on, they want to commit sui
cide.-
I show them the horns . ... I say, 'E
ach 
time you feel that zeal to cut your sk
in or 
jump out of the window, look at him
.'" 
Mokeme, whose Igbo name, Ogugu
a, 
means "comforter," is not new to
 the 
Portland community. A Peaks Island
 res-
ident , he's been living here fo r e
ight 
years. "I came to visit some friends
," he 
says, " and fell in love with the spiri
ts of 
Maine." Mokeme, who is 38, has run
 two 
Portland galleries displaying art of A
frica 
and New England, fust on Union S
treet 
and then on Middle Street. 
But the museum in its present fonn
 is 
an ambitious step forward, the comb
ina-
tion of several people's dedication.
 The 
building that houses it, across the s
treet 
from Katahdin restaurant, is owne
d by 
Art Aleschire, a. Hannaford Brot
hers 
executive who has traveled extensive
ly in 
Africa, and his wife, Julie. They 
have 
contnbuted three ground-floor rooms f
or-
the display ofMokeme's extensive co
llec-
tion, although only a fraction of the 
thou-
sands of pieces he owns are on displ
ay at 
anyone time. 
"Our purpose in opening here is 
to 
start awareness of African tribal cu
lture 
and problems," says A1eschire, who
, like 
Mokeme, has worked for years to
 get 
basic health supplies to African peop
le in 
need. "It's a springboard to educate
 peo-
ple . " And it is entirely funded b
y its 
founders, although Mokeme and
 the 
Aleschires are looking into grants
 and 
other forms of sponsorship to keep 
their 
dream going. 
The small museum has a peacef
ul 
atmosphere that encourages linge
ring. 
African music plays softly from a 
tape 
deck in one corner, and the air is fa
intly 
perfumed with incense. The display 
cases 
- custom·crafted by another of the m
use-
um's indispensable contributors, D
ong 
Nguen, who is from Vietnam - are 
filled 
with intricate masks and headdre
sses, 
some of them several feet high. Man
y are 
painted in brilliant colors; some a
re so 
ancient that the paint has worn away
. 
Extensive notes next to each item
, 
written by Mokeme with Julie A1esc
hire's 
help, explain the spiritual meaning o
f the 
carvings. Atop one mask, for instan
ce, is 
a leopard devouring a man - a hu
nter 
who shot at an animal without ai
ming 
and was, as a consequence, hunted i
n his 
tum. The message? "This mask rem
inds 
peop!e to think before acting so that
 your 
actions will not come back and hurt y
ou." 
Mokeme says exhibits will rotate eve
ry 
three or four months. Currently on
 dis-
play are many objects from his own Igb
o 
tribe, including the mask made for hi
s ini-
tiation ceremony when he was a b
oy of 
12_ It was carved, he explains, from the 
wood of a tree planted when he was 
born, 
in the spot where his umbilical cord
 was 
buried . The horned, smiling ma
sk is 
painted with symbols that represen
t his 
path in the world, symbols divined a
t his 
birth - including a star on the foreh
ead 
that denotes travel to distant places, a
nd a 
heart that denotes work done with lo
ve. 
When the mask was complete
d, 
Mokeme explains, he had to put it on
 and 
venture forth into the community, w
here 
he was physically challenged by o t
hers. 
" You go out into the marketplace
 and 
defend the mask, " he says , pointin
g out 
how the tips of the mask's horns 
were 
chipped from the struggle. "Other pe
ople 
will push you around to see if you have 
strength." Failure to defend the mask
: can 
result in a lifetime stigma, he expla
ins. 
" It is not everybody that can wea
r a 
mask. " 
It is no surprise to learn that -Mokem
e 
defended his own mask successfully.
 The 
son of a distinguished family with a 
long 
tradition as healers, he is a handso
me, 
poised man who radiates a quiet self-
con-
fidence and personal power having n
oth-
ing to do with arrogance. 
Mokeme's calm self-assurance ha
s 
doubtless helped him in his travels to
 add 
to his collection, journeys that have t
ilken 
him across some of Africa's most dan
ger-
ous frontiers . He speaks 15 languag
es, 
but when confronting hostile officia
ls at 
border checkpoints, it is not only w
hat 
language you speak, but also your m
an-
ner of speaking that matters. 
" It 's very risky traveling to differe
nt 
co untries beca use of tribalism," 
says 
Mokeme, with a small shrug. "You
r life 
is always in your hands." 
Buying the masks and sculptures th
at 
make up the collection is its own c
hal-
lenge, because each item has been use
d in 
rituals and ceremonies with deep m
ean-
ing. "To collect a piece -that belongs 
to a 
group, you need to get their trust," 
says 
Mokeme. "You have to say what you
 are 
going to do with it." Mokeme expl
ains 
some of the masks he collects have c
ome 
to the end of their life spans and are re
ady 
to be replaced by new versions , w
hile 
others are being discarded by people 
who 
have converted to other religions, 
like 
Jehovah's Witness. 
Mokeme himself was raised Christian
, 
but he has always been a student o
f his 
people's spiritual traditions. He beli
eves 
the art on display in his new museum
 can 
help bring strength to any commu
nity 
that is facing doubt - even Clint
on's 
America. "They are venerable spirits,
" he 
says, looking calmly at the masks in t
heir 
glass cases. "They possess a lot of psy-
chological power. They have an inherent 
power of community that speaks to
 all 
people, a special moral content:" 
The Museum of African Tribal 
Art, 
122 Spring St., Portland, is open Tues_·Sun_, 
12-7 p.m. 871-7188. 
Local variety 
Is contemplating adult life getting boring, the
 
lockstep trudge to your iob numbing you 
senseless and that sign above your office 
mate's desk - "You don't have to be crazy 
to 
work here but it helps" - sending you spiral
ing 
into depression! Then maybe it's time to con
sid-
er things from a different angle. 
Enter Chris Newcomb and "Off Center." the
 
Portland public access TV program that promi
s-
es not only to entertain but to "challenge vi
ew-
ers to look at everyday life from uncomm
on 
perspectives." Newtomb, a songwriter and p
er-
former as well as teacher of gifted stude
nts, 
hosts the half-hour variety show Wednesday
s at 
8 p.m. on Time Warner Cable Channel 2. 
"If you only go by logic, you can leave the 
human spirit-far behind," says Newcomb. 
His 
featured players, he says, have found new w
ays to deal with society and keep their huma
nity. 
"[We're] searching out people who live ecce
ntric lives, people who are succeeding at be
ing artists 
and writers," says segment producer and so
metime sound engineer Jose Ayerve. 'We'r
e trying to fea-
ture people who aren't settling for the typica
l 9 to 5." 
Each week the show features Portland area
 performers. Scheduled for Sept 16 are mu
sician Jud 
Caswell and - possibly-- Newcomb hims
elf in character as Fred, a 65-year-old man wh
o ''has lived 
alone in Maine a little longer than he should ha
ve." Upcoming broadcasts will include, among o
thers, 
actress Kym Dakin, who may do portions of
 her one-woman show, "Spectacles In Solitud
e": storyteller 
Odelle Bowman: Nancy 3 Hoffman (curato
r of the world's only umbreUa-cover muse
um) and her 
Idezmer band, Casco Bay Tummlers: and hig
h-energy songwriter/guitarist Charlie Schmid
t 
The show, which premiered Sept 9 with sin
ger Elizabeth Ross and Newcomb-as "Merle
, The Man 
Who Believes in Dinosaurs," will be broad
cast live the first three Wednesdays of eve
ry month; the 
fourth Wednesday, a taped show will be on 
tap. 
• PAT SIMS 
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We Can't Wait to See You In Septem
ber Sale 
Say "bye bye; so long; farewell" to 
summer & save up _to 40% on organi
c 
cotton clothing & gardening supplies. 
Get a bargain on shorts, tanks, skirts
, 
t-shirts, garden tools, seeds, 
planters, composters & more! 
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WITH QUEST CENTER MARTIAL 
ARTS 
Unique and EffectlYe 






Dynamic and Engaging 
CI ..... for Children 4 years 
and up, Teens and Adults 
Call 
, n' f----"ART/At ARTS 
772-7763 
Ask for 
-John or Hahna 
487 Forest AYe. 
Portland, ME 
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giveaways, no cover 
Hey. .. We're looking for an account representative! Are you enthusiastic? 
Organized? Persistent? Self-motivaied? like to meet new people? 
Then we want VOU ••• Join the maric:eting department of a successful, 
10 year old, ever-growing pu~lication. Experience a plus, but nat necessary. We'll pro-
vide an established client list, leads, travel expenses, bonuses, benefits, and ah yeah. ••• 
a great paycheck. 
Fax or mail your resume 10: Kelly Annstrong 
56 1 Congress Street 
Portland, ME 041 01 
We are an equal opporIUnity employer. Fax: 207-775-1615 
Prime cut 
The Rhode Island group Roomful of Blues isn't kidding with that roomful stuff. Self-described as a 
"little big band,· the group is composed of nine members - the size of entourage normally 
reserved for a Paul Simon concert. Boasting a drummer, guitarist, keyboardist, trumpeter, trombon-
ist, two saxophonists and a vocalist, the band's combined experience includes working with Bo 
Diddley, Joe Jackson and the Platters. Together, the octet plus one {you look it up, genius} shakes 
and pours a stream of thumping jumi>blues_ Get all riled up Sept 11 at Asylum, 121 Center St, 
Portland, at 8 pm. Tix: $12. 772-8274. 
thurlday 10 
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IJ lhe OJ s~ns lop 40 (9 pm-l 
<m/no """1 
The COiIIOdy eo.oOction 
Ed 'The Mochine' Regine (8:30 
I'l1/S81 
FftIe Stroot I ...... 
VeM, (10 1'l1/$31 
Gefto'l 
Strictly Business (9:30 pm/131 I 
GII1CM) TIIi Bar 
call ahead (91'l1/no _rl I 
TheIniMtry , 
~ Night (OJ Ja,<e spins ~i>flop, I 
R&B and dance/I8+/10 pm-3 1 
<m/21+, $3/18+, 151 I 
MetropolIs . 
Chemfree party with OJ _ (hi~ 
hop and T~ 4Of8 pm-l <m 1161; I 
5)nef1tt in'lmn Two with guest OJs I 
(house, Irar<e, tecMo/9:~ pm-7 
<m/l61 
Old Part TIYtnI 
Backlash laII/l0 1'l1/00 OO'/e~ 
Pete and lMry" 
Ha~ Hour with TII1I and Havey(fH! 
1'l1/"''''''''1 
Red tight Re,;ew (9 pm/no """'I __ 1_ 
Candiole 191'l1/00 """"I 
Zootz SlIt ... 
8ic RIInga (8-11 pm/no C<II'er1 Dancing ('10s '80s and '90s dance 
House Nation l8IJrdi party (OJ Joe . . , 
Bermx1el spins hoose music/l1 pm- r Iitsf8 pm/no """I 
1 <m/no """I ~
~aoo with Joe Wlani 18 pm-l iITI/no 
"""I 
Stooe Coost BrowiC Compony 
From Good Homes with Smokin' 
Glass (9:30 1'l1/$8/21 +1 
Tho~ 
Wy's Weekend Party (9 pm/$2) 
VenIIIo', 
Chameleon 191'l1/no crnerJ 
ZooIz 
Urban Dance with OJ MosM and OJ 
NICOtine (~i>flop, trij>liop, house and 
acid jao./9 pm-l am/S3 after 11 pml 
saturday 12 I 
As",", I 
Ma~ Cutruf~1oW 181'l1/16 adVance, i 
S8 door/21+1 , 
III 
ThoBasemelt 
The M"ac~ orchestra 19:30 
l'l1/cover T.B..\,I 
Tho 1IIC Eaoy 
AIIo west and !he LA 81uesmen (9 ,I 
pm/151 
1IiI BItt" Enf 
3 More BulleIS with Cradle and 
~avid's PliIjgrOUfld (9:30 1'l1/ll) 
Briao Bo!ii 
Rakish Paddy (ttadilionallnsh/91'l11 
CUi 100 
T1the OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l 
<m/noo""'l 
The COIIedy c-tIoo 
Ed 'The Machine' R~ne (8 pm and 
9:45I'l1/SBI 
FftIe Stroot 1_ 
Sleepy 8owee'Ii1 (10 1'l1/$31 
6 ... ', 
Spork 19:~ pm!l31 
Gilgan'. TIIi Bar 
Cal ahead (91'l1/no crnerJ 
The IIIIMtIy 
OJ Min spins lop 40. hii>flop and 
techoo (18+/10 pm-3 <m/21+, 
13/18+, $81 
IooeIlJniIog 
Jason Spooner (gufi;r/I-4I'l1/no 
crnerJ 
Jeff At.mUIler Ishan~ music/&9 
pm/no """I , 
MebopoIJ ( 
'lOs, '80s and '90s daoce night flop I 
40 daoce mix/9 pm-4 <m/I8+ from , 
1-4 am,'la<les nighl/men pay 131 I 
Old Part TIYtnI 
Bac~ash (aII/l0 1'l1/'" erNe~ , 
I 
O'R.",IeI', 
Clil ahead 191'l1/no crNerl 
TIIe_ 
OJ SIlane St8llleS fI~ 40 daoce 
hits/$3) 
""" and lMry'. 
L.1ly lightning (91'l1/00 """rl 
SIsters 
Dancing (Top 4O/81'l1/$3 after 9 
pml 
Soooewhere 




Behlileha 110 1'l1/$7/21+1 
Tho Undefgiound 
Andy's Weekend Party (91'l1/131 
Vorrilo'. 
Chameleon (91'l1/no C<II'er1 
Zoot. 
Decades of Dance (OJ fK One spins 
'70s, '80s, '90s daoce music/9 pm-3 




Watter 'WoIfinan' Washingtoo (8 
1'l1/16/21+1 
Briao IIcri 
iii Grion (Irish ttaditional/36 "",/00 
I:OYOI) 
Tho Comedy Comectlon 
GeoIge Ham,,"s Comedy Shov.tase 
(8:301'l1/161 
Free street T ...... 
Diesel Doug (8:~ 1'l1/00 C<II'er1 
Gritty-, 
Bebop.1a.!2 (6 pm/no C<II'er1 
-Landlog 
Myst~ Vibes Ireggae/12:J0.4:3O 
l'l1/no C<II'er1 
OIdPartT_ 
KaraoIie with Dandn' Don Coonan (10 
l'l1/oo"""rl 
SIIv._I ..... 
candHlke (9 pm1no erNerl 
1lIe.~ 
OJ ~~ spins and k .. aoke with 
Stom;n' Noonan 19 pm<tosel 
ZooIz 
ffee Fall SiJnday with OJ Moshe (hi~ 
hop/9 pm-l <m/13 aft" 11 pml 
The listi"gs ollow are for Ii.,. mln'lainmnrt o"d do"allg. Bars o"d d"bs moy be o~ 01/ addilio"olnights. S"hmissiollS for 
this seelion slto"ld he receimi the Friday prior to publiauion, i"c/llding dilks, limes, COSI atul type of mllSic. Snullislings '" 
Allnr Dammann, CIHCO Bay Wedtly, '561 Congms.St., Portland, ME 04101 or ... mail zmilln@Jnaine.".rom. 
Maley Playground 
Bowdoin College, 9/19 
Bill Cosby 
Merrill Auditorium, 9/26 
SoWIIy with 
Snot & (Hed) Pe 
State Theatre, 10/2 
Barenaked Ladies 
Civic Center, 10/6 
The David Grismoo 
Quintet 
State Street Church, 
10/11 
Lenny Kt'avitz 
Grey Cage, Lewiston, 
10/17 
mondu 14 
FNt SbMt I ...... 
Harry's Gong Shaw (10 l'l1/no 
ca..rl 
OIdPoftI ..... 
Karaolie with Danein' Don Corman 
(10 l'l1/no """'I 
Pele and lMry'1 
!lues J<m with Back Nley !lues 
Band 171'l1/no coverl 
Zoot. 
Dominate !he Spe<:~s (gothic indus-




L.1ly liWlllling (dead 00\01$/9 
l'l1/cO\'erT,BAI 
The Big Eaoy 
~ues Jaon with Mike Hayward (9 
l'l1/no crNerl 
ThoBlttetEnf 
Daoce Mix with OJ Jon (9:30 1'l1/00 
_rl 
_ StJoet PIlI 
"""'tic: open mic (9 pm/no """I 
FftIeSbMtT_ 
Dread Naughl (10 pm/no """I 
GrittyMeM. 
Jenny Aimpstalt (81'l1/no """I 
Old Poft I ..... 
C;rty Dancing with OJ Don Corman 
(10 pm/no """I -Karaol<e with larry & larry (9 pm-l ami 
Gleg Allman Band 
Merill Auditorium, 10/28 
The Neville Brothers 
State Theatre, 10/31 
Rob Zombie with 
Fear Factory and 
Monster MarJlet 
Central Maine Civic 
Center, 10/31 
ChellY PoppIn' Daddies 
State Theatre, 1/8 
Harry BeIafonte 
Merrill Auditorium, 11/13 
" 
StoneCoost~~ 
GO'il Mtle (9:30 1'l1/115/21+1 
I 
I wldnudav 18 
AI)11n I Rockallit~ Swing 171'l1/14/21+1 
. The BIg Eao, 
Red liWlt R"", 191'l1/no O<M!f1 
Tho BItter Enf 
Gall ahead 
Tho Comedy CciIItIctIon 
But", Bradley's Comedy Shootase 
18:30 pm/551 
F<ee Stroot IMfIII 
lornonow's Compost (10 l'l1/no 
oove~ 
Gritty MeM, 
lruffle 181'l1/no """I 
Old Part I .... 
1 Karaol<e with Danein' Don Corman 
(10 1'l1/00 00""1 
The_ 
ladies' rigtI w~h OJ Shane Stilllles 
flop 40 dance Ms/S3/1adies ~eel __ I .... 
CandHlke (9 pm/no _rl 
SIstets 
R&B ~'lI191'l1/00 """I 
St ... Coost BrowiC Compony 
0;"" Bisclits (call aI"oadl 
The~ 
9ball tOOmamerit 181'l11 
loot! 
()pen mic (9 pm-l <m/no """I 
club directory 
AlgIe'. 121 Convneroi. 51, I'oftIanil. 7738593. 
Asy\lln 121 Center St.l'oftIanil. 772-8274. 
Tho _1 Exchange St, Portland, 828-1111. 
Tho BIC Eaoy 55 Markel St, I'oftIand, 871-8817, 
Tho Bitt" Enf 446 Fore St, Mand. 874-1933. 
IIrian IIorii 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Club 100 Route 100, Gray. 758-2374. 
Tho Comedy c-tIon 
6 Cuslom House WlliIf, Portland. 774-5554. 
CGmne!eIaISbMt Pub Commeitlal St, Portland. 761·9970, 
Tho _ CUi 365 Forest Ave, PIlftIar<I. 772-8893. 
FftIe Stroot I ...... !28Free St, Mand. 774-1114. 
Gena', 13 Brown St, Poftland. 772·7891. 
Giltgan" TIIi Bar 38 Wharf St. Portland. 761·9363. 
GrItt) McOuft'. 396 Fore St, I'oftIand. 772-2739. 
Tho IlIIMtry~ St, Portland. B7~. 
_ Landiog Peaks Island, Portland. 76&5542. 
MetropolIs 1037 Forest Ave, I'oftIand. 797·3781. 
Old Poft 1 ..... 11 MooItoo St, PortIar<!. 
0'_', Landiog 175 PIoI<ett St, 50. Portland. 767-3611. 
""" and lMIy'l 
DoubIetree HoI~, 12~ Congress St, Portland. 774-5611. 
The , ..... 188 Mlidle St, Portland. 7736422. 
The _',Club 375 Fore St, Portland. 774-7777, 
SIIItf _ I ..... 34D Fore St, Portland. 772-9885. 
51st ... 45 ilaflfofl1l St. Portland. 774-1505. 
_117 String St, Mand. 871·9169. 
Sa Coaot BrowiC ~ 14 York 51. Portland. 713.2337. 
5qIio Mo!gons 46 Market St, Mand. 774-5246. 
TIle UndefOOUId 3 Spring St, Portland. 773.3315. 
V_'.155 R"rside St, Mand. 77fH!536. 
Zootl 31 Forest Ave, f'oftIand, 7736187, 







John Scofield '''I 
Billy Martin " , 
John Medeski .,,' Iffi 
Chris Wood '!"" 
II's a marriage made in heaven - the most uploslve gUltaIJsl 
in Jau, backed by the Iunkiest organ tno anywhere. 
!act 1:1., on " 6~ So !el,es Il\P II. 01 m~Bfrn pl!ySlf,O - ,t I 
ImpnsslOle 10 keep IOUI buG) $liB . heo ,OU near them 6:;111' 
PllSSl~ly Ihe IlcrVle~lle~d $ln1;1' 8acle1 1 F. tOe IASss 
Me.'t;n; Pal Of ~tte Melefs I lCi; K Ii I'; P; Bu:! 
See John Scofield's 
All Star Groovathon 
live Wed., Sept 16 at 
8pm at 
The State Theatre 
QJall 
\!:J I"LDrE. 
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Starting Weeks of 
Septeml:ier 14 and 28 
10,000,000 CIRCULATION!! 
Wouldn't that be fabulous?1 
The Notional Advertising Network 
Inc. (NANI) can deliver. To find oul 
more about the largest classified 
advertising network in the country 
call 775-1234 or 1-800-286-6601 
and ask for THE NANI NETWORK. 
Shipwrcdul w/ Shipyard I1so 
.sIt~~l>nyf S-f{6111 
Thursday: 
tid "ship/aced" with 5tJI !WItH.! 
wlDlil'l1~ 7-f{6111 
Friday: 
EPmIt'M' H'¥'I')' HIIIVI 
Take a 4 hour toUY w/ l>nHk 
Sjlecli/s and a F/lEE ~ 
from 5-1. Liwllli4Nfrom 1fm ttl! 




Live Musi& fJH tire Pw 
~ &' stdlll'll"Y-
Whiskey jundion 
frida~ 11 t b 
~ep em er 
"GUYS AND DOLLS" 
The best careers are ones that involve pin stripes, dice 
and the right to call women "dames." The Portland 
Players kick off their 68th season with "Guys and 
Dolls," a musical about the fme art of crapshooting. 
Set in New York City in the '50s, the comedy follows a 
pack of gamblers beset by women who want to win 
their hearts - and by the Salvation Army, which 
wants to save their souls. At the Portland Players 
Theater, 420 Cottage St., South Portland, at 8 p.m. 
Tix: $10. The show continues through Sept. 26. Fri. 
Sat. at 8 p.m., Sun. at 2:30 p.m. Tix: $13. 
~.lij.IJtity theater group) 799-7337. 
1~~~r~iialfii.Qti~H~o SCANGA AND JURIS UBANS 
it;,~~:r. arti!,t8 are weird - all ~hat jabber 
';:;~'::' j!\11<)(4 '':1itQ:1tldtlJf/ .. '.~tKttleyre always stuffing chili dogs 
do? Several artists display 
beginning with Dale 
e opening reception 
~.J~PiO~~.·~iAiery Alternative Space, 
'POrUarmt:';fJii7ln 5-7 p.m. The same 
.t>h;o. ;,.J" g 1m ians (not to be 
lij:~~l9il~~P'-:tj{ the same name) 
" .... iin ·._ iltl~.t~\f<)r an opening 
i.f:ri~)_~1i~:al~~ 112 High St., 
11J~J»dlitf;li~m continues 
772-1961. 
Baltic Bohemians: Edvins Kalnenieks' "Amateur Actors" appears in 
"Juris Ubans & The Latvians," opening Sept. II. • 
HAPPY HOUR ALl NIGHT 
$2 .00 Domestic Beer 
$2.25 Well 
KARAOKE WI BARTENDERS 
JERRY & KELLY 
mega drink specials 
-HUMP NrrE - THINK BIGI-
big girl drinks, super specials 
& prizes all night long. 
ACOUSTIC NIGHT 
9 / 10 Jason Spooner 
9/1 7 Dustan LeDeal 
PIANO WI JOE VILLANI 
DRINK SPECIALS ALl 
DAYIHIGHT 
best sund"y h"ppy hour 
portl"nd free buffet from 5-7 
117 SPRIMG STRUT 
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Internal Power Training 
For Winter Sports 
Recreational Athletes Will Galn: 
Improved Balance, Relaxation and Efficiency! 
Competitive Athletes Will Also Galn: 




Fly to Atlantic City 1 
and stay at the Trump Taj Manal ~~ megatourac@aol.com 
TAJmAAAL 
TRIP DATES; TRIP INCLUDES: CASINQ"IESOIT' 
$139 
T ue - Wed Oct 6-7 • Roundtrip Non·Stop Jet Service trom Portland to Atlantic City . . 
M T ' N 3 4 • Deluxe Accommodations' Luncl1 & Dinner Buffet· Revue Show rlCkell~ Avail.) on - ue, OV -
Tue - Wed, Dec 1-2 Gambling Problems? Pa pm •• lO bl. Oec"p .. r, 
Call1-BOO-GAMBLER 
TICKETS: PortTix 20 Myrtle Street. Portland, ME 04101 
Phone: 207·842-0800 • Fax: 207-842-08 10 
24 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
IF)glLDX 
C[Q) ~EILEASIE PAR" 











Thursdays - Ladies' Night 
$1 I. P.A 420 Drafts & 
$1,25 well drinks 'til 11 pm 
See Fast Gym shoes live 9/17 9pm 
52 Wharf St. Portland 871-5886 
club 
"The best kept secret in Portland" 
Fridays-
the Only Chern-free dance in 
town- OJ Thunder bustin' the 




21+ til lam/18+ 1-3am. 







W I @@I)~IMIb\Cnt 
MOTOR 
BOOTY AFFAIR 
Friday, Sept. 18, 8pm 
Shine up your 
platforms and dust 
off your 
bel1bottoms and 
prepare to shake 
your booty! 
COME SEE 








797-378111037 Forest Ave., Portland 188 Mid~le St., Portland's Old Port 
Cause celebre 
It's just a plain red velvet rope, not unlike the kind gracing movie theater lobbies 
across America. If you wanted to, you could step over it without straining a muscle. 
But infiltrating the magic square beyond that rope without permission is unthinkable. 
If you want inside Lot 61, a trendy Manhattan club, you've got to know somebody. 
Without the right name to drop, that velvet rope might as well be a moat filled with 
hungry crocodiles. 
Inside, a private party is raging and I am moments away from coming face-to-face 
with a place that seems about as un-Portland as one could get - where a glass of 
champagne costs $12 and dressing down is frowned upon. I am dabbling with New 
York City nightlife for the second time. And this is definitely my first encounter with 
the phenomenon of celebrity pull. But before I can get in the door, the friend I've 
come with needs to conjure up the name of at least one of the guys - a posse of b-
boys whose exploits include printing a run of "models suck" T-shirts - throwing the 
shindig. 
We watch as hopeful revel-
• ers step up to the young 
woman guarding the 
rope, only to 
be turned away 
with long faces. 
Every so often, the 
right words are 
rewarded by a hasty 
unlatching of the vel-
vet barrier. A select 
few, known to the 
door-girl on sight, 
are permitted to forego waiting at the rope altogether. They step around the back of 
the magic square at the edge of the brick building, past the beefy bouncers. One 
wannabe partier pleads to be let inside. "Please, miss?" she says in a sort of I'Jll-
appealing-to-your-common-decency tone. The girl minding the rope casts her eyes on 
the whiner in a look that's equal parts ennui and disdain. It's not cool to beg. 
Hoping to avoid such shame, my friend makes a quick phone call to unearth the 
precious name. Minutes later, we are looking at the world from inside Lot 61. Though 
stylish and chic, the world looks rather stuck-Up. The partygoers are young, well-
dressed and painfully good-looking. Word around the room is that tonight'S party is 
partly in honor QfVictoria's Secret model Frederique's birthday. Warren G. is also 
said to be on the premises. A guy near us scoffs that the cops would have a field day 
busting all the underage Ford models in the back room. I half expect to find one of the 
aforementioned models cuddling with some guy in a "models suck" T-shirt . . 
I can't help but think that I, a born and bred Mainer, simply don't fit in here. 
"Nobody does," my friend assures me, pointing out that the party is filled with ner-
vous dilettantes feeling the same mix of fascination and repulsion at the possibility of 
a brush with fame. 
I must admit I'm jarred by such close proximity to TV- and movie-caliber visages. I 
don't get sloppy, word-slurring jarred, but I am beholden to the spectacle of stardom. 
After all, rubbing shoulders with famous folks such as Tricky and Moby - to name 
just a few of the faces I spied - in the big city is a far cry from bumping into Doug 
Rafferty on the streets of Portland. We live in a part of America where a brush with 
fame - regardless of how big or small- seems to make us wacky and light-headed. 
The press given to Kevin Costner's summertime night out on the town in the Forest 
City testifies to that. 
Yet celebrityhood in Portland is extremely limited. Our rock stars and newscasters 
get the bulk of the gawking stares. Sundry others,like OJ Laree Love - who, thanks 
to his picture on the side of Metro buses, may have the most famous mug in town-
get stares. But fame here in Portland is decidedly of the big-fish-small-pond variety. 
You won't hear anyone saying, "Let's go to The Top of the East. I hear that's where 
Kim Block wets her whistle." And frankly, that's good news for those of us who'd just 
as soon leave the velvet ropes at the movie theater. 
Who's your top Portland celebrity? Zoe S. Miller wants to know. Drop her a line at 
goodgirl@gateway.net. 
I 
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I RON H 0 R S E PRE SEN T S 
JOHN SCOFIELD'S ~ 
All STAR} 
~ ~ . 
\eatnl'ill9 
(;RDBVATH.DN 
sco~' F~IE~L:-:::;:::J) MEDESKI 
~::::' ___ !!!!!!!llGUlTAR ., KEYBOARD 
CHRIS'OOD CLYDE," LEFIELD 
W lBASS STUB]BROIMORlGIWDRUMMEPJ 
-with special SUeBt 
CHARLIE HUNTER 
. &POUNO~POUND* 
ill CalCIESS STUET •• lllLlI., ME 
~r_ . ~ ~,:::a~t ='.1&,.:= Q) 1-800-18[-IICI 1.1 
TICkets ava~able at Merrill Aud~orium Box Office. or charge by calling (2071 842-oaoo. 
-An additional convenience charge will be paid to and retained by ticket company o.n 
purchase at outlets or by phone. Please note: Date, time & ticket prices subject to change without 














Su 11e ~ tde (Jed 
'low Serving Dinner 
FETTUCINE MARINARA 
With meatballs, sausage or 
mushrooms. 
PESTO LASAGNA 
Mushrooms, spinach. marinara 
and pesto sauce, pnwolone & 
mouarella. -
_ eo..e, .... acr_'" tile museum' na.0B33 
4 ........ Just off ,...... It. • BrIIn.wk:k • J2t.IS2I 
Soon we will be serving 
WINE AND BEER. 
Look for It. 
Gran~~~~~~to~ 
Man -Thurs 11am to Close 
Friday 11 to 12 
Sat 12 to 12 • Sun 12 to 10 
&a. &,-4 
Sunday Football Special 
Satellite Television, Draft Specials 
All you can eat wings $5.00 
Wednesday & Thursday 
Happy hour all drafts 1/2 price 2pm·6pm 
Saturdays 
Noon to 6:00 
Monday & Tuesday 
2 FOR 1 PIZZA & DRAFT SPECIAL 
4 TILL CLOSE 
1160 Forest Ave., Morrill's Corner 
Portland, ME • 797.692 4 
IiIiAl upscAle food in • rd_d "tmospJrne ~ 
L~ _ ~=~~!:'c::.d~= _ ~ 
A MER I'c. A N 
NATASHA'S. Voted Portland's best new restaurant. featuring New 
American-style menus for brunch. lunch and diMer prepared with the 
freshest ingredients, Including pastas, Ioc~ fish, grliled meats, and maoy 
vegetatlan selections. Breakfast T-Fr 7am-11am; Brunch Sat & SUn Sam-
2:30pm; lunch Tu-F 11am-2:30pm; Dmn.r Tu-Th Spm-9pm, ~Sa Spm-
llJpm. 40 Portland St., 7744004. Hand.apped accessibl • . 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPAHY. Full service r.staurant, great lor a 
quick lunch or a night on the town. From fresh lobster & steak to a range 
of vegetarian items, and fresh soups made everyday. Stone Coast has 
something for everyone. Open everyday at l1:30am serving till 10:00 
SUn.·Thur. 11:00 Frr & Sat. Plenty of free palking. 14 Yorl< St., Gorham's 
Come" Portland. 773-BEER. 
Tt-e ~ v.ro harvest 
these Iitt£ ~ spero 
thetr days stoq;ed Oller, 
arIde deep In waler 
pulltng slalks 10 SLqDt 
their fanilies vilile you 
SIt 1'1 yoJI ocmfatatj,l well· 
appoinled office su~e. 




OpeN ft¥if'l-?fJ." 1IMI;-1f'fr\ 




The An-America~brew Showcase 
every Thursday in September 5 to 9 pm. 
ThursdllY 9/10 
'I7umdizy 9/24 
Sea Dog Brewing Company, Camden, Maine. The dogs will be pouring 
Brown Old GdIywOObler Ale, Sttd Ale, Old East India lP A, & WI!ldjamrrrr Blonde Ale. 
Cask Ale Night. Hosted by Shipyard's Alan Pugsley. 
OKTOBERFFSI'l A large selection ofOktoberfest beers fiom New England. 





BAR £t GRILL 
NORM'S BAR • GRfU. 'Come on Downtown' Your new neighbo<hood 
bar rtht in the middle of the Arts District. Serving lunch and dinner 7 
days a week. Full ba, till 1 a.m. Taking all m~or cred~ cards . Lur<h/di~ 
nor 11:30-10pm Mon-Sat. Cocktails T days till lam. Sunday 3pm ~lIlam. 
8A~·B-QUE 
BBQ BOB'S. Chef owned. R.al food for re~ peo~. - slow, woodsmoked 
bar-b-que featuung: tender. meaty ~rk nbs, Texas beef bnsket. Carolina 
pulled pork, smokey lifl+!.s, chicken and more. Eat in or take out - call 
ahead! B11-8819 M-Th 11:30am-8:3Opm, Fn & Sat 11:30-9:30. Closed 
Sund3'!. 811-8819. 141 Cumberland Ave., Po~land. 
NORM'S BAR SQ, 'Portland's Best New Restauranr featuring Norm's 
W<ked Good Sauc • . Smoked ~bs, Fried ChOk.n, ~ack Bean Soup, BBQ 
Sandwiches, Catfish '"" dai~ Tapas. Beer & Wine ... rlable. luncn and 
Dinner Tu.s-Thur 12p-l0p, f,i & Sat 12p-llp, Sun 3p-9p, Clos.d 
Mondays. Now "".pung credit cards. 43 Midd~ St, Portland. 201·174-
6711. 
UNCLE BillY'S BAR-B-WE, Jonathan Saintlaurents onglnal Bil~ ' s 
Sout~side BBQ r.staurant reincarnated" funky new .astsrde dIgs at the 
foot of MunjO! Hill (one block .ast of VHlag. Caf •. ) Bone sucking, smoked 
spareribs, brisket. shoukiers , grill/ vegetarian available. Dinner E'Jer;day 
Spm<:Io5o .xc.pt Wednesday. 69 NewbU~ St. 871-5631. Tak. out, cat.r· 
ing availOOle. No credit cards. 
CAFE 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Acclaimed So. Portland destination 
offemg appetizers Iif<. M~ Blue Crall Cakes "Is""" red bell pepper 
puree, sawry entrees like Pan seared scallops With saffron & lobster 
broth; t.riyaki glazed Atlant' salmon; grilled N.Y. sUip steak .. ap with 
onions, mushrooms and peppers. Breakfast and lunch, Tue-Fri, 7a-3p; 
Sat-Sun, 8a-2p; Dinner Thur, Fn and SalSp-1Op. 388 Cottage Rd., 167· 
6313. 
BlNTUFf'S AMERfCAH CAFE. (lJai~ 7im2p1 Experience sigrlatur. items, 
custom omelettes, wraps, torUlas, and other American Fusion CUisine. 
SeIectiYe dinner menu (5:3Op-9p) will please the simpl.st of cravings to 
the most discriminating palates. Homemade desserts, full bar and exte", 
s.., wine list In Greefo ReYNa! ,""",ndings. 98 Portland St. (across ~om 
the post off~e). 1740005. 
BlACK nE. Now in the heart of the Old Port! Stop bj and eq>erience O\K 
sinple satisfying fare or 0lK elaborate cuisine. Hearty soups, delicIOUS 
sandwiches and always a tempting lunch sp!Clal. Take home dinners 
",ailall~. Catenng specialists on site. Hours Mf 7:30-3:00. Free delr.ery 
",ailall~ in the Old Po~ ".a. 188 Middl. St. (off Exchange beIlind the 
PaYilion) 161-886S. 
BWE M.IIIGO CM£. Portland's oasis for fabulous food. lunch and diooer 
eatery with full bar. Featuring saffron scented seafood, homemade 
salmon wjgarllc blackberry sauce, jamaican seafood gumbo. chicken 
o·porto. Soups, breads, dressings, and desserts. Rated HU/2· Food, 
•••• • Service bj ME SUnd3'! Te~gram. Usted bj Holiday Inn Pref.rred 
R.staurants. Cred~ Cards accepted. Open Tues-SUn, 11:30 to llJpm. 
lunch is back. Bruoch starting In November. 129 Spring St 112·1314. 
FRIENDSHIP CAf£. Enjoy br.akfast and kJnch in a fTiend~, casualatmo~ 
phere. For bruoch, O'Ief-stuffed omelettes, Iresh qUIChe, pMCakes and 
more served atl day. luoch includes a _ variety of soups and sand-
wiches. Dai~ luncn and brunch specials also availab~. Specialty coffee 
drinks. Rated four stars in GO magazine. Open Mon-Sat. 7arn-2pm: Sun 
1:30am-2pm. 703 Congress 51. on Po~land. B71-500S. 
C.ARIBBEAN/C.AIUN 
SEVWH'S. Come and eat "Something Different" Our authentx: CUISIne 
is sure to spicen your taste buds. Sevanctl's IS Portland's newest elotic 
food .'perience. Caribbean and Cajun cooking at ~s best. Served In a 
brogllt and frier<!~ atmosp/ler •. Dinner (Tues-Fn Sp-1Op.) lunch (Fndays 
Only 11:30 .. 2:30p), Fridays Happy Hour S~lp, Sat 11:30 .. 10p, Sun 4p-
ep. 144 Cumbertand Ave., Portland. 1/2 ""Ie from the Old Port. 161-
1654, Me, V, AMEX. 
Deli £t BAKERY 
MAMA D'S DELl • BAKERY. Now .'panded . f.aturtng ~.sh baked pas-
tries and breads from The European Bakery of FaIrnoUttl. Our deli offers 
Rotisserie chOk.n, with tasty ch<ken sandwiches on fr.sh baked bread, 
Porthole 
Restaurant 
20 Custom House Wharf, 
Portland 
SERVING 
Breakfast & Lunch Daily. 
Dinner Fri & Sat Until 9pm. 
761-7634 
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 
Open M· Th 6-3, Fri 6-9, Sal 7-9 
Sunday B,eakfast Only 7·2 . 
FRIDAY 
ALL·U·CAN·EAT 
FISH FRY $5,95 
/ 
~' ~r,9: 
1(/~ 44d "'" -u., t 
~ ~ Claeaec- ~? .. 
.9Iuthentic Cuisine: 
Caribbean- & Cajun-(reole 
'Portland's 'N~est 'Exotic 
food experience 
**** food *** atmosphere 
-'Maine Sunday 'Telegram 
144 Cumberland !live. 'Portland 
'Tuesday· Sunday 
'Phone· 761·7654 
rolkrps, marinated salads. Fresh Marf<et Pasta, and more. Recipes of 
three generations - Mama's amazir« breakfast menu _ dai~. 795 
Congress St. 772·1800. 
EC.LEC.TIC. 
ASYlUM. Looking for fantastic food & "cel~nt .ntertainment? Seek 
AsjfOOl. Scrumptious soups, sexy salads & sop/list~ated sandwiches. 
Oai~ speerals, hesh desserts & homemade bread. Happy Hour 4p.7p, 
Moofri. Free Buffet Thursfri.121 Center St, Portland, ME. 172-8274. 
BRtDG£WAY REST_, Affordable eclectic fare o"erq Fresh Ash. 
Twin lobsters, Sirloin, Pasta, Pizza and more. Lunch specials ($3.95-
$4.95) Baked/Fried Haddock, lasagna, Grilled Chicken Sandwich, 
Lobster Rofl and C~b Sandwiches. Early Bird Diooer Specials Mon-Thurs 
11am-7pm, Fn & Sat llam-6pm. Fri & Sat Eve I~t.n to I.., piano musM:. 
Tues & Thurs - Jazz. Childr.n's menu, MC Visa Am&. 11·11lleean St, 
South Portland. 1~5418. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. ftrll bar - now f.atunng 50 beers on tap. tltensNe 
menu. .. sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. lunch or dinner in the mys-
terious Woodfords area. Me, Visa, Arne.< accepted. Parking. 540 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Spring & Hi~ Streets· 114-1740. FeatunngPortJand's most 
ecIectK: arK! best tasttng menu. Great foods made With only the freshest 
of ingredi.nts. Come in and enjO! the roo atmosphere, national~ pub-
lished recipes, and award winni~ desserts . Open Tues-Thurs 5p-9:30p, 
Fn & Sat 5p-l0:3()p. 
SAMUEL'S BAR & GRIUl W. r.ature a full menu and are known for our 
outstandong s.lection of dinne' specials ,anging from $8.95$10.95, 
Wed-Sat 4·10pm. 2 for 1 piUCIS and $1.00 Drafts Moo-lues 4pm until 
c~sing. We open dai~ at 11:30 am off.nng a larg. lunch menu. 1160 
For.st Ave .. Portland, open night~ until 1:00am. No r.servatlons. 191· 
6924. 
VICTORY OEU • BAlI[ SHOP. H.arty br.akfasl, mouth watering baked 
from-scratch breads and pastries, freshly prepared soups, stews. salads, 
pasta and vegetanan specialties. delicious sandwiches. Beer & Wine. 
Monument Square, 299 forest Ave. and One Portland Square. MCfI'ISA 
accepted. 112-7299, 77203913, 772-8188. 
ZEPIIYR GRIUl The Z.pIIyr Grill sets an Invrting mood with rdo colorl; & 
pinpoint spotlrghts over the tables that give allunng ~Iands of liglll. The 
menu changes r.gularly, but always includes ..getanan, seafood & grilled 
meat entrites. A sampling of recent dady SpecIalS: cusp com tostada with 
smoked duck, Cilantro, corn & cheddar; potato. com ood squash empana-
da with crisp greens: slow wood roast pork loin with cannelUni beans. 
mashed potatoes and grilled vegetables. Dinner 7 nights starting at 5:00. 
SlXIday Br.akfast 9:30-1:30. 653 Congress St., Po~land. f,ee Parking 
nor<! door behInd Joe's. 82S4033. 
IC.E CREAM IDESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Q's own homemade SUpel' premium ice cream, made 
exclusrvely on the premises USI~ only the finest ngredients. Also seM~ 
Green Moootain Coffee, cappuccino, espresso, baked goods & other 
inspired desserts. Relax in a warm, friend~ atmosphere. Open until11pm 
fn & Sall0pm SU~ThlJs. 505 Fore St., Portland. 773-7011 . 
llALIAI4 
AHTHONY'S ITAUAN KITCHEN, Voted 'Best Cheap Eats in Portland' 3 
years running. Family dinmgroom. Beer & wme. AU credit cards. Open 
nightly 'til 9. Free parking. Oh, dKf I forget to say we have the best pizza, 
pasta & sandwiches in Maine? Try oor famous 'mi~ higl,- lasagna on~ 
IS.99.1S1 Midd~ St.. 7748668. 
MARlA'S RISTlIfIANTE. Th. Napomano fami~ welcomes you to Iry Portland's 
firost ltaIan cuisine. We offer ~sIles qnating ~om ~I parts of Italy. Great vege-
tarian se_s, homemade bread & desserts & a ooiQue & wondeofij wine list. 
featuringowner/chef Anttony Napcjitarlo Sr. SInce 1960. llllCh I~, _ $11} 
20. 337 Co.mber1i1'd Ave, Portfald. 772·9232. 
MARKET, CAfe £t C.ATERING 
BlACK nE TO GO. Incredible delectallie cu~ine - take us out or take us 
home. located in the heart of Portland's Old Port offerirlg breakfast pas-
tries, specialty Italian styte sandwiches, evemng entrees, salads, wrap 
em roll sandwiches, homemade breads, Italian sodas, fruit smoothies. 
and mor .... What is a Panini? Come in and find out! 184 Middle St., 756-
6230 "'w 7:30-6:30 tM 1:308:30 sat 9<i. 
•• ~TL.lFlF'. 
A@;;/eAN 





Open 7 days a week 
"Mr. Bintliff is Back" @ 774-0005 
(Across from the Post Office) 
IBar~ara'5_ 
New Dinner Menu 
plus An extended wine selection 
Breakfast/Lunch Tues-Fri 
7a-3p, Sat-Sun, 8a-2p; 
Dinner Thur, Fri and Sat 5-10p 
Catering For All Occasions-
including a romantic candlelight 
dinner for 2. 
767-6313 • fu. 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd .• So. Portland 
CRAIIII'I'S BURRITOS, 420 Fore St .. Old Port, Portland. 761-0751. 
Pr.pari,. all of your Mexican favorites: ~aturrc Portland's Best _os, 
QuesadiIas, Nachos & more. Functionaf food for functionaf folks. HaIrs: 
M-Th 11am<fose, Fri l1om-12am, Sal 12-12, SUn 12 ..... 10pm. 
_AS _ ROTAIJRAHTS. 2 ,.at locations in Portland! 
242 St John Street at the Union Station Plaza, 8748444 and 11 Br""" 
Street. oppos~e the CMc Center, 174-9398. These amp know how to 
se"" up huge, "",rsired meals and cofo.-;red dn"~ Happy Hour 
sta1s at 4p willi hee hot appetizers and great drink specfafs. 
MESA 'IERIlE. Aavorfuf, healthful Me~can cis/les, NATURAl FOODS 
AND HEALTHY JUICE BAR. Happy Hour Moofn, 3p. 6p. Enjoy fresh 
juices, fruit shakes, smoothies, juice combinations, fresh fruit mar· 
garitas, rum smoothies and other frozen delights. Casual atmos-
phere. Serving lunch & dinner. Take-oot a'Jailable. 618 Congress 
Street {across from the State Theatrel174<i089. 
TORnLU FlATS, A memorable e"",rience in f .... , affordable Mexican 
cuisine. Chili Happy Hoor Moo-Thu, 4-7, free chips, satsa and chili. Open 
SUn 12~9p, Moo-Thur 11:300<1050, Fn-Sat l1:3()a.11p. Free parking. 
VISA, Me, AMEX, and Discove .. 1871 For.st Ave., Portland, between 
Riverside and the Tum~ke. 797-8729. 
NATURAL FOODS 
THE WHOlE GROCER. FOf lunch Of dinner: all natural, llegetarian meals 
to go ""Iudrng wholesome soups. vogelanan rofkrps , sandwiches, and 
SUShi, home made muffins and cookies, and a wide assortment of fresh 
juices. Open seven days a week. M-F 9<i, Sat 9-7, Sun U-6. Open at new 
location, 121 Marginal Way. Call 174-7111. 
NATURAl FOODS RESTAURANT 
MtWNER'S, '.'.1/2 'one of the most exciting restaurants to hit 
Portland In a long time." • Go Magazine. Swingln' food! Rice & noodle bar 
and natural foods restaurant. Setving fOf lunch a 'Janety of rice and IlOO-
dfe dishes with an eclectic sampling of sauces. Fresh soups and home-
made desserts. Dmner wi" feature vegan, vegetarian & natural foods. 
Tak. out avalallie. Credit cards soon. SIDak St. lbetween Congr.ss and 
Free.llur<h mon-sat 11:3Oam-3pm. Donner Wed-Sat 5-1Opm. 871·9999. 
SEAFOOD 
J'S OYSTER. E~oy whrte linen quality dining in a relaxed atmosp/ler. WIth 
a Iove~ VIeW overtooking Portland's working harbor. Saw, our specialty 
shellfish and pasta dishes and much, much more. Wl:./ Visa/ Discover 
acc.pt.d. Parkrng in adJacent 101. S Portland Pier, Portland. 172-4828. 
lOBSTAH CAfE Beautiful on the pier ,,"ing in South Portland overlook· 
ing the Casco Bay WIth a full view of the city. Come watch the boals come 
in and enjoy fresh lobster, lobster rolls, steamers, crab rolls, shrimp rolls, 
lobster stew and more. Oine-in or take-out open 7 days a week l1am. 
Bpm. 767·3391. Tak. the new Casco Bay Bridge to South Portland. 
Continue on Broadway to Getty Station, tum ~ft onto Sawie' St., at the 
end go sUaogIlt onto Po~1aod St. P~r. 
WRAPS 
FEDERAL SPICE. lJro~nal four-star conceptuer serving the best rn wraps 
willi mu!ti-<tM. and heart-ileafthy Ingredents ~om aroood the ..nd. All 
under $6! Everything ",ailable to go. IleIvery ",~table 11:3()a.2p, Moo-
Fn. 12.50 M~ro Pints after S pi Open Mon-Sat 11 .. 9p. 22S Federal St., 
Portland. 77 46404. 
THE KITCHEN, The K~chen pr.pares ~.sh, whol.some ingredients in 
creative, Interesting ways for people who love food, but don't have 
time to oook. Try our homemade Falafel or SoU'v1aki, Jamaican Jerk or 
Thai Chicken Wraps. We make Vegetarian Chili daily and h<Ne a Tofu 
Teriyaki Stirtr'/ you'll come back for. 593 Congress St .. 7150833. 4 
Pleasant Street in Brunswick, 729-5526. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEl'S WOOD GRILL Irwenuve cuisine delicatety seasoned wittl 
wood smoke and cooked the way God intended - over name. E~gantJy 
unpr.t.ntIous atmospher •. 2S wines l'I the ~ass.lunch Tues-Fn 11:30 .. 
2:3()p, IJifoner Tues-Thurs 5:3Op-9p, Fri & Sat S:3Op-10p. Me, Visa. 90 
Exchange St {upper Exchar«el Portland. 114-1192. 
6 Course 
Dinner for two '" 
$40 
OwnrTlchq Anthony Napolitano Si"rr 1960 
337 Cumberland Avenue, Portland 
772·9232 
~~i" The food is always 
good when you cook 
with wood. 
BBQ BOB'S 
Authentic PIt Style ~ 
147=AMI. ~~. 
M.f' 11130-803II 
Sat lll3O-813O ~ 
SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 
LUNCH IS BACK! 
Food from around the world. 
Brunch starting in Novemberl 

















ALWAYS USING THE FRESHEST PRODUCE & MEATS AVAILABLE. 
Lunch Tues. - Sat. • Take-Out Available • Patio Open! 
9 Dana St. • Portland • 772-0772 
Lobstah~ 
Cafe ~
Pier Side Dining 
Best View Of Portland 
Lobster & Steamer Dinner 
Crabmeat rolls ' Shrimp rolls 
Lobster stew • Lobster rolls 
open 7 days a week 11am • 8pm 
767·3397 
Portland SI. Pier 
To get lobster any fresher you'd have to di'Jt for them 
lake the UseD RIIy Bridge to South Porttand. Contlnltt on 
Broadway to Getty St.itkln, Idt on Sawyfi St. to Portland St. Pier. 
~c?--C3J>~CJ>~ 
T Mok~tAn 
~ g:n;,~~ 'T 
B~ICE CREAM~ 
T ~ of Portland c!f 
~ Proudly s~rvlng Q's own HOMEMADE ~ 
SUP£R PREMIUM ICE CREAM, o Green Mountain Coffee, C.ppucclno. 
Y Espresso, and other Inspl,ed desserts A 
o Open 'til T 
, llpm Fr' .. Sat 
~ 
10 pm Sun-Thurs 0 
Free Porlclng Lot y 
Beside Our Shop . o SOS Fore St., Portland B 
'f 773-7017 T 
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wanna 
rl'll SO G!.AI> I W!NT 10 
FINeR m/'IT£S. I GOT SIUS. 
LE01 iII!PS, 1/GHrS IWD II 
finer Poinles Donce 5""" 
43 Silver Sireel - Old Pori, Pori land 
77.2-8180 
Fleece by 
lilt Wear t§> 
it's cool & warm 
in great colors 
and shapes ... 
AMARYLLI~ 
41 Exthll1lge Simi' Portlllnd, Mail/L 
~Tt in the Old Port. 
(207) 7724439 
op .. 10-7 Daily 
Thul1, Fri, Sat 'til 8:30 
After a career that's lasted 11 years, spawned six critically acclaimed albums and garnered a broad and dedicated fan base, 
most bands would probably hesitate to tamper with their signature sound. But for their seventh release, "Miles From Our Home,· 
Cowboy Junkies decided to gamble, infusing the muted tones of their earlier work with even more ethereal noodling. The 
alburn's full arrangements and polished production are a significant departure from the band's typically lean, unadorned music, 
but the country-jazz influences and offbeat subject matter are still there in quantities sufficient to satiSfy longtime fans. Even 
more radical changes, however, are in store for the next album, including renaming the band B.T.O. Get your fix Sept 16 at Merrill 
Auditorium, 20 Myrtle St, Portland, at 7:30 pm. Tix: $18.50. 842'{)800. 
danCB Inlh Intemotlonal Danco Herod. Anno Oaemonicus, I dance, music and cuisine. at 7:30 pm. Tix: $12 ($8 Com,..., Sept 20. PCA Hellstorm and Studs, in add> Featured acts include David students). Proceeds benefit 
C.,..., .. FOIII .. , Sept 18-20. Great Perfonnances presents tion to the chance to buy I Pontbriand on the Indian Sweester Children's Services. The students and teachers of 'Spirit of the Dance,' com- records, publications and sitar. Grupo do Capoeira 772-4688. 
Volta ao Mundo present bining a broad nange of ephemera. At the Rne Arts 
I 
Artgola Malandragem, fia-
'Intemational Capoeira dance techniques with music Theatre, 627 Congress St. 
menca guitar music by Tres meatar 
Encounter. ~ a festival of com- from Ce~ic to funk. At Merrill 
Portland, at 8:30 pm. Tix: I Gitanons and Amean dance pet~ion, music and Brazilian 772·7662. music by the Bernard "Annie Gel V.." G ... • Sept Aud~orium, 20 Myrtle St. 
c.coBay U_' "_ CIItho l Tshimangoley Band - plus 1a.oct 4. The Portland Lyric dance. The public is invited to Portland, at 3 pm. TIl: $24-
Bay. Sept 18 and OCt 31: The I yummies from the Clay Oven, Theater presents this girt. 
anend all events. Sept 18: $40. 842.()8oo. Upsetters. At casco Bay Unes. the Zoulamis !of the Kitchen) 'gets-boy musical about the 
Capoeira workshop hom 7·9 V...., ... __ 8IN 
56 Commercial St, Portland, and Tim's Japanese. At rootin' tootin' cowgi~, Artnie 
pm. Cost: $35. Sept 19: Sept 16. The theater pre- from 8-11 pm. TIx: $12 (S10 Congress Sq, Portland, from Oakley. At the Portland Lyric 
'Festival of Capoeira sents "Faces in the Stone: advance). 774-7871. 3-9 pm. Free. 772-9012. Theater. 176 Sawyer St, 
Movements, ' from 1-5 pm and Dancing a Woman's Story of Concolilin tho Park The JolIn ScoIIoId', "'!-Star So. Portland. Fri and Sat at 
'Berimbau Beats Competition' God: a dance and music Westbrook Chamber of I -""'Tbon Sept 16. The 8 pm, Sun at 2:30 pm. Til: 
at 7 pm. 80th events are com-
performance inspired bJ the 
Commerce presents a series jau guitarist appears with $12·$14. (Community 
petitions among academies 
12tlH:entury mystic 
of midday musical distrac· I guests John Modeski, Chris company.) 799-1421 or 
Hildegard von Bingen, featur- I 
from throughout the East tions. Sept 16: Classical ! Wood and Clyde Stubblefield, 79%509. ing Kay Gardner and 
music by Mike Silvestri. Sept ! Coast and Ganada. Free. Sept Rebecca Wing. At the State in addttion to Cha~ie Hunter Bill Co.b, Sept 26. Hoe-hee' 
20: 'Student Bat~ado,' a tra- Street Church, 159 State St, 
23: The Irish folk music of 
I 
with Pound for Pound. At the i It's just impossible not to 
ditional graduation ceremony Portland. at 7 pm. Til: $10. 
John Robinson. Sept 30: 
I 
State Theatre, 609 Congress laugh when someone men-
and artiStic performance, fea- 828-1200. 
Celtic folk music by Man I St, Portland, at 8 pm. Til: lions the name of America's 
I 
Newburg. At the Saccarappa ! $24.50 1$22.50 advance). all-time favorite comedian. At 
turing professional capoeira, 
Falls Park, Main St, I 800 THE·TICK. • Merrill Auditorium, 20 Myrtle 
dancing and music, from 2-5 
, 
musiC Westbrook, at noon. Free. I Soven Nations Sept 17. The St, at 5 pm and 8 pm. $44-pm. TIx: $13. At Casco Bay 85&2582 or 464-0002. I quartet unleashes a blast of S48. Proceeds from the per-
Mo.ers Dance Studio, 151 St. Black TIe at tho F1no Arlo "One World Portland· Sept , Celtic rock·fusion. N. the fonnance benefit the 
Jopn St. Portland. 7801675. Sept 12. A number of bands 12. Maine Arts presents a Portland High School Auditorium, Make-A·Wish Foundation of 
rock the house, including festival of international 284 Cumbe~and A .. , Portland, Maine. 842.()800. 
"G.,. and DoIII" Sept 11· 
26. The Portland Players 
stage this gangsta musical 
bJ Frank Loesser, a story of 
crapshooters and the women 
wIIo loW! them, featuring dtt· 
ties like 'If I Were a Ben- and 
'Sit Down You're Rockin' the 
Boat: At the Portland Players 
Theater, 420 Conage St, So. 
Portland. Fri and Sat at 8 pm • 
Sun at 2:30 pm. TIx: $13 
($10 opening night). 
(Community.) 799-7337. 
"Ida, Woman Who RUllI WIllI 
tho _. Through Sept 
20. Susan Poulin of Poolyle 
Productions wrote and per-
forms thiS comedy about Ida 
leClair, a woman who 
searches for her own adven-
tures while her husband is 
off on a weekend hunting 
trip. At the Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St. Portland. 
Thurs at 7:30 pm, Fri and Sat 
at 8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. Tilt: 
$15 Fri and Sat/$10 Thurs 
and Sun. 7755103 or 
772·5580. 
"In One Baoko!· Sept 11·20. 
The Reindeer Theatre presents 
a staged collection of f .. k and 
fail)' tales. At ACTS, 341 
Cumbe~arlf Are, Portlarlf. Fn 
at 7:30 pm, Sat and Sun at 2 
pm. TIx: $10 ($1 kKls 12 and 
under). 761·2465. 
"Malter Cl ... • Through 
Sept 20. The Maine Slate 
Music Theatre and the 
Portland Stage Company 
unite for this play by 
Terrence McNally, recalling 
the life of opera diva Maria 
Callas. At the Portland 
Stage Company, 25A Rarest 
Ave. Tues-Fri at 7:30 pm, 
Sat at 4 pm and 8 pm, Sun 
at 2 pm and 7:30 pm. Til: 
S2().$30. 7258769 or 
774{)465. 
A Weekend FeltiVai of 
Puppet Theater Sept 24-27. 
Rgur .. of Speech Theatre of 
Freeport presents three 
woOI.S for family audiences: 
'Nightingale,' the story of a 
Chinese emperor who for· 
sakes the beautiful song of 
the nightingale fot a machan> 
cal bird, Thurs and Fri at 
7:30 pm; 'Dragon's 
DaJghter: a folktale about a 
young gi~ whose oision and 
conviction save her ,,'age 
hom drought, Sat at 3 pm 
and 7:30 pm; 'Cupid and 
Psyche,' the Greek myth 
about the power of love, Sun 
at 3 pm. At Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St. Portland. 
TIx: $101$7 kids under 12). 
lfessional non-profit.) 
86S-<;355 or 7755103. 
Long may she run 
Susan Poulin outpaces the stereotypes 
in her latest one-woman show 
• JASON WILKI NS 
It's an oddly idyllic back-
drop. The painting features a 
pretty blue trailer with butterfly 
decorations on its side and a 
satellite dish on top, sitting in an 
island of neatly trimmed green 
grass, where plastic deer are 
grazing. Two plastic lawn chairs 
sit before the backdrop with a 
can of Moxie resting on the 
plastic table between them. The 
lights dim, then come back up to 
show us the middle-aged hero-
ine of the evening as she prac-
tices her country line dancing. 
Welcome to the world of "Ida, 
Woman Who Runs with the 
Moose." 
When Ida LeClair (played by 
Susan Poulin, who co-wrote the 
script with Gordon Carlisle) 
speaks, she has, as you might 
expect, a solid Maine accent, the 
"Ida run with the wolves, but the moose were friend-
lier": Susan Poulin plays Ida LeClair In a one-woman 
show, 
kind that turns "art" into "ahhht." The 
show consists ofIda chatting up the audi-
ence while she waits for her friends to 
come by in the Bonneville and pick her 
up. No other characters appear, and Ida 
has no epic plot to unfold, but Poulin is 
such a seductive storyteller that 
with a man, they look kinda funny 
naked," Ida comments. "Come to think 
of it, even if you are in love ... " 
"Ida" works so well because Poulin, 
directed by Ann and Keith Zeller, 
doesn't condescend to her character. It 
would be easy to snicker at a 
she can hold the audience on 
her own without so much as sta e 
woman who lives in a trailer, 
becomes addicted to the Horne 
Shopping Network, drinks raising her voice. 
Ida's existence is a quiet, 
comfortable routine that can be 
broken down into two cate-
gories. One is "Life with 
Charlie," her husband. Though 
Charlie and Ida make a loving 
couple, Ida has the usual funny 
stories to tell about how impos-
sible her man can be. For one 
thing, Charlie suffers from 
POOLYLE 
PRODUCTION'S 
"IDA: WOMAN WHO 
RUNS WITH THE 
MOOSE!" PLAYS 
THROUGH SEPT 20 
AT OAK STREET 
THEATRE, 92 OAK 
ST, PORTLAND. TIX: 
$10·$15. 775-5103 
OR 772·5580. 
Moxie and describes her giant 
frog lawn decorations as ."cun-
nin'." But Poulin' grew up in 
Jackman, and drew many of 
Ida's stories from the lives of 
her parents, to whom she dedi-
cates the show. She doesn't 
give a hoot that Ida's not hip. 
Who needs that when you've 
got a life that makes you 
happy? "spousal deafness," the inabili-
ty to hear anything his wife says. Ida tries 
to fix this with a "creative visualization" 
taken from the pages of Cosmopolitan, in 
which she imagines herself swimming up 
Charlie's ear canal and telling his 
eardrum directly to bring home rolled 
oats, not Quaker Oats. 
The other is "Life with the Girls," or 
rather her social circle of female friends. 
They get together for crafts projects or 
shopping trips, especially when the hus-
bands vanish in a pack to go hunting. 
At the beginning of one hunting sea-
son, the girls go shopping in Portland 
and discover that the men have all 
stopped at Mark's Topless Donut Shop 
for breakfast. Rather than confront their 
husbands, the ladies decide to drop hints 
and wait for a tortured confession. First 
step: Buy several issues of Playgirl and 
leave them around the house, looking 
well-th umbed. "Unless you're in love 
Ida and the girls encounter the world 
of hip when they crash a library study 
group dedicated to "Women Who Run 
with the Wolves." They have come to 
~xplore "the wild woman within" and 
are disappointed to discover that all the 
serious "granola" women in the talk cir-
cle would rather discuss a vapid book 
than take field trips. 
Ida advises the granolas that if they 
want to be wild women, they should "eat 
some cotton candy and take a ride on the 
roller coaster." She and the girls leave the 
talk circle and decide to form a group of 
their own, Women Who Run with the 
Moose, since moose are 1) from Maine, 
2) good-natured and 3) "smart enough to 
have a law passed to protect them." 
Wouldn't you like to spend a couple 
of hours listening to a woman with 
enough good sense to come up with such 
an idea? Now THAT'S ahhht. caw 
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Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? 
Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery 
222 Auburn 51., Portland , 878·5510 • RI. 133, Farmington, 778·3535 
"Patients should be Symptom Free and Drng Free" 
Maine State Music Theatre & 
Portland Stage Company 
present 
MAINE BANK & TRUST 
MSMT~~ 
TI-£~l.!~~:--
by Terrence McNally 
starring Rosemary Prinz 
of As the World Turns and 
Off-Broadway's Steel Magnolias! 
I A Must See Event! Aug 25 - Sept 20 ~ortISt"a~e Performances held at: -- ~pan'l . PSC (207)774- 0465 Portland Stage Company L L 
25A Forest Ave· Portland 
.: 
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Language Courses 
Start a new adventure in September: 
learn a language! 
• Group classes and private tutoring 
in French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, 
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish ... 
• Workshops: All-day & weekend immersion 
program!>; Pronunciation, grammar, translation, 
vu!>iness French and Portuguese 
• Ethnic 60clal event,,: Kaffeestunde, 
Pot-lucks, Slide !>hows, Brown Bag Lunches in 
French, Italian, PortugueSll, Spani!>h 
• Classes for children 
French, Spanish, and German 
• Provence & Rio de Janeiro '99 
French & Portuguese immersion Programs 
Call for our New 6rochure 
(207)772-0405 
The Language Exchange, Inc, 
398 Fore Street - Portland 
lexchang@ime.net 
PORTLAND'S MOST UNIQUE GROO:R, .. 
For all your quick shopping needs! 
~
Thi, Week', Special 
Any Size Coffee Only 
25¢ 
with this ad 
• Green Mountain Coffee 
• Standard Baking & Black Crow Bread5 
• Gourmet Groceries & Pasta 
• Imported & Domestic Beer5 & Wine 
Visit Foods on the Go! 
417 Commercial Street, Portland 
(across from Becky's) 
Like most doctors, we have a specialty. 
Ours is moms, dads, kids, aunts, uncles, cousins, 
stepbrothers and grandkids. 
Specializing in Family Practice, incl~ing ObstetriCJ, Gynecology, 








874-2466 fax 874-1918 
Jacquelyn Cawley, D. O. 
Charlts Belisle, M.D. 
William Dexter, M.D. 
Falmouth 
5 Bucknam Road 
781-1500 fax 781-1507 
Michael Madan, M.D. 
Kathleen McGarr, M.D. 
Reclailning the neighborhood 
Despite an apparent lack of advertising for Parkslde's second annual block party, 
a multiethnic crowd gathered on the stretch of Grant Street between Mellen and State 
streets Aug. 22. Thick barbecue smoke and 
shreds of cotton candy wafted by in the 
breeze. It was a sunny afternoon, and 
there were young kids everywhere. 
The Parks ide neighborhood has a 
reputation as one of the 
worst places to live in 
Portland. Cheap apart-
ments are plentiful there, 
but so are tales of drug 
dealing, fighting and 
unscrupulous absentee 
landlords. The Parks ide 
Neighborhood Associ-
ation, which has been work-
ing to improve the area, organized the 
party to help build community spirit. 
A number of Portland police officers were 
... 
on the scene, no doubt trying to strengthen their image in the 
neighborhood as allies rather than adversaries. They'd brought 
along a police horse and a gorgeous German shepherd named 
Jazz from the K-9 unit. Firefighters showed up, too, and allowed children and parents 
to climb aboard Engine #44 for a firsthand look. 
Free food was available in abundance - charred chicken, hot dogs, sodas and com 
on the cob. At one point, the line for barbecue snaked a third of the way down the 
block. I could see evidence of the neighborhood's turbulent past in graffiti on the sides 
of buildings and a huge, boarded-up apartment complex across the street from the bar-
becue pit, But on this day, neighborhood solidarity was the rule, as shown by the T-
shirts many wore commemorating the event. 
While local folksinger and legislative candidate Benjamin Meiklejohn forcefully 
pounded out "Radiation Blues" on an Ovation guitar, I checked out the displays set up 
by are~ nonprofits. Members of the Immanuel Baptist Church handed out free ice 
cream cones next to a table with pamphlets entitled "When Someone You Love Is 
Depressed" and "When Your Prayers Go Unanswered." 
One of the main attractions was the dunking booth, which at one point featured 
Udunk the landlord," with Herb Adams, Portland School Committee member and 
neighborhood activist, serving as cheerleader. Political reps from the offices of 
Congressman Tom Allen and gubernatorial candidate Tom Connolly had a table, and 
I spied Republican gubernatorial hopeful Jim Longley shaking hands and admiring 
babies. 
Social service agencies were out in force. Maine Medical Center's Intermed offered 
free blood-pressure checks. Catholic Charities, the AIDS Project, the League of 
Women Voters and Outright (a support group f~r queer and questioning youth) all 
staffed tables. One smart aleck camped out at the urunanned Family Planning display, 
eating his dinner and offering to share" all you need to know about family planning" to 
bystanders. Folks from the Whole Grocer handed out healthy chips, but they had a 
hard time competing with the barbecue. 
Another highlight was the colorful artwork displayed on the ground and on a chain-
link fence - paintings by kids at the Tuesday Street Art Program, The organizers, 
rightfully, focused on children all day, offering them activities ranging from face-paint-
ing to ring-toss games. The youngsters sat riveted before .Odelle Bowman as she relat-
ed the folk tale of how turtles got cracks in their shells. The kids also loved getting hugs 
from the Mercy Hospital bear, the Oakhurst acorn and Hannaford Brothers' garish, 
multicolored mascot, Hank - who must have had a scheduling conflict, because he 
didn't stay for the whole party. 
As the afternoon waned, the street filled with the mellow sound of Middle Eastern 
music, the accompaniment for three belly dancers adorned with veils, bells and finger 
cymbals. Children crammed forward, vying to get the best view of the exotic perfor-
mance that had miraculously landed in their midst. 
Though I witnessed a fair amount of small-scale bickering and foul language, the 
Parkside block party was successful in bringing some much needed entertainment and 
a sense of COl,IllDunity to a neighborhood struggling to reinvent itself. caw 
I 
Vampires aren't what they used to be. They used to be doleful, middle-aged Carpathian aristocrats with sibilant accents and lusty leers, men about town who wore tuxedos for every occa-
sion and often hovered inappropriately around women half their age. 
Basically, they were perverted old creeps. Anne Rice changed all that. 
She gave us a hip, bisexual vampire who was young, charismatic and 
appreciated everything from high art to garage bands. It was the birth 
of a universe. All the old superstitions were razed and we were left 
with bloodsuckers who have structured, detailed, often boring lives -
just like us. 
'pure bloods" who take issue with his rebellious behavior - specif~ 
cally his many all,vampire discos (one of which employs the ceiling 
sprinklers for a sanguinary spectacle called a 'bloodbath.") Frost has 
ambitions to usurp the reigning vampire families, then sacrifice them 
to resurrect the 'Blood God,' a bad ass deity who also needs the 
blood of a 'day-walker" before he'll condescend to overtaking the 
world. Hmm. Now where could they find one of those guys? 
"Blade" is a mixed bag. Stylistically, it manages some engaging 
tricks. The city's population of humans, for instance, is rarely seen. 
Instead, the camera focuses more on buildings and shadow, produc-
"Blade" adds yet another character :"'""' ....... ---~-,........~~---- ing a deserted, haun ed atmosphere. 
Spooky almost. Except 'Blade" isn't 
just a spooky film. It's also a fun·but-
incredibly-ridiculous action movie 
whose hero goes from nightclub to 
nightclub, karate chopping vampires. 
Snipe's fight scenes are so over 
choreographed that even martial art 
know-nothings can see when the 
moves are gratuitous - as though 
Liza Minelli had a hand in the picture. 
One moment you're sitting there think-
ing, 'Oohl Sock it 'em!" and the next 
you're thinking 'Ooh! 'Cabaret'!" 
to the expanding galaxy of vampires: 
the half-breed. Born just minutes after 
his mother was bitten, the title's hero 
(Wesley Snipes) possesses the 
strength of his nocturnal kin, along 
with the envious ability to walk in day· 
light - both traits that come in handy 
when your chosen occupation is exter-
minating neck-suckers. From a convert-
ed warehouse, Blade and his sage 
older partner, Whistler (Kris 
Kristofferson), do nightly battle witt) 
the city's hellraising population of ":· 
vamps. 'Your. world is just a sugar-
coated topping!" Blade snarls to his 
unwanted sidekick, a beautiful hema-
Stlckln' It to the vamps: Wesley Snipes In "Blade." The movie starts to atrophy in the 
second hour, when its otherwise orig-
inal storyline gets squashed under a 
machine-molded plot. (The idea of resurrecting the old gods has 
enough precedent in Hollywood by now to be treated as its own film 
genre. ) But by that point, it's too late, anyway. You're sucked in. 
tologist named Karen (N'bushe Wright). "Underneath there's a war 
going on!" 
Blade's archnemesis is Frost (Stephen Dorff), a chain-smoking 
twirp who looks like he slept in his clothes after spending a torrid 
night at the Viper Room. A former human, Frost is snubbed by the 
now playing 
NEW THIS WEEK 
GADJO DILO A young Parisian journeys to 
Romania in search of his dead father 's 
favorite singer. Once there, he's adopted by 
a Gypsy community. 1lte Mo.,.. 
MOON OVER BROADWAY Go backstage 
from rehearsal to opening night as two 
actors try to restart their ailing careers. This 
film IS an eye-opener that ch ron icles the 
guts. grind and glory of the entire process of 
making movies. TIte Movies 
ROUNDER Open door. insert a Freudian 
dichotomy. Matt Damon plays a refonned 
bad boy who still harbors a penchant for the 
naughty lifestyle of card playin·. Just when 
everything is going swell with the chick of 
hiS dreams, his paroled best friend Ed 
Norton pops into town. Matt hears the call 
of the wild and goes off to help his buddy 
payoff some long overdue loan shark 
debts. Hoyt, Falmouth 10, "'.Ine M.II 
Cinema 
THE SLUMS OF BEVERLY HIlLS Oirector 
Tamara Jenkins revists her adolescence in 
this fictional fe-creation of a childhood 
spent in Beverly Hills ' lower-middle class 
edges, a turf that until now has gone largely 
unexplored. Watch as Vivian (Natash 
Lyonne) tries to make sense of the chaos 
her good·hearted loser of a father (Atan 
Arkin) causes. Hoyto Falmouth 10, Maine 
MaIlClnoma 
ALSO SHOWING 
ARMAGmDON The 1V ads have been play-
ing this as an officer-and·a-gentleman 
romance flick, like 'The R'ght Stuff" with 
appealing 2().somethings. But we know bet· 
ter. It's big rock vs. small planet, pure and 
simple. Besides, who wants to see Bruce 
Willis' cartoon heroics in the middle of a 
love story? Now that would be a disaster 
film. With Liv Tyler and Ben Affleck. 
Reviewed 7/9/98. Main. Mall Cinema, 
Hoyto Falmouth 10 
BLADE Half mortal, half vampire. all ass-
kicker. Wesley Snipes is a cop who must 
penetrate a colony 01 drinkin' , druggin', 
killin' bloodsuckers. Hoyt. Cia"", Pond, 
Hoyt. Falmouth 10 
BUFFALO '66 For the past five years. a con 
h~s managed to fool his parents into believ· 
ing he's away with his wife - and not, as 
he happens to be. in the hoosegow. Now 
released from prison and on his way home, 
the ex-con kidnaps a teenage tap-<iancer to 
pose as hiS bride. When she begins to fall 
for her abductor. the underage hoofer 
threatens to upset the ex-con's assassina-
tion plan. His target? The former Buffalo 
Bills player who cost his team a victory five 
years before. a loss that indirect~ led to the 
ex-con's . imprisonment. Directed by and 
starring Vincent Gallo. With Christina Ricci. 
Reviewed 8/27/98. Key,ton. Theatre 
CIIfft, Hoyto Falmouth 10 
DANCE WITH ME One jaded dance instruc-
tor (Vanessa Williams) + one sexy Cuban 
hoofer (Chayanne) = lots of tango. on and 
off the dance floor. Hoyto Cia"". Pond 
DEAD MAN ON CAMPUS Two college stu-
dents on the brink of failing are desperate 
to stay in schOOl - and more importantly, 
retain their scholarships. When t~ey discov-
er 'a clause in the school's bylaws granting 
straight A's to any students whose room-
mate commits suicide, the two ;erk-offs set 
out to find a victim they can push over the 
edge. Hoyts Clar/t's Pond 
DR. DOlImE Eddie Murphy replaces Rex 
Harrison in the title role of a man cursed 
with the ability to speak to animals . 
Nickelodeon 
54 Ryan Phillippe stars as a New Jersey boy 
who gets a job bartending in Manhattan's 
notorious Studio 54. Rather than concen-
trate on the larger-than~ife characters who 
populated the nefarious nightspot, the film 
deYOtes itself to the lives of the people who 
worked there: the baMnder. the coat-<heck 
girl and a busboy. Look for Michael Myers in 
his first dramatic role. Reviewed this 
iSsue.Hoyto Clm', Pond, Hoyto F.lmoultr 
10 
GONE WITH THE WIND With enhanced 
color and bonus footage. the legendary 
rationalization for the men's rape fantasies 
returns to the big screen. Keystone TheIttre 
Cafe 
THE GOVERNESS A beautiful young woman. 
Minnie Driver, takes a position as a gov-
emess to the children of a pioneering ph0-
tographer on a remote Scottish island in the 
1840s. To get the job. the govemess has 
had to hide her Jewish background. Her sit· 
uation is further complicated WIth when she 
begins sharing more than just a passion for 
her employer's photographic experiments. 
TIle Movies 
THE HORSE WHISPERER Even though irs 
not uncommon for horses to whisper ·you 
stupid boob" each time you tum your back 
on them, this equestnan epic has less to do 
with our four·legged friends than with the 
remarkable healing powers of TLC. Robert 
Redford stars as a de'NY, soft-shouldered 
cowboy who tames feral ponies - and the 
hearts of coltish women much, much too 
young for him. Nickelodeon 
HOW STEllA GOT HER GROOVE BACK 
Accustomed to putting her career before her 
happiness, a single mom and stockbroker 
IAngela Bassett} is finally persuaded to 
take a vacation to Jamaica with her best 
friend (Whoopi Goldberg). Once there, she 
has a steamy tet-a-tet a native beefcake 
half her age, an encounter that does for her 
spirit lNhat the oil can did for the Tin Man. 
'When it comes time to leave her tropical 
paradise, she must decide whether to take 
her youthful souvenir home. Maine Mall 
Cinema 
MADELINE In "Fargo: Frances McDonnand 
portrayed law..,nforcement as slightly less 
blah than working for the Department of 
Motor Vehicles. Now, in this big screen 
adaptation of Ludwig Bemelman's classic 
chlldren's series about a troublemaking 
nine-year-old, McDormand takes on the rote 
of a nun - an occupation whose winsome 
effervescence is slightly more exhilarating 
than working for the DM\!. Nickelodeon 
THE MASK OF ZORRO What - audiences 
weren't satisfied with George Hamilton's 
flamboyant portrayal of the Mexican vigi· 
lante? In this latest tale of the masked mer· 
cenary - whose heroics are one part Don 
Juan and two parts Lone Ranger with a dash 
of sassy impudence thrown in - a hot· 
blooded young landowner {Antl;mio 
Banderas} dons the cape for some swash-
buckling subversion in 01' California. K.,.,,,,,,, TlIeatr8 Cafe 
MUlAN As history has demonstrated time 
and again, whenever there's any hell-raising 
being done, there's always one group of 
people behind ~: those stinkin' Huns! Now 
it seems the barbarians are attackIng little 
Old China, inciting a patriotic young girl to 
disguise herself as a man and confront the 
enemy. N/ckelodeon 
THE NEGOTIATOR One of Chicago's best 
hostage negotiators is framed for murder 
and embezzlement. When his claims of 
innocence fall on deaf ears, he takes a few 
hostages himself. demanding to speak to a 
second hostage negotiator. And so and so 
on. until you're the only one left in the the-
ater that isn't somehow involved in the 
whole crisis. With Kevin Spacey and Samuel 
L Jackson. Reviewed 8/13/98.Mahle Moll 
Cinema 
SAVING PRIVATE RYAN Spielberg contin-
ues his art-house cycle with this WWII 
drama about an attempt to save a missing 
soldier, While the feds milk the rescue for 
public approval ratmgs , the troops who 
must perform the mission remain uncon-
vinced it's worthwhile. With Tom Hanks and 
Matt Damon. Reviewed 7/8/98. Hoyt. 
C/ar/t', Pond, Hoyt' Falmouth 10 
SIX DAYS, SEVEN NIGHTS If you could be 
stranded on a tropical island with anyone 
you choose, who would it be? Yeah, yeah -
besides yourself. In Ivan Reitman'S roman--
tic adventure, a cargo pilot (HarriSOA Ford) 
finds himself saddled with a prima donna 
(Anne Heche) after their plane crash lands 
on a deserted island. Nickelodeon 
SMALL SOLDIERS When toy soldiers are 
accidentally programmed with a military 
intelligence chip, all hell breaks loose in a 
ALLEN DAMMANN 
peaceful suburb. With Phil Hartman. 
Reviewed 7/16/98. Nlck._ 
SNAKE EYES In this mu~i-Iayered mystery· 
thriller. a Navy commander (Gary Sinise) 
and his cop buddy (Nicolas Cage) race 
against the clock to figure out who assassi-
nated the U.S. Secretary of Defense dUring 
an Atlantic City boxing match. They seal off 
the arena to shake out the killer, but noth-
ing is as it seems. Hoyt. Falmouth 10, 
Maine Malt Cinema 
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY Every 
guy's dream: the chance to go to prom with 
the most beautiful girl in school. Every guy's 
nightmare: lousing up that chance by get· 
ting his (ahem) manhood caught in his zip-
per in front of the most beautiful girl in 
schooL Whatta 'ya do? Wait for years., hire a 
P.1. to find the girl, and take another crack 
at a date. With Cameron Diaz, Ben Stiller 
and Matt Oillon. Reviewed 7/23/98. Hoyto 
Falmouth 10, Maine Mall Cinema 
TITANIC With a script that's entertaining 
but not refreshing, Cameron scuttles the 
allegorical possibiliUes of the Titanic and 
instead launches a shallow romance 
between Jack Dawson (DiCaprio) and Rose 
De Witt Bukator (Winslet). All the same. 
when the ship finally goes down. ~ does so 
with fitting spectacle and grandeur. 
Reviewed 1/1/98. NIcke_ 
WHY DO FOOLS FAlliN LOVE? No one was 
better suited to answer that question than 
the man who made the song a hit, Frankie 
Lyman. A notorious womanizer, Lyman suc-
ceeded in manying three women - without 
bothering to divorce any of them. Hoyt. 
Cia"", Pond 
THE X~LES Picking up where the season 
finale left off. Mulder and Scully go in 
search of the truth be~ind the government's 
dabbling in alien DNA - uncovering a glob-
al conspiracy, The movie is nothing but a 
long and expensive double-stuff episode of 
the series that clears up few of the show's 
mysteries. but " X· Files~ Svengali Chris 
Carter is wise not to pluck the mystery out 
of his creation - giving audiences, instead, 
a fairly effective scare flick with some good 
jump· in·your-chair moments. Reviewed 
6/25/98. Nickelodeon 
YOUR FRIENDS .. NEIGHBORS This fasci-
nating portrait of the savage sexual ~nd 
emotional cruelty that a group of male and 
female lovers and fnends inflict on each 
other IS brought to us by the too-cynical-t<r 
be-forgotten director, Neil LaBute, who also 
created the equally savage 'In the Company 
of Men. ~ Has this man never heard of ther· 
apy? Keystone 1lteot,.. Cafe 
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SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE FRIDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, 
SEPT 11- SEPT 17. 
OWing to scheduling changes after C8Wgoes to press, 
moviegoers are advised to confinn times with theaters. 
HOVIS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S POND 
RD., SO. PORTLAND. 879-1511 . 
KNOCK OFF (RI 
12:10, 2:20, 4:25, 7:20, 9 :45 
54(RI 
12:20, 2:30, 4:40. 7:10. 9 :25 
WHY DO FOOLS FAll IN LOVE? (RI 
3:40.9:30 
BLADE (RI 
12:50, 4, 6:50, 9:40 
DANCE WITH ME (PGI 
12:40,6:30 
DEAD MAN ON CAMPUS (RI 
1:10, 3:50, 7:30, 9:50 
EVER AFTER: A CINDERELLA STORY (PG-131 
12:30. 3:10. 6:40. 9:20 
SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (RI 
12, 1. 3:30. 4:30, 7, 8 
HOVIS FALMOUTH 10. 206 U.s. ROUTE 1, 
FALMOUTH. 781-5616. 
BUFFALO '66 (NRI 
12:40, 3:20, 6:40, 9:15 
ROUNOERS (RI 
1:10, 4, 6 :50, 9:20 
THE SLUMS OF BEVERLY HIUS (RI 
12:45,3:30,7.9:10 
54 (RI 
12:35, 3. 5:15. 7:30, 9:50 
BLADE (RI 
12:50, 3:45, 6:45. 9:45 
SNAKE EYES (R) 
1, 4:10. 7:20, 9:25 
SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (RI 
12:30, 2; 4:10, 6 :30, 7:45 
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY (RI 
1 :15, 3:50, 7 :10. 9:30 
ARMAGEDDON (PG-131 
12:40. 3:40. 6:35. 9:35 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE, 504 CONGRESS 
ST., PORTLAND. 871-5500. 
GONE WITH THE WIND (NRI 
6:30·SAT·SUN MAT 1 . 
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS (RI 
9-SAT-SUN MAT 3:30 
BUFFALO '66 (NRI 
7-SAT-SUN MAT 1:30 
THE MASK OF ZORRO (PG-131 
6-SAT-SUN MAT 12:45 
1t (RI 
9:30-SAT·SUN MAT 4 
MAINE MALL CINEMA, MAINE MALL ROAD, 
SO. PORTLAND. 774-1022. 
THE SLUMS OF BEVE'RlY HIUS (RI 
1, 3:05, 5:10. 7:15. 9:25 
ROUNDERS (RI 
1:20. 4, 7. 9:40 
HOW STELLA GOT HER GROOVE BACK (R) 
1, 3:55, 7, 9:50 
SNAKE EYES (R) 
1, 3:30, 7:30, 9:45 
PARENT TRAP (PGI 
1:30. 4:20, 7:10, 9:50 
THE NEGOTIATOR (RI 
9:50 
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY (RI 
1:30. 4:10. 7 :25. 9:55 
ARMAGEDDON (PG-131 
3:30, 6:50, 9:50 
THE MOviES. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. 
772-9600. 
THE GOVERNESS (RI 
SEPT 11-15 FRI-TUES 5, 7:15, 9:30'SAT-SUN 
12:45,3 
MDON OVER BRODWAY (NRI 
SEPT 16-19 WEP.SAT 5, 9-SAT MAT 1 
GADJO DILO (NRI 
WEP.SAT 7-SAT MAT 3'SUN MAT 1-SUN-TUES 
9:30 
NICKELODEON. TEMPLE ANO MIDDLE 
STREETS. 
PORTLAND. 772-9751. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE WHEN CBW 
WENT TO PRESS 
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Bud 
Sawyer 
THIS AIN'T YOUR GRANDMA'S 
AEROBICS CLASS 
KAIDIO 












and motivating; it's 
the non-contact 
kickboxing workout 
with the kicks of Tae 




More Fun"" "Incredible Results! 
106.7 FM / 870 & 1470 AM 
Sinatra ... Cole ... Bennett ... Streisand 
KARDIO KicKBoxwili give you the results you've always wanted, 
while also learning to defend yourself in any situation. From 
shoulders to calves you will become lean & strong" You'll tighten, 
tone & firm your body while building a positive self-image, 
increasing your self-confidence & reducing your stress level. 
KAROIO K,CKBOX is for everyone - from those who want to get in 
shape to those looking for the ultimate workout. 
Hear BOB SHAW 9AM-NOON 
FREE INTRODUCTORY CLASS TO ALL 
WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY 
- LIMITED TIME ONLY-
Call 774-34 78today for 
schedule and location nearest you 






Lowest Meter and Out of 





Miriam Otis Allen 
1106 Highland Ave. 




General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling. bathrooms. 
kitchens, finished basements. 
roofing. decks. additions. inlerior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, COfT4lIete mobil home 
sel·up and service. 
No job 100 big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, inslKed, 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
















linda 741- 8493 




QUALITY a.EANING IN 
All KINDS OF PlACES 
EXCEUENT REFERENCES 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 
DEBT PRESSURE? I 
Call a Specialist I 
Attorney Sam Sherry 
• Fast· Persor.al- Reasol1tlble • t 
799-8485 : 
NASTY"*, NEAT 
COMPULSIVE T CLEANING 
... and other life support services 
IT you've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
afrer them ... 




LETS GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LlTILE AS $11 PER WEEK 
Electricians, snow removal, plumbers, builders, painters; housecleaners, handymenlwomen, masons, movers, roofers, 
siders, or anyone else providing services in Greater Portland; please call our classified department @ 775-1 234 
womeN~meN 
34. DF. big beautiful Woman. with slrawbe<Ty 
blonde hair, blue eyes. Seeking 6', or lalar SlOP 
romantic WM. MoIon;ydes a +. Lm is possible. 
Movies and music a must ,,85413 
A SEAUTlFUl., tall, thin blonde, 33, a We lady, in 
search of tall, handsome. clean-cut. mature, 
lunny, dog,loYWlg, chl>dlgoing, nonsmoking, pi!> 
Iessional Gertleman, 30-40. to share beaches. 
lobsters. SflO<\s, casual 10 oIeganl and ~
in between. ,.85251 
ADVENTUROUS. AMBrTIOUS SWf, 29. ~ 
professIOnal, nls. fun·loving. commitment·mindeO 
SM, who loves kids, life and wants 10 meet a 
Woman who IS emotionally sectJre, warm, loving, 
kind,lun and sensuous. Why wait, give me a call! 
,,85352 
ADVENTUROUS. NAruRAL Woman. 26, profes· 
sional. active lifestyle, avid biker. hiker. outdoor 
er1thusiast. love to ~plore new places and inter-
ests, ~ed,ldealist, liberal, looking fOf adven-
tl.fOUS partner, with I1terests of his own. ,,85434 
ALWAYS BEING careftj doesn'l espec",,~fOsl" 
growth. However, "trigue just knocks lighl many 
mghts. Oh! Please quJet, romarttic sir. ake up 
Ylbrant, womanly, exciting, youngish Xer1a. 
e8S313 
ARE YOU ak with sporllaneCUS day trips to any· 
where. Clibbage, fooibaH. interesting conv .... • 
tions? Then you may want to respond. But you 
must be fortysomething. kind. lunny, advenlurous. 
assertive, optimistic and college-educated, too. 
,.85236 
ARE YOU a SWM. 25-30. n/s, lall, museu .... 
secure with job and oneself, energetic, likes dane· 
ing. mcvies, beaches romance and lazy Sunday 
evenings? Good. Me too. I am a mature. 22-yeat-
old preschool teacher, 5'8-, medium build, 
twoWfllbrotNn, waiting lor yoI.I" call. ,85468 
ARnST. EDUCATOR, 10"" of nalure. art~ lravel, 
talk, walk, movies, reading. used bookstores, 
PSS, ~ing, music. laking risks, wit. soph~Ji. 
cated yet down·to·earth, OWF. 50s. 5'5", 1151bs, 
seeking fd, optimis1~. smart. educaled Male 10 
shan! some of above. Spiritual sense, passioo fOf 
wild places a plus. ,,8S340 
ATTENTIVE, ATTRACTIVE. IaH SWF, 40. educal· 
ed, artistic, romantic. Seeks handsome SM, for 
fun, companionship and more. ,,85343 
AVERAGE, GooD·LOOKING Woman, SWF, 37, 
can pass for 28, likes music, danOOg, watks. din· 
ners in and c';; and fun times. Seekilg same in 
spec;,; Man. Se<ious replies on~. ,.85275 
BEFORE YOU meelthe gent~ load , you have 10 
kiss a lot of ~nces. Oh ys. been there, done that 
Hays a good heart that can both give and receive? 
Call Rapun2~: OWF, 39, 5', 120 Ibs. long hair, 
cherrHCal·fTae. ,.85253 
BELIEVES IN miracles. Slender, attractive, 
accomplished, aea\iw. Portland SWF, 49, 5'S", 
enjoys "'filling. f1y·fishing. kayaking, lravel. explo-
ration, ethnic food. meditation. interested in 
woodworking. Seeks well-groomed, centered 
SINM, rVs, with ~ and purpose in his I~e, for 
frMlndshlp. poss<bIe romantic teialionship, ,,85401 
BIKER. DREAMER, passionale Iov .. , dane«_ 
Wilchy IIoooan. 30 has loved belore but would do 
it aga~ anyway. we're both advenlLrOUS, saxl. 
smakers, SiD. overs of music and laughter, with 
strong bodies and spirits. Scam. Slones, lattoos. 
speeding tiC,,"1S earn poinlS. ,,85483 
BRAINS. BEAUTY. very good-looking profession-
al. 5'1". honest, inlefligent. reliable, good COTMlU' 
nicator, sense of tunor, considerate, affectionate. 
romCl'llic. sensual. Loyes movies, performing arts, 
booI<s. an music, stimulating _tion, adven-
tures. Seeks simiar qualities in tal. saIf-<OOfiden1 
Man, young-at-heart, 45-60, n/s, nld. ,,85406 
BRUNSWICK AREA. SF. SO. seeking Gentleman 
companiol). let's share an avid love Of the natural 
wOOd, a passion fOl h~ing. varied physical activi-
lies, the arts. and more. Plaase be non·smoking, 
fit. active, honesl, compassionate. respectfuI.1Old 
ready tor a possible Lm. ,,85433 
CAN YOU cock? 'Iety a\1rac1ive. S1atuesque 0Wf, 
5'10", 42, long brown half. blue eyes, seeks tal, 
hef1y, kind, playful. spiritually ·minded Man. 
4lJ.So, I~es hr.; life IOld h~ En fneflds. 
famHy, laughing, islening, ~aming. pi!r traveling, 
walking. dogs IOld healthy living. ,,85405 
CATCH ME if you can! Healthy. attractive. honest. 
educaled. high~-evolved Woman, 48. seekino 
IHetong, comtMted piWtnI<, 35·SS, n/s, soci31 
drinker, who knows what he wants! Buxton ME, 
near PortIand.,.85243 
ClASSICAL MUSIC lover, SWF. 42, stendef, blue-
~, brunette, with two children, moving to 
POIIland area. li>eral. professional. generous spiro 
~. WiWllS openhearted, good-humored, ene<get~ 
SWM, to sha"e the beauty of nabJre and life. 
, ,,85447 
CLASSY REDHEAD. young, shapely, sensual. 
attractive, seeks an attentive Moo who is fman-
dally secure, sensual, witty, monogamous, adcIres 
children CYld wants to travel to some exotic, 
S9CUded island to begll1 the rest of our lives 
together_ ,,85175 
CREATIVE AND 100, courageous, spirilually 
aware, financially stable, ntellectually QJrious 
SWPF, 39, tall, attractive, ""es art. nature, music, 
1IlOYies, animals. fneflds, """"""'Iioo. Seeking 
SWPM, 35-S!l. who is 1I1oogrtfuI. !)MIle, has pol. 
ish, depth and appreciates beauty and wanlS 10 
sham _ .. ·slage with a wondetful Woman. 
,.85195 
CREATIVE. COMPASSIONATE Woman with 
empty nest. Writer. healer seeks compatible, 
heafthy fnend Iu sharing movies, booI<s, narure. 
_. ideas' and fun. Sense 0I1unof a plus. 
,,85399 
DANCE 1'III!TNER and boulevard walk paM .. 
wanted by 2s'year-old, n/s Female who enjoys 
witty, intelligent conyersa;tion and auctions. II you 
have sparkfe in ycu eyes, swing 11 your step and 
carl make me srmle, then call today lew more info. 
,,85338 
DANNY DEVITO k>okalike, please cailihis articu-
late. candid, ethical, genuine, intuitive, spfibJat, 
often unintentionally funny DWF. Others also wei· 
come to apply. ,.85299 
OW MOM. 5'1". HN/IP, easygcong. casual dress-
er. good morals bot not a prucle. Locking lor nice 
Man, approximately 38-45, who likes kids, 
movies, dinneB, walks. readir!q._ f.riends first, 
leading to Lm. Portland area. ,,8S2OO 
RNE, FOXY, feminine, young 40s F, 5'9-, slender 
shape. professional. educated, secure. sweet. 
creative dancer desires hip, toned, attractive, sin· 
C8I'e Guy with sparK, sophistication and sense 01 
humor. Race not an issue. ,.85242 
FOR CUDDLE lime. Hopelessly IOI11antic. allee· 
Iiooale SWF. 39. 5'8", redigreen, searching for 
avaiable, kind, loving. suppor1ive BM.late 305·40, 
who is inteDectually stimulating and able to woo 
me as well. For warmth, laughter Md snuggle 
lime. ,,85IS1 
FUN-LOYING SWF. 45, intettigenl, independent, 
honesl and caring. Seeks independent SWM, 4lJ. 
SS. who ~ honest, ;,telliQent and 1oYWlg. For 
frieOOship, romance and LTlt ,,85475 
GODDESS SEEKS mortal. High atop Mt. 
Olympus I gaze upon mortal men and aaam what 
it would be Hke 10 date them. Me: S"WF. 20, 
Rubenesque, 5'7". aubum/9""". You: SWM, 21· 
36,5'9-+. somewhat attractive, with great sense 
of humor. ,,85227 
GRAB m SWF seeks SWM who Isn\ afraid 01 
sa~ng what he wants and going for it! 
Hel~ proportionate, aHradNe, profes-
sional. You re the scvne with the same witd streak 
that makes you dillerant. Respect and setf·inI .. • 
wntion a must! e8S326 
GREATER PORTlAND. Pm1essional SWF, 33, 
_"e!. nonsmok .. , enjoys outdoors, hik"'ll, 
working out. Seeks M, 31·38, with ~1TiIar inlerests 
and sense of humor. e8S319 
HEY OUT there! Are you an attractfve SWM, who 
~ frt menially and physical~ and loves life? Petite 
SWF, 33. loves outdoors, sports. Sea Dogs. bik-
ing, hiking. cOOong, live music, goi1g out and 
staying in. Let's have runl ,.85308 
HOME SWEET home. Best shared under sai. 
cooking in the ~y, saeing a _e1 Lei, give ~ 
airy. Iffe, passong by, ,,854SO 
I CAN resist anvthin!l e,cept lempIa1ion. So, 
tempt me witt! honeSt conversation, laughtE!l, 
physical activi1y. opinions, Iovor of ~ •• wonlptay, 
gratitude, pas5IOII for good food, warm embraces, 
_ kisses, dancing by fu! moon. spontaneity. 
Woman. 4fls. -. counterpiWt. ,,8S393 , 
I KNOW you're out there. Help me find you. SWF, 
39. warm, passionate, good ...... of Iunof, Iik .. 
car " dancing. music, dining in IOld out. 
Seek~. 29-40, wlh sense of humor ~. 
similar inlerests. Friendship, possible relationship. 
Portland ..... ,,8S306 
JANE FONDA wannabe . .... : a1lractiVe, blonde, 
51 , with professional cner, aerobic instruc:lor on 
the side. You: emotionally and 1inancia1~ secu ... 
lit and open 10 a spirited' friendship, flIIationship. 
,.85246 
JOt DE VivIe! Are~ _ • • Wactionate. ath-
letic (skiing. hiking , advemnsome1 Are you 46-
54.6'., loY« of arts. traveler, sponIan9OUS. 
fnancially secure? "so, this vilrant. attractive. tal 
Gal would lika 10 laug, and explore I~.·. pieasLnI 
with you. ,,85463 
KATIE COURICI( in 10 years. Me: DWF. 51, 
btondishlb<igti blue. lijU1ky. Me and you: smart. 
professional, ac1MI ["'*"'" and out), fie 
and emotionally secure; ready to boogy (or w . 
You: 45-60, t.omorous. ~teresting IOld int .... t . 
Shal we dance? ,,85388 
LET'S GO lor ~ wall .. A1IractiVe. spirited. inlel"· 
gent, curious, casual, eclectic artist, traveler, gar· 
deller, feml1ist, loves outdoors, literature, NPA, 
theat ... , film. COI1Ver,;ation and community. 405, 
5'S". 125 Ibs, no kids. grunpy cat. You're Ihcughl· 
fuI, fit, smart, unconventional, engaging, illemst· 
ed. Portland, MKicoast. ,,85229 
UFE IS good. Altractive, slim, e<iJcaled SWPF, 
late 305, blondelblue. 5'S". enjoys jazz. bluas, 
mctorcycles. fllnass and Z..,. Ws.,,85331 
LONELY IN Portland Maine. SWF. 38, 5'9", large 
Ixild, enjoy dnilg 11, out, dancing, walks 00 tfie 
bouIevaId. mO'lies, road' I, cuddr and quiet 
0YeIIings. Des<e S/DWM1;js. ~ 10 iarge 
build, for friendship. tong-term relationshIp. 
,.854S8 
LOOKING... HONEST. a1lractiVe SWF. 31, 5'6", 
heightIweigIt propor1ionate. brownIbrown, believ-
er in true romance, family-oiented. enjoys walks. 
con~ion, beaches, danci'lg. Seeks attractive, 
hooesI SIOWM, with similar interests, to appreci-
atelffe with. ,.85217 
MONTY PYTHON and Far Side humor OWF, SO. 
5'5". bIondeIgreen,' acti,e. appealing, e~anl, 
outragoous. fanlastically fit ... ce~ al mediocre 
lennis. ISO n/s. educated, lit. profassional, secure 
Man with sIYubbery. ,,8S395 
MOTORCYCLE MAMA. Wid. wis1fui, woodeMg, 
feisty and fifty. Ful~ func\oong person: pagan, 
mystic. na1\nJisl. activist. educalor, molorcycte 
maniac. flouting a multi-dimensional relationship 
'lith like-ninded person. 5'4". brown all OYer. 
gOod condition. ,,85254 
NEW SUBSCRIBER, Attractive, inlelligent DWF, 
45, 5'S". seeks a11racIive. cIean-art SWM, lale 
30s to late 505. Friends fi'st, movies, dance, din· 
ner, walks. Praf .. nI~ light 01 n/d. Desire hqnest'i, 
opeMess. caring, deoenda~liIy. " you fit tho 
desqip1ion. call. N .... Portland. ,.B546S 
OCEAN BREEZE and sea roses. Together we can 
explora the islands. picIc sea glass and ~vender. 
smell the roses and picnic. Me: soft-spoken, 
pet'e. oood-natured, healhy DWF. wlh engaging 
smile. 9"00: a'l8ilable. honest. professional, witn 
good onanner> and gent~ toucl1, 45-60. e8S311 
ON THE move. DWF. 51, ene<ge1~ • ..,thusiasl~, 
committed 10 finding M 10 share I ai. Me: 5'6", lit, 
blue·eyed, likes outdoors (hiking), indoors 
(mcvies). You: Taler, hair opIionai. eyes yes, rnan· 
cial~ capable. able 10 !'<ltd up your end. 
Convtnalioo. ,.85247 
OUTGOING, FUN·LOVING SWF, 5'2". a""age 
build, great sense of humor, rV5. ISO SWM. 25·30 
with si'nilar ilterests. Dancing a pkJs, but to make 
me smile a must. Woo't h~ )'O!J_IO answer this ad. 
Well. go ahead IOld caU. ,,85469 
PASSIONATE IN Portland. Int~ligent, nOn:su"",. 
model, bIondeI(J1len. sc~·spoken SPF, mid·20s, 
enjoys ITlOJsic 01 aI kinds. scouling out a good 
read at a boottstore, a night at the movies or con· 
YefSatbn ~et diMe!". Lookingfrx arelax~ ,.~· 
minded SM, with honesty and humor. ,,8S403 
PETITE SWF, with very king hair. Friends say I'm 
attractive, honest, .funny, affectionate, caring, 
~yal, and I agree. I Ioke kids, booI<s, dancing. out· 
doors. crafts and more. Pkrses are JaIl, huggable 
anns, cowboy boolS. 00ubIe<Iare you to call 
,.B5414 
PORTlAND AREA, pet~e, at1raClive, vivacious. 
French OWPF, late 405. anjoys movies music, 
reading, golf. !raveling. dinlllg inlout, back nils, 
and hugs. Seeking slim. attractive OWPM, 45-SS, 
lor I!iendship. possible iong-Iemt relationship . 
,,85100 
PORTLAND AREA. Pratty, professional OWF, 
~ate, sariou~ sensuous, 38. heigh1/weight 
proportionate, brown/green. nice smi~, n/d. n/s, 
enjoys toonis, bikilg, sun, ocean, dancing, looking 
for a M with compatible merests and time to 
devote to pcssibIe Lm. ,.85232 
PORTI.AND, SOUTH West. Ilf, )O.IIl!J.Iooking. 
proportionate. browfv'gt9ElI'l, warrts to share rivers 
by moonlight, summer meteorite showers. 
I..ooMlg lor norHXlIlIpetitive, patien1, handsome 
OM, Ja-4Os, to explora bike touring, hiking, oJ-
1\nJ events. Norsnoker pmfened. 100 gun-> 
lead. ,,85307 
PRETTY S8F. mid-305, S'S", slim figure, light· 
heiWted, groat sensa of Iunof, "'joys traveling, 
fine dining and ~. ISOJall. prolessional. sin-
cere Male. 27-40. 5'9 •. For friendshI>, possible 
LTR e8S377 
PROFESSIONAl. SOULMATE. graceful. a_· 
live, quiet. petie DWF, physica~lemotioMly fit, 
ready 10 explore the challenges of ~e~ joLmey, 
enjoys arts. fTlJSic, nature. l&q1ter, hugs, ocean 
breeze. Seeking available, compalibfe prof_ 
a! M. 42~, 10 share inleres1S. IOld apflI'OCiate 
sumner With. ,,85 199 
QUESTlON: WHO would be the most _ 
to a bIiglt SWPf, 36. who is very aIIurIig, wilfi 
blonde ha.1Old blue eyes? Mswer: An inI~ligent, 
30-42 SWPIA. 5'10", n/s, """'" handsome pres-
ence win captivate hetf ,,854011 
READV OR not Portland, here I ami Extremety 
croative. exoticaly bealItlul. bright, rnei1igerrt, 
warm. African-American Woman. mo",," of two, 
_s hard, plays haiti, too. Ukes classy places, 
fine, I1tefliOerrt Gentleman, to dine out, dance and 
sociaI~e. Seeks healhy retationship. ,,85237 
RUBENS WOULD approve. do you1 OWF. 5'1", 
40, comfortable with my curves, nonsmoker, win 
take walks, see movies. visit rnuseoolS and drive 
around the state to find oorsetYe5 lost ISO intelU· 
gence and humor. ,.85238 
SCOOTERllIASH.DWF. 41, kids rduded, look· 
ing lor a Harley IllMdson biker, who erjoYs kids 
and ridilQ, oood, honesIl'eart; king hair a plus. 
lattocs ol<, lor iong-Ierm flIIations/jp. No heavy 
dti'lkers ,.85225 
SEAACHING FOR a simpler ~a, _ pace. 
SWF. 44, ~aJian·American. sububan New YoI1<er, wriI". 1i'ed 01 aI _ and no play. INnking of 
moving 10 Maine, wants to correspond with and 
ev..,tual~ meet nice. decenl. smart, lunny SWM 
in Portland area. win be vislting Portland 5000. I 
~ve dogs and kids. fixing up lag sa~ foo.. old 
movies. myst"Y stones. cool jazz, !'<It lea, IOld 
warm hearts. Ws, n/<i'ugs. no dog hat .... "S5479 
SEEKING GENTLEMAN meditalor, 45·65, who 
enjoys healJhy cocking and "mg, _pul· 
sive orderliness. sho~ rub-swapping, waltzing 
and/or w~king, singing and/or reading togelher. 
Avoids smclle, dllJ9S, alcohol .. ddles. I'm tall, 
thin, hea~hy. SO, mus.<:ai, int~logent. Essent~~: 
medllahon, hooesl communicatlOf'l, kindness, 
hllfll()(. ,,852S!l 
SEEKING TW().LEGGED companion. Altrac1Ml. 
adveot\.rous, down·tCH!arth SF, who enjoys life 
Wlth her dogs, seeks SiDM, 32·45, dog ~"", Iu 
friendship possi>Iy f~1owed by romance, love, 
commrtrnern. Other ioterests Include camping, 
~ boating, expkying. reading. movies. 
SHY VET SOCiable. pretty, 1un·lovIng, inqu;s;tive. 
romant~, ~teliQent DWPF, 35. 5'5". 11 5 1>5, 
social drilker, rVs, nldrugs, mother of a 6 year-
old-boy. I enjoy mothethood, ~king, II"ffing, ski-
ing, running. travel, good friends, baking, taking 
IonQ walks, dancing and music as a language. 
Seeking a Gentleman, 30-45, with similar mter-
esls, who ~ physically and emotionally fit.,,8S363 
SlEEPLESS IN Portland. love lTIOyies? Dinner for 
tw01 long walks on the bead! hand in hand1 
DWF. 24, mether 01 3·year-01d daughter. seeks 
foo.~ving. 1inanciany·secure M to engage in Nfa's 
advenltJres logether. e8S330 
STILL WATERS. Attractive, politically liberal 
OWPF, 37. 5'7", 130 Ibs, n/s, I<IICtionaI~llinan· 
dally sectn, nwty nterests, ilcluding: art, rTlJsic, 
theater, and outdoor activities. Seekilg mature 
SiDM. 35-45, n/s, with ~leIIlgence and sense of 
humor. ,,851B5 
SW MERMAID. 38, 5'6", 125 Ibs, nocNId ..... king 
hair, attractive and fun. Looking for ~amous, 
honest relationship, enteVS boating! tming, 
music. cooking. Portland area on~. ,,85462 
TDO HIGH brow for my own good1 8usy Sing~ 
mem, 32, friend~, active, b<ijht on most days. 
Seeks -a communicalive Malo. who knows 
value of music, mendli and famiy, conv<l!1ia' 
tion and ... Dads 1!T1COL<aQed. ,,85484 
WARM KITCHENS. good Pad Thai. lull moons. 
garden lomatoes. "Nanna Rae". passion for life. 
Iresh !lowers, fire. friends, slicky rice, truth. laugh-
ter, physical activity, red wine, sman things. grab· 
lUcIe, music. pasta. outdoors. time. grilled fish, Nls 
SF, 405. seeks counterpa1. ,,85219 
WARM. CULTURED, inteHogent, .Hract~. 0Wf 
wishes companion for Mad 1i<ne. MeniI\, PSC 
PMA. bruncMunch/dinn .. , dance, travel, and 
aood conversation. Wish to meet interesting, intel-
ligent, liberal Man, 40$-505, with passion lor life, 
work. and ideas. ,,85198 
WHOLESOME FARM Girl ILmed c~ssy profes-
sional Woman with rooch to offer. Ovet 40, 
_, hefgh1/weighl proportionate, Enjoy 
walking. bi~, tennis, travel. garder1ing. Look"'ll 
Iu Qoo,Hook"'J Man who would like 10 hetp me 
cool< my vegetables, ,,85409 
WOULD UKf 10 a meet a nice person, go danc· 
ing, out for ride "" s.mays. Nld, n/drugs. Go out 
for dirrIer. have a nice social evening and have a 
oood time. 51; 67. enjoys sports. ISO nice-looking 
SM_ ,,85486 
meN~womeN 
-TWO LIGHTS that bum as one ... • Happy, 
healthy, attractive, passionale, awakening Man, 
44. seeks shapely Woman, 3O-SO, he9l1lweight 
proportionate. nIs. with similar qualities, Portland 
area. who's easygcing. spiritually aware and 100.1 
am Aries. You are _ Aquns or Un 
,.85129 
23-YEAR.()lO SWM. 5'6", 125 Ibs. loofIing for 
stability with SWF, 18-25. " you ike daft< music. 
loony movies and are sicJc of damg. leI's stroI 
thro<qlthe old PortIOld get acquainled. No kids 
please. ,.85431 
24-YEAR.()lO SWM. brownIbrowrI, enjoys hock· 
"I. basketball. movies. roI1erskating, dining out. 
quiet evenings at home, working out. I am 
'""flloyad. Seeks very. v«v protty SF. 19-24. with 
smitar interests, childless. nIs. n/d, wrth ms· 
porIation, for friendsh,p. possible retationship, 
,,85239 
SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 35 
pLace YOUR fRee peRsoNaL aD 
caLL 24 HOURS a Day, 7 Days a week 
1-800-972-3155 
to RespOND to aNY aD 
caLL 1- 900- 454 - 2195 
18++ • $1.99/mIN . toUCH·lONe pHoNe ONly 
meN~womeN 
A SENSUOUS soul, attractive OW\A, SO. loves 
iglt side 01 Ma. EnfoYs fall, winter, Wa'm 1ft-
places. leaves changing. 9IlOWIIakes faIIog. coo-
""""Iioo. cuddling. waJmg, hikilg. and swin-
[!i' ,5'11", 215 Ibs, beard and mustache. . Female, 4lJ.SS. who is playfU. ioYIfIIj, for 
possi iong-t«m teiait~. ,,85356 
ABOVE·AVERAGE GUY. so I'w '-1lo1d. DWM, 
38. rVs, social drinker. flIIa1iYely slable, erjoYs nor-
mal and not so normal activities. let us wonder 
and marvel at life, d ""'Y for a _. SeekIfIIj S/DF. 
29-40. ,,85130 
ACCOMPLISHED. HANDSOME teachef, femi-
nist. avid reader, gardener, medltalOf, SWM, 52, 
active and fll, seeks wise, witty, well-educated 
and spirited Woman. Portland and Brun,wiele. 
,,85153 
ADVENTUROUS. PROFESSIONAl, tall, d,"", 
muscular Male, early 405. attractive. educated, 
enjoys woOOng oul, !rav~, movies. plays and pool. 
Seeks a tiny 10 slender lady. not taller """' 5'11". 
3I).S!l. who likes beong 1nIaIed "lie a Lady IOld 
being spoiled. ,,85404 
ARE MAlNE'S most inlnguong Woman all 
Married? AttooJVe, articulate, athletic. Portland 
SWM, 45, seeks a\1ractlV8, 1fm SWF. 35-S!l, with 
good sense of hYmor and adyooture. Prefer 
down·to-eaI1I1, int~ligent, sensual, n1ependent 
Woman with a lrtlie craziness and hme for friend-
ship and relationshop. ExIra poonIs fOl sparkling 
eyesl I possess and value relia~liIy. honesIy, con-
rlderu, quick wit, easy Smile and abitity to COJn. 
municate without being bonng. EnIOY the arts, 
mo\lies. dining, readi~, hiking, traYel. painting 
and intimate conversation. Nn emotionally and 
physocally heaIIhy, with no major VICeS and desire 
same. Otherwise. it's endless possibil~ies. 
,,85271 
ARE YOU ready 10 move lorward11 am, SS ready 
10 taclde a ~~ime flIIationship with It.! right 
Woman, 41).6() years old, HN//P.1inancia1ly S8CtJ'e 
and ready to meet the one yo.K moth« warned 
you about. ,,85471 
ARE YOU roady1l am! Very attrac1Ml OW\A, 53, 
5'10-, active, spiritual, father of two sons, seeks 
partner, 4lJ.SS, 10 share I~e's pIeasIxes and "". 
rows. Please be chemally-free. physicaly fit and 
energelic. e8S315 
AT lAST, I'm depressed. living on edge, on caf-
feine, bubbly water, chicken soup, tofu cuny. 
Nothing helps. Watch sunrises, sunsets alone, 
with glilss of wine and SO\J'dough bread. " you 
would like to join me, do say yes. Me, 50, you? 
,,85397 
ATTENTION K·MART sI1000enI Announcing a 
revolutionary cure for 1on8oess. ProfessMJnal 
OW\A. 34, with outgoing """"""lily and great 
sense of humor, II1jojs "Ming, ~ping, Sei'1fe1d. 
South Par. IOld lazy Sundays. Seeks SIDF, 25-45, 
with simla!" nerests. Call now: 30 day money 
bacI< guarant ... ,,85107 
ATTENTIVE, AFFECTIONATE. caring. acguies-
cent. nurturing, obedient, a1lractive, inlelligent. 
trainable, stable, gMng, dependable, devoted, 
monogamous, pleasing, pampering, secure, 
appreciative. hYmorous. committed. masculine 
Ma~, 40. You: assertive. ~teHigent, a1lractive, 
superior Foma~. ISO LTR with souinale and play. 
mate. ,.85276 
BACK TO basics. long-haired. """'try Boy, re1o-
cated here " Porttand. ~ F«na~, race 
unimportant, Me; Sober, athletic. spiritual, out-
d","",",. crealM!, hardwort<2' . poet. wid. You: 
Whateve< you want to be. ' ~ "'" dead. 39 
years young IOld I'm real. ,,8543 
BIGHEARTED, QUICK·WlTTED. complicaled. 
artistic, doop thinker with well_eloped sense 01 
foo, bmgs toY to aI endeavors, hghts up a room 
with smile. SWM. 38. handsome IOld fit. em0tion-
al !J'DWIl"P, outdoorMm, photographer by av0-
cation. Ate you a smart, literate. attractive, feisty 
\'loman, __ of narure. off-cent .. sense 
of Iunof and a !)Mile heart1 PIeasa cal this shy 
Gent. e8S329 
ClASSICAL COMPANION. Do you love the sym. 
phony and the 0fl8Tll1 How about candlelight din-
ners, strolling beneath 'lars, spirIIual axploralioo 
and giWenmg? Handsome, creative, serene, 
ethereal, professor, SWM, 305, seeks similar 
S/r1NF, 10 38. with a bealItifut soul IOld speaking 
voice. e8S386 
COllEGE GRAD. SWM. 50, special. good.!ooI<. 
ing, seeks 10 mast .. what , lakes 101 a good raJa· 
tionship. Me: playful, witty, romantic. K you're the 
same, 45+. oeIaxOd, call1Old I will reply to ai, for 
lots of TLC 10 last. ,.85156 
COME PLAY! Good·looking, athletIC SWM, 
boomer seeks smiling Female sea nymph lor froI· 
icking, hanging O<A, axploring. din"'ll, dancing. 
arm wrestMlg. Romantic WoolBn with humor, free 
time, beauty, strength, W1le11ect. spirit. for this too-
loving classic rock ... ,,85425 
COUNTRY SOUL. city spiri1 OWM, ~in, young 
SO, afljoys writing. wat_, saling, !ravel, hik-
ing. camll'ng. booI<s, movies. champange, ch0co-
late, theater and slow daoong. I stil belIeVe in love 
and the importance of open communication. 
Seeking slender S/DF of like spint. ,,85390 
CREATlVE, YOUTHFUl, Capr<om OW\A, 48, 
~ that special. Ear1h "9" Woman Iu friend· 
~ IOld oo,,~ .. onsl"p, 1eadi1g 10 • commiIted, 
monogamoos LTR I IoYe the iWts. music fa day 
_ music Is "'" • day IiIIed IuIyI). """"""" 
romantic di ' ,movies, hoId"'ll hands IOld 
Iauaht ... I ~= ...... , _ IOld 
self-aware. y~ '~j5:"/2, a ~, attrac-
IM!, curvaceous, HN/IP IOld under 5' S". You 
have a ~ ,..". 0I1unof. a,..". 01 ywseIf, 
are _ed. a1!ectionate. empathetic IOld have 
It.! lime 10 _elo a flIIallOIlSIlip. ,,85453 
DID YA """ think what 11 Well, what K you 
mspond 10 this ad1 Or what '""'*I ya _I you 
don'1DWM. 43. ~ SiDF with gr .. , ..... of 
humor, convnitmenHninded. Interests Include: 
Gamping, movies, restauranlS and king driVes. 
,,8542T 
DJM. 36, 5'6". ~im. college !I"d, 111U5icoan, kind, 
CMing. honest, very lunny, enJOYS live mu5IC. rock 
n' mI, i1doorloutdoor ac\MIies. Seeks SF, petde. 
fd. who's romanIlC, smart, hones~ kind, ,..". 01 
Iunof IOld 9I1JOYS fU1 limes. OM< half. blue eyes 
a plus. ,,8510f! 
DOCTOR WHO? h's 1rue. 'Iety handsome, JaIl, 
young, outdoolsy, divetse. film, music· and ani-
mal-loving, passionate, romantic, liberal, adven· 
turous SWM. physocoan. Can'1 se«n to find • very 
beautiful, equally sincete, organ~ Woman, 18-35, 
snce arrivIlg down east. "B5292 
DOUBLE AQUARIAN. with Lao kissing 
Sp;ritually·nclined I1IlISIC and art Iovor, -. 
• Womanly oom"..lIonship, 30·45, cross-ooun1ry 
sI<i"'J (well maybe net this willer! and outdoors. 
nahn lover. Let's learn to swing dance. ,..85132 
DWCM. 53, looks younger, nI~ social dmker. 
good physica shape, caring, outgoing person 
with good heart. enjoys dancing. movies, 00"'11 "'out. quoet tmes at home. spor1S, seeks """"",, 
caring SF, 4O·SO, for Iriendship or Lm. " ;,teras!-
ed cal. ,.85443 
DWM. 35, advenItJrous, outgoing, peoflIe person, 
homeowner, risk-taker, enJ~ "SCUBA. ocean, 
boating. cafI'Iling. outdoor actiYitIes. quiet time at 
home. IIlIIWltic dlTlllOrS, kids. SeekIfIIj S/DF, 26-
44, with simiar inI .... ts and quallues, for friend-
shl> pcssibIe Lm. ,,85476 
DWM, I v.w. honesty. trust. acceptance and 
commitment. I ike to laug,. hug. learn. I am 51 
with an II·year-old dalJijlt .. who I am crary 
about. I'm gmruny seif-omployed, financial~, 
emotionally S8CtKe. I'm smart, an excellent com-
municator, open-minded and opiniooated. I'm 
strong, lean IM\, sprrtuatly.or:~;O.~ at the 
movoes. love live Iheat ... road , physi-
cally lit. You',. _ in ~ 40s IOld valuo 
yo>..<seIf highly. You knoW you,. attractive, You',. 
emotionaI~ mature. You want 10 Ijve and IIICOM!. 
'You believe in d1emistry I>Jt you know depth Is 
essenbal. You know you .. "'" llOrlect bot llOrlect 
for SOI1leOr1e. You wanllo find him. Col. he might 
be me. ,,8S39fI 
EASYGOING DWM, 39, 5'10", 170 Ibs, nonsmok· 
er, light drink ... finandaI1y secure. enjoys biking, 
moton:ycles, avid hiker, campr,g, sottbaIt, basket· 
baI, beaches, movies, ITIU$IC, stock. car raci"lg, 
cross-<X>\J1try skiing, skating. and many, many 
other I1terests. Soood Ioteresti'lg? Give me a call. 
e8S3t7 
ERSATZ FRED. OWM. 5'S". 48, seeks .... 12 
Ginger with at least one leg, 18-103 112, with 
whom to take beg""" Iessans IOld practice. 
Moro experienced dancer who's = 10 leach -.me. Please be conscious, ' and n/s 
_dancing. ,,85410 
FMIft TALES. RomarlIIC kn9>t in shnng armor 
ISO a princess that dishes w.-, comfort. 
-.gIh and betievos ~ fairy tale rornancos. Dark 
and hIwldsome SWM. 41, seeks to love. honor and 
cherish. ,,85416 
FINALLY READY. Tatl, QOOd-IookilQ SWM, 39, 
mod"", buid. _-married, ne chIdren. seeks a 
friend, Iovor, wife. Moo! mother. Serious respons-
IS ""'Y. please, ,.85100 
FINALLY_EXPECT the exceplional. Tall, hand-
some Ctvistian, chaste. fit, nevIW'-manied, White, 
35, desiros thin. ,malHoatured Christan Woman 
with morals and penonaIiIy, 100lifelime 01_· 
lure. passion and purpose. Any ~ appear. 
anca. race welcome. (M1CtoigM). ,,85441 
~~~=-sWM,'i::;;. ~~: 
~,sonse 01 humor, varied inlerests, seeks 
;;:a5256 bookish F for ~ip and 1augI11 ... 
FUN. :Ji.YEAR.()lO WM, ~'3", 180 1>5, heaI\hv, 
Ionety. Seeking _y, inteligent. ~m WF. 20-35. 
for outdoor 100. camP"'ll, hun1ing. fishong, ITlOJSI 
ike 10 cuddle.,,85489 -
FUN-LOVING DWM. 45, enjoys doncing. 1lI<ino, 
movies. hot lobs. hugs. inlimacy, ISO SJrH/F, 
tvWlP, rVs, share lun limes. walks on the beach, 
sun bathilQ, Iltereslllg conyersations, doing pr0-
tects logether. Not inti11klaled by a career-orient· 
ed Woman of the nineties. Seek Lm. ,,85347 
GOOD-LOOKING DWM, '31 , bIonde!b<Ie, with 
two boys. Looking lor altraClive Female with 
sense of humor. who likes football, 1'nUS(;, corne-
dy. Call now. ,,85351 
.. " '.,1' .. . .......... ... .. '111., ...... • 
" 
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HANDSOME, BON viIIant SWM. 46. S', 175100. 
n/s. racooteur, lives In Cape Elizabeth. AO chil-
dren. enjoys Casco Bay and the c.ri>bean. <Ii>-
ilg out. .ra,,","9. /heater. IIlOYies and good ccn-
.......",. SeeI<s attr.dive SF, 3()..4(). no c1ikhn. 
lor life mati, ,..85466 
HANDSOME, CREATIVE, _10m Footh,,~, 
SWM, VO'-"II 41, 5'11', 180 Ibs, brown/bIue. 
woodworl!er. dog person. enjoys all outdoor 
actMIies. bird wa.ching. boating, 11i<ilg. I3TlP' 
ing, all indoor actIVities too. YIoIJd fike to meet a 
lit. p<eIty. 2J.4D-yoar-oid _. good sense of 
hU1T'lOf. good common sense fOf summer 
romar<:o, possitlIy lTR,,85361 
HAPPY, HEALTMY, good.1ooking, meI.,..,t. lit 
SWM with integrity and con5Iant sense or""""" 
-. ~tibIe· Gal. :lOs. I love skiilg, IIlISic, 
IIlOYies. boat,,!/, _. e>cpIomg. dining. dane· 
i1g, raising ......,. or """' evenings. Want """" 
than iJSI physical attraction. but awociate • 
~f\pe or long hai". FeeIilg _? 
HIIONO, SKING partner wanted. Athlotic. attrac· 
tiYe. ..,..,._ protossional SWM. 33. 5'9'. 
170 Ibo, ""'" hilong. swiM1ilg and down·hiII 
~:!:=,;:':~SF, 
I ACTUAllY IIl1 what I claim 10 be. 8M with little 
money. cold _ slim roi!d and a wildly _ 
inagination. could dig • SF who canIS little Itt 
inicit drugs. narrow-minde<t1ess and _ . 
That's my deal. what's yours? ro85269 
I KNOW sIle's out there! DWM, 40. S'2', 22{J Ills, 
btack/blue, nonsmoker, Iig/Tt ainltll, enjoys""1ks 
on the beach, 1IlOYies, dancing. dining" and out. 
quiet nights and candlei9h' __ HanIworUlg 
and good with kids. 00si1I 1OIationsIip. ,,85280 
I RESPECT woman as an eQUal. DBPM. 60 (1ooI<s 
501.5'10'.210 Ibs. nls. nld. weightliltor, orjoys 
rrusic {especially jazz and early rocK n' "'~' _ -
outs and quiet d,,,,,,,,,. SeeI<s SIDF, 45-55. ok. 
lor monogamous relationship. Light drink... ok. 
Portland ..... ,,85075 
I SEE that you' .. chocking out my ad ... you chosa 
the IigI1t """ ... keep gOOg. Thb PortIand·based 
SWM, 43, enjoys """"t.., hiking. camping. the 
Maine Arts Festival and more! AI this indudes a 
good sense of humor. I'<1lat more could you 
want? Yoo should be outdoorsy and 25-45. 
.,85296 
I'VE SEEN you at classic jazz and organ concerts. 
antique shops and shows. Yoo'," a nonsmoker 01 
shorter, _ .tattn and the I1!SIraints of 1110_ ... behind you. /VI earItl sign or 
compatible wkh. You' .. opan-mjnded. sensual, 
artrstic. y"" name? ,.85008 
INTEWGENCE AnRACTS me. Handsome. 
successful. seIf·en1jlIoyed, omotionaIIy "-. 
41. generally casual. part-timo adrenaline jJnkie 
with tluddhi5t lendencres. I love Casco Bay. 
camping 00 islands on cam days n:l saili1g 00 
windy ones . ..,85474 
KEVIN COSTNER Iookaike would never place • 
pernonaJ ad. but a Danny DeVito vo<>uId. So get 
real, IoW9f your expectations and enjoy a few 
decades wrth a funny little PhD 1.1 who wants non· 
soookilg, intelligent Woman, 40+. Theater. jazz. 
classical rrusic. ,,85101 
lARGE, ATMLETlC build SWM, 29, S'2". 2651bs, 
brownIhaz~. ok. seeks companion who orjoys 
out_ activrt ..... 00Ckay, lootball. long w~ks. 
_ling convetSalion and .- exparier'oces. 
,,85444 
LET'S CELEBRATE. youthful DWM, Gen.Ieman. 
52. nls, nld, 5·S·. mod"" build. 160 Ibs. easygo-
i1g, 1rierdIy, consrderaIe. philosophical. fun-Iov-
i1g, aIIectionate. loves romance, music, beach. 
art. nahlle, home time. candefigtrt. moonl.-g,t. 
Seeks S/DWF, 38·52, pretty, curvy. colorful, 
heighllwerght proportionate. passionale about 
rov.. life. relationship 18ad1y. ,,85t47 
LONELY GUY in Gardiner IooI<ing for lonely Gal. 
Handsome SWM, 42. honest. caring, kind, 
romantic. never·M:.rIed. looking Itt someone 
lice. I enjoY sports. funny 1llO'Iies, dancing. dnng 
out, hold,,!! hands. cuddi"9. ,,85070 
MAN FOR au seasons. Mu~-faceted. c<Jlege-
educated, athlolre, attractrve SWPM. 45. _rng 
attractive, down-to earth. trin, intelligent SF. 
sense of humor, adventln:. LOYe the outdoors, 
movies, theater, dining. coastal exploring, danc-
ilg. kaya/ong and COflVO!S3Iion. Am an avid .. ad· 
81', sometime artist. walker m hiker who hasn't 
lost hIS klst for life and would like to meet IoYEltv, 
ilffectoonale woman lor companionship. possibfe 
.... tionsh,p. Call, you won' be bon!d and maybe 
I'll show you how to draw and paint. Have never 
been to Paris and want to go ,.,xI spring, in1er-
.. led? ,,854 t 5 
MILD TO wild. Honest, """""'~. km. funny 
OWM, 36, 5'7'. ~im. brownibrown, musician 
(l<eyboanIs), coIleg! groduaIe. orjoys the out· 
-.. live bands, rock n·lOII. _toons. 
QIieI times. SeeI<s pat~e, fit. smart. /oW1g SF, Itt 
relationshiP.. tnt_? Call my _ Itt 
Il1Ol8 _~. ,,85096 
NEAFOI.ITAN BEACH worshipper seeks kind. lit, 
inteli!lenl oompanion, for _ sojruns. 
I'm ~. good'/ookrng, financially secum. prnfes-
siona/ with • fla< Itt the exotic. Respact candid, 
honest, opan-mindod oeooIe. who have strong 
_ to soccoed in 'bo1h love and Ife. Let'S 
U1ch. ,,85424 
NEARLY ' ENLIGHTENED, wall, maybe that's 
stretcl1ilg I. How about _ting and hand· 
some? 1l1 .... 1ing and reasonabie-looI<ing? E, ... 
tolerable? Was traveling overseas, recently 
moved bacI< and wooId ike to meet someone 
deep and beautiful (okay, okay ... sentient?) to 
shc:Mt me al'OUld, ,.85220 
NEW TO ..... SWM. 32. nonsmokOl, seeks new 
Female to shate Portland sit .. with: ....... -. 
movies., hlkjng, etc. trBS460 
meNnwwomeN 
NICE GUY hasn, finislled yet! Attractive. rrt. 3D-
year-oid SWM who I.kes oo..d games not head 
games. -. SF, 25-35, WIHIP. lor dating and 
other fun and adventurous excusions. Honesty, 
tuner and conmitment guaranteedl ,,85 :28 
ONE PlUS 0IlI equals long walks and t_ 
Sweethearts and kbses. cozy evoning, bacI< rulls, 
yoox ~ights. Carina and honest, 40s DWM, 
nls, nI not tal or ~. but 9I8"t srri~ and 
wonderfU .yes. ,,85457 
OPTlMtSTIC, OUTGOING. outspoken, partially 
lf1I91Ienod. -.,. romantic. leans left. HavO 
matgage, I YlICUUTI. ISO progossive. productive 
_. who CIIl srri~ Iawlcwardly7} -. catted 
a girt. display some lemirinity and put me ~ my 
place. No ......",... w. b<it!looks lor right per-
son. ,,85 I 59 
PiUIPfRED ROYAlTY. SWM. soft hIIlds. tender 
/IeaIt, _y, weIIijIOO!T1od. Seek.ladIy of royal 
temperamenl lor head to loe pampering. _ 
but good, cIrm "" with a gentle Man. Sensuiil 
shampoos to 1001 massages. Just as yoox 
Majesty ikes it ,,85367 
PASSIONATE, INmISE, DI1iIosooNcaI yet aI50 
fun, I3ing and affection s\'IM, 21. _, 
5'9", 1SO tbs. ISO a CtOatiVo, a/Uino, slim SWF, 
21 ·27, who _. another to sflareaclvermn and 
"""'""". Enjoys dancing. motorcycles. candle-
light. seduction. mysterious timeo. w8S459 
PHIlOSOPHER, PEASANT, traveled, degrBed. 
/lwldjman-type, Male, 57. _ pragmatic, 
adventuresome Female. 0Y0l 30, with a sense of 
h~tory, • sound body and • curious mind. 
,,85451 
PlANISTICOMPOSER, SWM, 27, holding aoo-
tions for attractive, ~entysomething SWF. 
ingeroe Itt shamg playbill of music. 1T'oO'I1eS. the-
ater; good conversation and faIq,s. ,,85452 
PROFtSSIONAL, MUSCUlAR, tall, """,, athlet-
ie. _ive, educated, adventurous WM, 44. 
S'I ' , heightlweight proportionale. nts. social 
drinke<, enjoy music, dancing, moonlit stroIJs, 
......... Seek ladIy with nice figure who would ike 
to be ..... ed '''e • princess. NJeIrac.8 opan. 
,,85074 
REAO INSTRUCTIONS befOl8 use. Opan mind 
and shake ~. mmediately act upon any 
impolse wf1icIi .... itS _1otIowing the 01struc. 
lions Isted above. ,,85365 
ROMEO SEEKS J~iet. Me: SWM, 29, 5'10', 185 
Ibs, no ch~dren. romantic, music lover. You: 
Simiar "t ...... , 21·35. honast. hoight/weiQht 
proportJonate, Portiand ..... leI's meet. ,,85372 
SEA BREEZE _. beach rose. SWIo1, S', 235 
Ibs. Ibkre. omotionaIIy, physically and spirW. 
ally Ire· SWF, 40-54. attractive. fit, spiritual, 
Iovilg. seizes the moment. aware sIle deserves 
no less than love, candl8fig1~~ ......... hugs, 
l:wniy. leelings. canol cake. 
SEEKIIG GORGEOUS. fun in the sun SWF, 25-
39, to join me In • life of ease. Successf\j sales 
"presentative. DWM, 40, 5'10'. 180 100. 
bro_, one child. Seeking long-term _ 
~.,,85353 
SEEKING SERIOUS comc>a'lionSIli. c-ve, 
professional SWM, 39.5'10'. ISO IllS, nls. enjoy 
natura, walks, camping. biking. snowshoeing, 
concerts, theator. antiqUeS. NPR. _ . shamg. 
ext>lOrinQ. qulet times. Seeking fit, act .. , confi-
dent, rv""!, professional S/OWF. similar imerests, 
great /unor, lor companionship, conversation, 
adventures, etc. ,,85422 
SEEKING SPECIAL partner. I know you'," out 
there! DWM. SO, wants someone to shan! outdoor 
activities. natura, romantic fireside evenings, 
exotic cuisne, back-rubs, advanterous b'aVeI, hoi 
!.Unny weather, hopefully ~ading to a LTR. 
,,85350 
SHARE UFE -.... DNon:ed Mlite Male, 46, 
6'2'. nonsmok .. , """",,,ie, seIf~. pro-
lessional, seeks affectionate, ~t Ilquis-
iti'Ie ladIy, _life with passion. 18 
SHARE TIME with (10"110. llexible Man, 5'10', 
180 Ibs. nls. _s mm lady, _rtv 50s. 
who wants to hear, be heanl, sh .... roild, ~t.!lh. 
She knows life can be fuller. Friendship is ihe 
goal. T/voo..91 conmtrtication. trust. support and 
IIl1P8thy. ,,85478 
SHOPWORN BlIT serviceable, 50s. S' pkJs, 195 
Ibs. brown/bIue, good s/tajle, sense of tuner. nls. 
social dmker, motorcycftSl, own homo ~ Mid· 
coast region. Seeking Female Itt lriendship, 
maybe Il10l8 , who's rntonsting, int~Iigent, enjoys 
the outdoors. Brazan beats bashfuL ,.85344 
SM, NONSMOKER, attractive. outgoing, 
masseuse in a former ~e, enjoys waterskiing, 
goW. billing, danci"'l. music _ '"99"" to the 
blues. l1""1 cook with yaIJes and goalS, ISO SF, 
prol_, nonsmokOf, slim to a~ IrIend-
~. advent\JOOS, sports-mnded. afIectionate, to 
be adorod. ,,85226 
SOlID CITlZEN. Maturo, stable OWM. SI, 6'2', 
rosiness owner. seeks coIleQe-educated. tal 
woman, lat. 4Os.50s, who iii .. to have fun. 
Senso of humor a IOOS1. ,,85144 
SOUTHEIIN MAINE. Altractive, heavyset SWM. 
professional. educated, eatfy 40. and lonely, 
average ~ many ways. seeks gardener, hl<er and 
Iovet Of dogs. A speciaf beauty on the ilside. mir-
"" mage out. Must enjoy rrusic. _ OU' 
good company. P06SibIe Iong·term noIaI~ 
e85286 
SI'IUI1JAl, LOONG, opan, caring OWM?, 
46. 5'11", 165 bs. devoted dad, into 
growth. seeks lit, attr.dive, positive F. 135 
SUGAR·FllEE, ACTIVE, diabetic OWM. 41. 5'8', 
ISO Ibs. dari< _gteen, -....". or some-
0IlI who doesn' consider diabetes a disabHity. 
Down-to-earth, _ collar Gu~ klv .. HarIeys, 
rrusic, fish,,!/, ........ ing, seeks Il-s/tajle SF, age, 
race t.<1importanl e85257 
SWM, 211, now to all of thb stuff. looking lor a 
Iover,age not important. I'm 6'2-, 165 Ibs, 
brown/bIue, fun Guy. iJSIlooI<ing for • fun Gil. 
,,85442 
SWM, 41, brownlbrown. 5'8'. 175 Ills, custod~1 
dad 01 7-year-old son. Enjoy out_ activities, 
homo Iffe. cI1ikhn and the occasioo~ n911 out 
looki1g lor commitment-minded, petite, 01de-
pandenl Woman wkh i1<e int .... ts. ff you 'need' 
a MIrl. I'm notloryoo. ,,854t2 
TAU, ATIRACT1VE, nI~ rena;ssance rugue of 
42. ~terests mxIe: Motorcycles. SCUBA diving. 
cook"!/. dining out. theater. music. quiet 
evenings at home, skino. ......... Would ~e to 
meet - .Iit, WS v.\iman with .e interests, 
lor dating, friendship, """""". ,,85435 
TAU, HANDSOME SWM -. SWF. Itt simple 
dating, diMer •• movie, easy sports. or iJSI a 
casual cafe ~. I prof .. nI., casual drinking, 
~ JlIOIlClItior8te, age 20-30. and no 
 I will I8SjXlI1d 10 aI messages, 
TEDDY BEAR. SWM. 49. 5'10', 210 /bs, short 
salt on-poppe< beard and nlJSIache. enjoys c0n-
versatIOn, dancing. travel, hiking, CNsmight 
_ping. shopping, IIlJSOIITlS, theatOf and itt~ 
out-of-the-way _ See'" malin. kncl 
ladIy. 3D-SO, for reIationsNp. ,,85111 
TME GRANOE e~. Tal. rugged. traveled 
OWM. 51 , -. km. playful • ..,-, 
'ICl<JIhfIj. _. passionate. ca1lon-based 
NomaIe to InIk with. IIeoch walks, hikes, 1IlOYies. 
romantic eImers. the islands, Moonlight Sonata, 
Joe Cccker. sti,-fly. Bogey, South Park. 
SWitze<land. warp speed, wing-on-wilg, etc. 
,,85018 
VEGETARIAN SWM, 38. S'2', 198 Ibs, prof .. -
sionaI. fit, enjoys phiosophy, poetry. long conv .. • 
salionS.and walks with his !!<>Q. SeekS honasl. 
opan·minded, fit, intellectual F with a warm hearl, 
Itt possible relationship. ,,85104 
VERY AnRACTIYE scion 01 gaols. Intetlioent, 
kind, prolessional Man of i~' .44, S·. 1115 bs, 
no ctlidfen. Oraovns of i1t , attractiY8, rea· 
sonably rrt, enchantress, -early 405, with 
sense of delight. to sflare wind. /aught0l, _ 
and Iq,tnlng, spice. rain, affection, soos/1i1e, 
wat .... warmth. tnJh and tenderness. Portland 
.... . .,85089 
VERY FUNNY Man _. funny lady. lllves my 
daught .... , PBS, Ioadilg. temis, South Park. 
Seeks fun. humorous. wacky (smart ones a .. 
noticilg a pattern _). k1dependen1. emolional-
Iy and physicaIy healthy \\\:Jman. Not Iookilg lor 
the parfact Barbie, nor Roseanne. e85234 
WESTCOAST NEWCOMER. SWM. 35. 5'11'. 
190 Ibs. attractive. passionale romantic. lookilg 
lor Woman to "'are lo1aine's sq,ts and fun. 
;:;:1 outdoors. long drives and romance. 
WINTER IN the Tropics. SWM. tal. rrt. _ed, 
kind, loving. eatfy 50s 'xp/OI8r. Seeks _-
ous. musical. physicaI_ of beauty. Passion 
and leisure lor sunmer romance. winter fun ~ the 
sun and long-term lelationship. Come dance 
\Ilder the stmMf moon. ,,85402 
WORTH TME cal. Portland ..... DWPM, 4Os, 
nls, athletic, attr.dive, ""-loving, passionate, 
sensual. with strong hIIlds and tender heart 
SeeI<s nI~ slim. pr, sports-minded. afIectionat. 
and fun-loving, to frolic the SUrnrnEK' away. 
P~ LTIl. ,,85333 
meNnwmeN 
ATIRACTIYE, HONEST GWM, 32, 5'9'. 145 100, 
nls. enjoys dancing, travel and walchilg sports. 
Seeks -. lit. good-Iookilg 101. early 2Os-/ate 
3Os, to shate my int ...... and speoat times 
together. Please be _ ,,85046 
ATTRACTIVE, WORKING GWM, 39. 5'10'. avail-
able """ for yoooger. slender, masculine, good-
IooI<ing GM. I ike boating, camping, 1IlOYies. 
reiaxilg, INlIIdIilg television. Southam to Central 
Maine. N/drugs. nld. I'm fussy too! ,,85430 
AWbENING MAN. Rich sool, tend..- heal1, 
Portland .... , longing to consciously partake ~ 
the ecstasies of our evolving spirit.. GWM. 40. 
5'8'. ISO Ibs. _ • • nld, nldrugs, attrac-
tive, compassionate, warm, tender. spiritual, 
lntegity, also loves laughter. Seeks sensual 
exp/Ol8r with substance, I9ady to .... et~, but not 
compromise, who they truly .... let's shate how 
we mIMI IIYoogh this thing called ife, and have 
some fun _ we're at it! ,,85423 
BEAR CUB. GWM. 29, 5'10', 230 bs, nI~ Iiglt 
ainksr. shaved head. goatee. blue eyes. brown 
11K. _s other cub bear, 25-10, who enjoys the 
ocean, <iring out or ~ and quiet tines, lor Iong-
term relationship. ,,85244 
BEEN ALONE too /onQ. need to be loved 100 
much. GWM, 5'8', 17~ /bs, brownIbIue. Seeks 
GM,3()..4() Itt LTR Give me a chanGe! ,,85342 
FRIEND AND Iovet. GWM, 42. 5'tO', 165 Ibs. 
mustache, bIondeIbrown, hart, enjoys romantic 
nq,ts, danci1g, camping. not ~to one ni9'" 
stands. lookilg lor 2S-32, slender, good-1ooI<ing 
Male. lor lrieoldshlp filSt. then ,elationship. 
,,85407 
HANDSOME, LOYlNG GWM, 42, giving. neat. 
_ and HlVt. Tha Yius has affected my 
speech. yet I CIIl stiI tafk and listen 10 others. 
Seek GM for COIT'4>rilnshi! and 'bIe -_p. ,,85349 posSI 
HANDSOME, MASCUlINE GWM. 34. S', 190 
Ibs. brown/bIue, spirituafIy centered. good Guy 
wkh _ in billing. hikilg. ~. beach, 
eating. IIlOYies. etc. lookilg Itt simiar Guy for 
1rIendsIlip. ,,85309 
HAVING TROUBlE ~ people? Doi1g the 
same old w.iGettino the same """,Its? Ife!e~ 
a concept: noe What you' .. doing! GWM. 
VO'-"II44l. 5'8'. 1 Ibs. _et. nondmker. 
<iug-/rae, attractive, Iunorous. compassionaIe. 
healthy, _, opan, seeki1g same. ,,85221 
meNnwmeN 
HEllO LEWISTON, Auburn Man. GWM, 33. 
slender. 5'S·. looking lor real Iriendsh'p and pos-
sibly a klVing lOIalionship wtth GWIBM, 25·38. 
Enjoys d'~ing, dane"!!. comedy, sptritualrty and 
romance. No ciugs ald ~er nonsmoker. Let's 
get logether, ,,85327 
IF YOU can """I on a conversabon, I win load 10 
you, I wiD silg 10 you. and 1'1.,..., paint a prcturo 
lor you. Come on and whisper tel me, rm the 
one, .,85446 
JUST A nice Guy. 55. masculine. Gay Male, 5'8', 
160 Ibs, honest, can~ sharing, 1st..,.... sui'\:-
~~me.Ior~~~p.~ 
into bar scene. phonies. I..-ninine, 0verweig1t. 
one-right Slands or head games. ,,85231 
LOVER, SOULMATE. GWM, 5'10', ISO Ibs. 
brownIbrown. nlJSIache. goatee. ~im blild. ISO 
VO'-"II GWM, 18-30. slim, slender, thin. klving. 
honeSt and opan wkh yours/!. No head games or 
0IlI nq,t stands. ,,85274 
MALE DHARMA -. • Gteg. GWM, 29, -. 
GWM. I'm il Bn.nswicI< ..... My ~terests ... : 
yardsaIes. aIr'<:an cich/ids, -.nan. plants, 
<hwilg, sci-fi, beach. nattn. Siek _ Man 
who is I8Iationshi>-rrOnded. ,,85335 
MASCULINE BIKER?, Masarh GWM, 36. 5'S', 
155 tb5. -. GWM biker,~.I" SUIMlOI'fun. 
auising, . _p and possible tela-
-ip.~ 
OPEN MIND, closed heart. GWM, 26, S', ISO Ibs. 
/rae spiit. deep thinker, -. casual. intimate 
lriendship with very cute, lit, twentysornetf1i M. 
No: drugs. pressure, promises. Y .. : honest, safe. 
sman, sensual. Intrigue me, Portland area. 
,,85418 
SOULMATE FANTASY. Prof_. 36, ~­
ates simple joys in life, nature. vegetarian cook· 
lng, rrtness (but not obsessive). the arts, passion. 
integrity. sense of pwposo. ilffection, -.gth, 
~, intrigue, uprises, ZiWliness. humor, 
Iaugh.er, fun. Seekilg someone similar. ,,85050 
SPIRITUALIST PARTNER. I'm seeking a Man 
with an evolved spirit to share my life wiftl. If yotX 
spiit ~ first ~ yoox Ife, please cal me. ,,85279 
TAKE CONTROl 01 your d_y. You've got the 
power. We don't have to do this alone! let's share 
our hopes, OU" dreams, our fears, otJI'S8Ives. 
Don' p!OCflI"m ... GWM. 40, ISO l!>s, 5'7". 
attractive, passionale, spiritual, healthy, integrity. 
<iug-/rae, -. same. ,,85222 
WM. HIV positive, 43. S'2', 180 Ibs, ISO of intelli-
gent reIat.onship with onenled individual, WWIP, 
also with an opan mind. My inlerests mKIe gar-
denilg. motorcycling, and antiques. ,,85482 
YOUTlRED of ganes? 40 on paperonty. 1.1,5'7", 
146 Ills, sandy _ hair, blue eyes. stable. 
secure, mtJSIQaI1, composer, creative, but cau-
tious, looking for boy-nexl'- type, 2O-30s. 
c.onseI'iatrve, S8Cun!, non-pretentioos. masculine 
but sensitive. Friends rxst: let's see what hap-
pans .,85322 -
womeNnwwomeN 
AlMOST GIVING up. GWF, 46. 5'8'. 175 bs. on 
!inal search. Want mutual spirituality. ~v., individ· 
uality, lrust: time together, ttme apart. retalionsh~. 
• like animals, writing, croativitv. homo life. equal-
ly, lilestyle anonymity. Don' Ieet need to broad-
cast poblic~. 1'<1la1 do you want? ,,85314 
DOES ANYONE dale anY""""? SinQIe lesbi&'l, 
37, coIlege-educated. blue collar ....... wk" vat-
led interest. (writing. flying, out-'. gardenilg. 
conversatioo). seales adventurous, kind, creaM 
spirit. Not looking Itt lTR, just want to "..,. fun. 
No oooch potatoes, stalkers, dope heads, drunks 
or 'C\Jious' please. ,,85010 
I'M READY. GWF, 29, wtlo likes cales. ocean, 
lakes, a fun night out and a good book, seeks an 
int~Iigenl. sersitive. honest and adventulOUS 
GWF, 25·35, with a sense 01 humor. Wait"!/ 10 
hear _ you. Possible lYR. Optimism. must. 
,,85464 
INDEPENDENT, EDUCATED, funny. C<IIing GF. 
30, loves to bike, nike, camp, go out to dinner, 
lOad. Nsten to """'. IlnIams of educated. athlet-
ic. locussed, mentally and physicaIy healthy GF, 
28-36. lor ~ lYR . .,85473 
LOOKING FOR love " all the wrong p/acos? 
likes slIOI/ing along ocean shoI8s. rock music, 
candIeIl d~ners, cuddir'r<l, intimacy. a spacial 
I*"" to shate _Iffe with? I'm IooI<ing for 
that speci~ lad!, 35-.SO; secure with her sexual-
ly. No ganes. ,,85440 
TAU, ATMLET1C, professional F, 30, -. sini-
/ai, in Augusta .... Itt con""""" and possible 
_ip. ,,85454 
THIS COULD be you, lucky day. LookinQ Itt 
someone, 35-45, with sense of humor, who lOves 
life, Itt fun at loo.baI games to """' candIeIl dir>-
nero. living ~ Portland area, IooI<ing Itt you. 
..85488 
fRIeNDS fiRSt 
FRIENDS ARE for Me. Single, VO'-"II, thirtysome-
Ihin!J heterosexual Female, -. same lor quiet. 
social times, shwing and laughi1g, ,,85224 
FRIENDS Plus. Gay Male, I9ady to rind local 
friend , tor walks. d ...... shojlPing, cards. con· 
versation. No!: looking for Mr. SpeCtacular, just an 
everyday Guy who .. lates w~1 to the ... ....-age 
. world. not Into fish stories. ,,85354 
WWW.CIICIIIIYWllkly.CI .. 
My best friend keeps going after guys I like. When we're In a 
bar; and we meet two guys, she always hits on the one who 
strikes up a conversation with me. If she knows I'm Interested 
In a I"y, and we see him at a party, she'll go up and hug him 
and talk endlessly, Examples like this go on and on, Her friend-
ship Is valuable to me. so I'm not going to stop hanging out 
with her. I would like to confront her about this. What should 
I sayl 
-The Competition 
A few million years back. thls girl would have been tearing raw mammal 
meat out of your teeth. Since. these days. food is readily available to 
anybody who has an opposable thumb with which to unwrap it, the 
currency of competition has changed. The rules of friendship. however, 
remain the same. There are friends, and then there are ..e..eople you 
know. Friends are p'eaple who look out for your welfare. (The techni-
cal term for this is 'reciprocal altruism," if you're into evolutionary biol-
ogy.) The untechnical term for it is "people who care about your hap-
piness: This girl is not one of those people. 
As you've seen, the moment she finds out who you're after, she's going 
to be all over him like a woolly mammoth on shrubbery. Confronting 
her about her behavior is likely to lead to angry denials and future 
sneakiness. Since you refuse to stop hanging out with her, the only sen-
sible solution is to lead her astray - send her off after decoy boys. The 
next time you're into a particular guy, start howling the praises of one 
of his buddies, and it shouldn't be long before your "best friend" gets 
preoccupied humping the leg of some guy you could care less about. 
cl998, A~Alkon.all righu reserved. 
Got a problem? Write Amy Alkon, 171 Pier Ave, #180, Santa Monica. CA 9(HOS, 
or e-mail AdviceAmy@aoI.com 
sponsored by 
\ 
HARMON'S & BARTON'S 
1-800-SUN-LILY 774-5946 
when all else fails, send flowers 
I saw you 
8-11-98, YOU: Black Woman walking to Stop and 
Save. Forost AVWlUO, 4:45 pm, Me: ~ yelloW 
backhoe. Would like to meet Co"ee or kJnch? 
.,85472 
AMATO'S WASHINGTON Ave. _ name was 
Kim, you _ IheI8. We exchanged hellos. wooId 
ike to Iljj( some more. maybe meet Itt coIfee. 
,,85364 
BRAVE SMIlES at Oak Street. I was acting. but 
oooid ban!Iy concentrate, you were so stumlng. 
You: bald. tattooed. hot ...... /e. Please be mine. 
,,85368 
CRYSTAl lAKE Beach. Yoo: _ive blonde at 
the beach. with yoox dauglrt ... Me 100. We '!'ok' 
~ to ea::!l other on several oecasrons. 
FORT STREET near 000bIe 0, Monday lII3/98 
2:SOPI. You are bald. tattooed and have a little 
white Hond • . I was ~ng on the other side of 
the street. We looked at each other and said MHi: 
I Hke _ 5p&'ldex. Coft .. ? ,,85400 
LAST SUMMER, w~kilg Blvd. Portland. You: 
Maybe ~ 50s with another Man. Me: Blonde with 
headphones. You said, '1 see you mryday at 
po~ stretching. silgle? CoHee? ,,85467 
SHAws, BlOOEFORO, 00/25. 3:45pm, you: IIlre 
checked shit. jeans. pushing a cart lm.ind. Me: 
Brown shorts. with basket. Nice smile you have. 
IW we to meet agail? ,,85470 
SUNDAY. AUGUST 9. Maine Slate Pier, You wore 
a denim d ..... wa shared a bench, shm some 
words. the I>r1d stoooed and I let you go without 
another wool. That f iegret. WOndering W you Ier> 
the same. ,,85429 
SUNOAY, AUGUST 17, 5:30 pm, Shasno Creek, 
You: Short, blonde ~r; blue e~, com ~ .the 
cob. pork chops and nee. Me: Behind ~ " line. 
S', brown hair, blue eyes, 12-pac~ Don' you 
need bear with your dimer?·. ,,85461 
DATEline 
Singles Dance 
at Governorj this Friday, 
September 11, on Rte. 1 
in So_ Portland, Maine. 
Starts 'at 8:00, OJ, Buffet, 
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R A T E S 
Flr,t 15 word, - $11,OO/wk., 
additional wds It 25( .a. 
luy 3 wk'r set the 4th free 
Wheel, & Keel, D .. I - $25/run 
'til it sells (15 word.sj vehicles 
and boats only) Call for details. 
Internet CIIS,lfleds - as low 
as S25 for 6 months for 50 
words! 
DI.pl.y Ad Rue" Webvcrtilins 
Indfrequency discount inlo 
~v~il~bleupon request . 
Deadline: Mon., 3pm pr.·pald 
GET IT TO US 
Phone , 775-1234 or 
1-800·286-6601 
FAX , 775-1615 
Mill: Classilleds 
P.O. 80x 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
Hlnd ,561 Congress 51. 
FI""E PRI""T 
<Iassllltd ads must bt paid for In advanct 
wltn cash , ptrsonal chtck, monty order, 
VIsa or Masltrcard. Lost & Found Ittms 
IIsttd fru. ClassUltd ads are non-rtfund-
able. <BW shall nol b, liable for any typo-
graphical trrors, omlnlcns, or changes In 
the ad which do not affect Iht valut or 
conttnt or substantially change the mean-
Ing 01 the ad , Crtdlt will be Issued when 
vlablt tHOr hu been dtttrmlntd within 
one wuk of publicatIon, Reader5 are 
actvlsed that an attempt wu made to veri-
ly the authtntlclty 01 all ads, but that 
such vttilicatlon Is not always possiblt . 
Tnt Betttr Business Bureau mar havt mort 
In'ormatlon on the companlr:s advtrtlslng 
In this publication , 
CLASSIFIED SALES 
You are a salesperson that never gives up, wants to make as 
much money as poSSible, enjoys the challenge of selilng people 
over the phone, doesn't understand the word NO and can smile 
no matter what. 
You are happiest in a relaxed atmosphere that lets you do 
what you do best (sell , sell, sell) . You understand what a dead-
line is and can Work under pressure. Your typing and proofread-
ing skills are excellent and you do your best everyday. 
You want to work for a company that you can be proud of, 
where you can make a difference, where your voice is heard. A 
company that makes a difference in the community, changing 
things for the better. but never forgetting that the reason anyone 
works is to make money. 
If the description fits, then this job is what you've been 
looking for. 
Please send your cover letter and resume to 
CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
po Box 1238 
Portland, Maine 04104 or FAX 775-1615 
Attn: Jollne Hachey, Classilled Manager 
Skilled Nurse Manager 
Fieldcresl Manor has an immediate full-lime position, 7-3 shirt 
available. Must have current ME stale license; knowledge of 
Medicare rules and regulations, as well as PPS is necessary. 
Experience required; acute care experience a plus. 
Assistant Director of Nursing 
Excellenl opportunily working in a 54-bed skilled nursingllong-
term care facility. Full-time position. Salary commensurate with 
experience. Must have current ME state license. Managemenl nnd 
Geriatric experience and knowledge of state regulations and MDS 
2.0 preferred. 
For immediale consideration please apply in person, call, fax or 
send resume to: Fieldcres! Manor, Attn: David Arguin, RNIDNS, 
126 Depot Rd., Waldoboro, ME 04572; phone: (207) 832·5343; 






The AIDS Project, Maine's largest AIDS service 
organization, is seeking a full time Administrative 
Assistant. Position requires answering multi-line 
phone system, data entry, and office management; 
maintain Executive Director's schedule and appoint-
ments; provide clerical support to Case Manage-
ment Department; and support the activities of the 
Board of Directors. Good written and oral skills are 
required. Computer literacy required (MS Word, 
MS Access, and Windows 95). Salary: $18,500, plus 
great benefits. 
Please send cover letter and resume by Friday, Sep-
tember 18, 1998 to: 
George Friou, Executive Director 
The AIDS Project 
P.O. Box 5305 
Portland, Maine 04101 
. . 
SEPTEMBER 10, 1998 37 
775-1615 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
MENTAL HEALTH SPECIALIST 
Feminist self-help domestic violence program seeks 
mental h~a~th speciali~t. Duties include emergency shel-
ter adnusslOn screenmg, advocacy, community col-
laboration, and staff u,aming. Qualifications: MHRT 
II certified or equivalent experience required. Knowl-
edge of domestic violence preferred. Compassion and 
flexibility a must. Part-time weekdays. Send resume 
and cover letter including salary reqUirements by Sep-
tember 21. Persons of color encouraged to apply. 
Family Crisis Services 
P,O_ Box 704 
Portland, Maine 04104 
ViA Accounting Assistant 
M:lIi:eting~ 
Duties include all facets of Accounts Payable, maintaining PO's and 
procedures, p~ring expense reports. daily bank deposits. maintaining 
checkbook and bank reconciliations, entering ash receipts. preparing 
NP journal entries. speciaJ projects. and backup administrative & 
telephone support.. Need a professionat attitude and demeanor In 
an informal environment. ability to work independentfy and sol~ 
problems, and ability to malntl!n "here to serve" and "can do" attitude 
in this service department. Must be able to enforce poliCies with a 
smile. Good organizational ski lls and spreadsheet a must. Two years 
previous experience required, 
We offer a c~hen$ive compensation pkJn, including 
profit sharing & 40 I K. Fox or mall resume & salary 
requirements to: Maria Corl<f!ry. Yu\ Ma~ring & Design 
34 Oon(O<l1> 5uee~ 5u"<309, Portland, ME 04101 
Fa.: 207-761-9422. No phone coUs, please, 
SRA DOG BREWING to. 
215 Foreside Rd., Falmouth, Maine 
781-0988 
Now H,RING: 
• Host! Hostess • WaitstaJf 
• Dishwa.shers • Cooks 
Apply in Person 
Please Recycle 
CNA'sjCMT's 
CNA's/ CMT's Full time or 
part time positions available 
with hours and shifts to 
accommodate your needs. 
Competitive wage or per 
diem rate. 
Carole Howe, RN, DON, 
The Viking, 126 Scott Dyer Rd, 
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 
799-6195 ext. 160 
or fax 799-3906. 
AURORA PROVISIONS 
gourmet grocery & cafe 
SEE"-S EXPERIENCED 
COUNTER HELP 
apply In person 
64 PINE ST. PORTLAND 
AMATEUR MODEL desired 10' poet-
ic photo project by local virtuoso. No expe-
rience necessary. Frank 842-1499. 
ARTIST NEEDS Female 10 pose for proJecl. 
Must be sexy and clothes-free. Call 786-3534 , 
AnENTIoN DRY WAllERS. Experienced 
metal framers, hangers. and finishers want-
ed. Most work in Mass. area. Call Eric 0 
1-888·990-0606. 
MASSAGE THERAPIST/PRACTITIONER 
WANTED. A Touch 01 Health. Maine Mall. 
So. Portland. Nighls& weel<ends. 874-2748. 
MODELS, uninhibited, unclothes, physical-
ly flexible, Inexperienced OK. Academy of 
Carlo Pittor" Bowdoinham. ProfeSSIonal. 
666-8453. 
RETAIL POSITION AVAIL-
ABLE,PART TIME. Mature. ,esponsible 
person interested in altemative heatth careA 
Touch of Health,Maine Mall. 874-2748. 
WHITE WOLF INN looking lor IUII-
time, year round or seasonal prep/line cook. 
Some experience necessary. S7-S10/hr 
depending on expenence, Must be taam play-
er and love cookmg, WIth sensa of humor. 
7/min. to Sugarloaf U.S.A. and Appalachi-
an Trail , Stratton, Mame. Call Sandy 
(207}24S-2922 .• 15 Pleasant 51., PorlIond ME. 04101 
,..,..,. himg hard won.;,og, rnoIivaIecI 
rectlprionis, for mornings, 
Drop off your resume in person. 
No phone calls pi"" .... 
LPNjRN 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
INTERVIEWERS 
3 - 11 or 12 hour shifts to 
accommodate your needs. 
Great experience for a new 
grad in assessment skills, 
documentation and 
supervision. Lovely setting 
in Cape Elizabeth. Competi-
tive wages or per diem rate. 
Carole Howe, RN, DON, 
The Viking, 126 Seo" Dyer Rd, 
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 
799-6195 ext 160 
or fax 799-3906. 
$6.83/hour 
Applications for PART-TIME TEMPORARY survey inter-
viewers for research -projects are being accepted. Previous 
face-to-face and/or telephone interviewing experience 
desired but not necessary. There are two current vacancies; 
one has a weekday schedule and the other an evening/week-
end schedule. Send cover letter, resume (include names, 
addresses and telephone numbers of three references), and 
schedule preference postmarked by September 16, 1998 
to AI Leighton, University of South em Maine, Muskie School 
of Public Service, 96 Falmouth Street, Portland, M E04103. 
USM is an EOE/AA employer. 
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-=P=--=E::.R=SO~N::..:AL=-=-H=EAL=:r::...:H=-=--=S:.=E::..::RVI.:..=C:.=ES=---_ PJ6 
Do you need Health Care Esperiencel 
Want to let paid for it? 
Personal Health Services is a new Home Health Agency 
serving the Greater Portland area. We are looking for qual-
ity-driven people to join our gtowing team. We offer an 
extremely flexible schedule that works around your busy lifestyle. 
We currently have openings for: 
(+ Personal Care Attendants 
(+ Certified Nursing Assistants 
CALL US TODAY AT 781*5515 
A Community Health SeT"ice, affilWu in the Maine Health Family. 
Immediate Openings 
For the fonowing positions: 
• Convenience Store Cashiers 
• General Laborers 





Please call for more information. 
Project Staffing ~ 
800-639-8802 
WORLD CLASS OPPORTCNITIES 
FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
IN PORTLAND 
If you would like to 
work fOT an innovative 
company without 
leaving Portland , 
MBNA New England 
oHers you a unique 
opportunity . Now 
serving millions of 
Customers. MBNA is 
the largest independent 
credit card lender in 
the world with offices 
throughout the United 
States, the United 
Kingdom and Canada. 
MBNA New England's 
Portland office in now 
hiring. We are- seeking 
highly motivated 
individuals who 
MBNA NEW ENGlAND 
REWARDS COMMITMENT 
TO EXCELLENCE BY 
OFFERING: 
INSURANCE AND TELESALES 
POSITIONS 
COMPETITIVE SAlARIES 
$7.00 per hour plus incentives for a salary that 
can average over 59.00 per hour 
CONVENIENT SCHEDULES 
Flexible day and evening shifl5, 12-19 hours per 
week; 9 a m. to 1 p.m ., 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. or 6 pm. 
(010 p.m., additional hours available 
are interes ted in GREAT BENEfITS 
Professional work environment, paid two week 
MBNA education, paid vacation and holidays 
after six months, future advancement possibilities 
and free parking. 
representing a world 




For more information and to arrange an 
int<rview, please call (207) 791.;)4{)() OT 
1-800·626-2488. 
MBNA New England 
901 Washington Avenue 
Portland, ME 041 03 
H-Hour Job Hotline 
(207) 772-3333, category 6262 
MBNA New England is an Equal Employmenl Opportunity/Affmnati\,c Action Employer. 




OYl ... A Shoppe 
~ ..... ;) S!,'\' jj ..... \\·'·IIW· 
1', q 11.11111, \1~: 
772·3155 
"BOLD! BOLDII BOLD!!! It sells! 
Ask for bold lines when you place 
your ad. 775-1234. 
._. __ . __ . -_._._----
10,000,000 CIRCULATIONIlIl 
Wouldn't that be fabulous!!!!The 
National Advertising Network, Inc (NAN!! can 
deliver. To lind out more about the largest 
classified advertising networtc. in the country 
call 775-1234 or 1-800-286-6601 and 
ask for THE NANI NETWORK. 
BRAD'S ISLAND BIKE RENTAL at 
Peaks Island Mercantile. Rent a bike and tour 
the island, swim, picniC, fish, Sightsee. Fish· 
ing tackle for rent. Gill Shop and more at 115 
Island Avenue, Peaks Island. 766-5631 . 
DIABETIC SYRINGES FREE! Medicare? 
Receive 100 syringes free! Oiabetic testing 
supplies delivered at NO Cost to you, includ-
ing free syringes with each order. MediCen-
ter 1-800·583·4747. 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: Female, gray cat. Very affectionate, 
appears to be a house cat. Found on Minott 
St. in S. Portland. Call JJ CI 767-6293 after· 
noons only. 
LOST: GRAY CATFROMWESTEND. Female, 
labby name -little Fee- 4yrs. old, spayed. 
Missing since 711 . Reward. We miss her dear-
ly, please call 781-740·0573. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Invitation To Designers 
of Fashion, Knitwear 
& Accessories 
Ntw clothing Jtun sultJ tksignus. 
The store will attr.act creative, fash-
ion conscious women over [he age of 
Z5 who are looking for cl.usic, yet 
stylis~, (aretr/c~ual and s~dal 
OCClSlon wear. 
The k~ 10 (he $lore's success will 
be the innovative design of clothing, 
quality of the fabrics used and their 
CUI. 




$t ,4000N TUESDAY? Noselhng! Justadver· 
tise our 8001 Free Report! Call Now. 
800·811 ·2141, Code '58803. 
52000 WEEKLY! MAILING 400 
BROCHURES!GUARANTEEDI Free postage 
suppliesl Rush self-addressed stamped enve-
lope! GICO. Department 10, Box 1438. Anti-
och, TN. 37011-1438. Start Immediately. 
5800 WEEKLY POTENTIAL. Processing Gov· 
erment Refunds at Home. No Experience 
Necessaryl (.800-696·4779, .. t.417. 
AVON PRODUCTS! START A HOME·BASED 
BUSINESS. Worldle.ible hours. Enjoy unlim· 
ited earnings. Call toll fr ••. 1-888·56t·AVON. 
AVON SALES -Independent Representatives 
wanted. Must be 18+. Make your own hours. 
Earn up to 50%. Call 24 hours. 
1·800·545·8390. 
COMPUTERS USERS NEEDED! Typing & 
Word processing from home. $45,000/yr. 
income potential. Call 1-800-513·4343, ext. 
B·16918. 
EARN 53.000 A WEEK! Reputable Company 
pays $1,000 commission per sale. Cruise 
Included. 1·888·714·9472. 
FREE AU DIO TAPE: To leain how to start your 
own HOME BASED BUSINESS for 5295 wltlT 
the most incredible products and SUPPORT 
of Ihe leading marketing company in Ameri-
ca. DON 'T MISS OUT ON THIS ! 
1-800·586-9072. 24 hours. 
FREE MONEY MAKING REPORTI St.y home 
and.make $S in Network Marketing. New report 
shows you how. 1·800·656·8397. e.t.142. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FRfTO LAY/COKE VENDING ROUTE · All 
Cash Business. Prime local sites. Small Invest-
ments/ncellenl profits. 1·800·731-7233, 
e.t.3561 (24 hours). 
INDEPENDENCE. HOUSE OF LLOYD DEMON· 
STRATORS work own hours earning gift, hol-
iday .nd Christmas 555. Call nowll Collect or 
Direct : Lori·518·966-4135; Therese· 
418·499·2137: Nancy·418· 743·3434. 
fT DOESN'T GET ANY EASIER THAN THIS. 
5100. profit per sale! Wedo 95% 01 the "wor!<' 
for you! No hype, just big weekly checks. Call 
1·800·811·2141. code: 55491. 
LOCAL CANDY ROUTE. 30 Vending Machines. 
Earn approx. 5800/day. All for 59 ,995: 
1·800·998·VEND. -----_.- ---
LOVE TO COOK? TEACH OTHERS HOW TO 
COOK successfully while building a lucrative 
kitchenware business. We invest in you. Great 
company . Free information packet. 
978·448·9515. 
OWN A DOLLAR STORE. 1·800·227·5314. 
TYPISTS/PC USERS, Steady Work, Full· 
time/Part-time. $45,000 per year potential. Call 
toll·free. 1-800·883·0819, e.t.T·400. 
WORK AT HOME ANYHWERE! 
5500·515001monlh PT, S25oo·54oo0/month 
FT. Call for further information! 
1-888·248·5720. 
ROOMMATES 
2BDR APARTMENT SEEKING N/S female 
West End, quiet neighborhood. S275/mo. 
heat, hot water included. Call 775-1279. 
AN OPEN. FRIENDLY, HEALTH CONSCIOUS 
HOUSEHOLD seeks Male/Female, N/S to 
share 4BDR, 2112 bath South Portland Cape. 
Bright. Hard wood lIoOfs, WID, fireplace, 
garage. '300/mo. + utilities. 799-7426. 
GADS, I'M LOOSING BOTH GAY ROOM· 
MATES. One has large, sunny bedroom, 
$3OOImo. other has smalier bedroom with addi-
tional11x2211vingroom, $340/mo. Share rest 
of home. Have two dogs and a cat. All utili· 
ties and WID included near USM. 874-7475. 
GAL SEEKS G·FRIENDLY housematelor lyr. 
old home In Prides Corner 3BDR 1112 bath. 
den, deck. $450/mo. includes utilities. Call 
854-9806 during the day and leave message. 
GAY MALE LOOKING TO SHARE large, spa· 
cious, chern-free apartment in Portland's 
West End. (6 rooms. bath and pantry). No pets, 
prefer someone 25 yrs. +. $425/mo. includes 
heat & uti Is. Call 774-5367. 
MATURE, PROFESSIONAL FEMALETO share 
home in Westbrook, N/S, no pets, $350/mo. 
856·2830. 
SEEKING MATURE. NEAT, RESPONSIBLE. · 
professional/artist to inhabit beautiful , spa-
cious, sunny, 3RD. floor studio in West End 
Victorian, with private bath and shared 
kitchenllaundry. No pets. Available Sept. 
15th. $400/mo. includes all utils. 871-0509. --- --... ---
REAL ESTATE 
SO DOWN! HOMES, VA, FHA, HUD, REO'S. 
E-Z Qualify, low Gov't Financing. Call today 
for listi! Toll free (800·974·2396, ext.2095). 
BARGAIN HOMES. THOUSANDS OF GOV'T 
FORE·CLOSED and repossessed properties 
being liquidated this month I Government 
financing. low or no down. For currenl list-
ings. call nowl 1-800·501·1777 ext. 219~. 
BARGAIN HOMES. THOUSANDS OF 
GOVERNMENT FORE·CLOSED HOMES. Pen-
nieson St. Tax Repo's. FDIC, VA, REDC, HUD. 
Local Lislings 1-800·883·0819, ext. H·t240. 
HOMEOWNERS, NEED CASH!?! 
CREDIT problems, self-employed, even bank· 
ruptcies. Fast approvals, no application fees, 
personal service. GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD 
TIMES TOOII Toll Free 1·888·383·6168.8:30 
am - 8:30 pm. 
HOMES FROM 55,000! Government foreclo· 
sures, no or low down payment. Assume eKist-
ing loans with no credit check. 1·800-863-9868 
ext. 3273. 
MOBILE HOMES 
IT'S THE CAMELOT HOME CENTER'S 
GIANT BLOW OUT SALE" TNsweek· 
end ONLY. Come in to Camelot Home Cen· 
ter to save thousands on 2, 3, 4 or even 5 
bedroom homes. If your renting, and wasting 
money each month, it you own a 10 wide, 12 
wide or 14 wide home and you want a bigger 
one, if you've outgrown your present home. 
Come on in. All prices include free delivery, 
free setup and a free 10 year limited warran-
ty. And OUR banks want to finance you, 
HURRY down. Only this weekend during the 
Giant Blowout Sale. CAMELOT HOME 
CENTER, Rt. 3, (Exit 20 off Rt. 93). Tilton, 
NH. or Rt. 18 North. Littleton. NH. or Rt 202, 
Auburn, ME. or Rt. lA, Holden, ME. 
BODY & SOUL 
BE IN TOUCH, GIVE THE GIFT OF LOVE AND 
HEALTH. Ilona Silverman, Certified Massage 
Therapist. 87 1-1 610. 
SACRED BODYWORK,Asynlhasisof 
Massage, Breathing, Cranial-Sacral, Energy 
Clearing and Movement Kristine Schares, 
829·5411 . . 
TAROT CLASS BEGINS 9/22, 
Dream group begins 9/16, Fun & 
Informative! FMI, Jeanne Fiorini, 
799-8648. 
FITNESS ---
WEIGHT LOSS PATCH Safe & easy. 
Money back guarantee. 1-888-718-0790. 
ANIMALS 
Jim's Dog Obedience Classes 
Mondays and Tuesdays, Windham and Port-
land classes. Call for reservations. -892-4651 
or 892·7t87. An obedient dog is a 
pleasure to own ••••••• 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE AT 449 Stroud· 
water St. in Westbrook, 854-9771, has many 
animals that are wait ing for loving homes. 
Dog: "Mickey· He was a stray lrom Scar· 
borough and is probably 5 to 6 years old. He 
has lots of energy to play and would love a 
human to smother him with affection. Cats: 
"April Cats· We have 11 felines thaI have 
been Sitting in the shelter for close to five 
months. We don't have room forthe new ones 
coming in our doors daily. We need your hetp 
to place these wonderful creatures. pteas con· 





Call Al1<orney Sandsteaci 
781·8464 
Reasonable R~tes' 
Clients Treated WIItl Ruspcct 
SSWE BUYSS 'Seller Financed Notes 'Insur-
ance Settlements 'Land Note Portfolios 'Busi-
ness Notes . Colonial Financial 
1-800'969-t200, .. t.33. 
ARE YOU RECEIVING PAYMENTS ON Prop· 
erty you've sold, Annuit ies, Inheritance, Struc-
tured Settlements. CRP? CASH NOWI 
800·872·5686. 
BILL PROBLEMS? We can help! Debt con· 
solidation loans and programs available. Bad 
credit OKI No up Iront fees. Free consulta· 
Iton. lower your monthly payments. Save thou-
sands in interest. Call 1-800-408-0044, 
ext.900. 
BURIED IN OEBT? Consolidate. lower pay-
ments and interest on credit cards. Call 
1-888-442·5227 NOW! Non-profit. 
CASH NOW! Injury settlements. All compa-
niesincluding CNA, Allstate& GE. Capital lot-
terles and annuities! 800-825-2979. ext.300. 
BBK Financial, Inc., Encino, CAl91436. 
CASH NOW! We buy payments from insur-
ance settlements, lotteries, mortgages, Mil-
Itary pensions, Conservation Reserve Program, 
notes, inheritances. casinos. 1-800·722-1472, 
e)lt.32. www.advancefund.com. 
FINANCIAL 
CREDIT CARD BILLS! CONSOUDATEI CUT 
INTEREST! 8 years in businessl Free! Never 
a chargel Licensedf Bonded! NACCS 
1·800·881-5353 Ext 147. 
CREDIT CARDS. NO INCOME REQUIRE· 
MENTS. No Security Oeposits. Credit Check, 
must be over 18 with a checking account. 
$5.000·510.000 credit limit guaranteed! Call 
1·800·250·8551. 
CREDIT CARDS·NO CREDIT CHECK·NO 
SECURITY deposit· no income requirements . 
$3,000 limit. Must be 18, employed & have 
checking account. approval by phone 
1-800·689·1556. 
RECEIVING PAYMENTS? WE BUY MORT· 
GAGES, contract deeds, trust deeds, annu-
ities, lotteries, settlements, business notes 
nationwide. Highest prices. Brandonn Fund-
ing t·800·468·4676. 
t 996 F 700 CANNON DALE BICYCLE, Shimano 
XT, LX and Coda componerts. low off-road 
millage. 51600 new asking S600. 799·1879 
or 870·9010. 
ACR METALROOFING&SIDING·ALL TYPES. 
low cost. Fast delivery! Cut to the inch. 25 
year warranly. Free literature! Call 
1-7t7-656·1814 or 1-800·325·1247. 
BED: QUEEN, black wrought iron canopy, 
orthopedic mattress, box and frame, unused, 
still in box. Cost $899, sell $350. 443·3595. 
CHAIR FOR SALE, light green, brand new. Per-
fect coMilion. Only $50.001 Call before 10pm. 
780·8917. 
COFFEE TABLE FOR SALE. Good condition. 
only 530.00! Call beforel0pm. 780·8917. 
COUCH FOR SALE. Light green. pertoct con· 
dition. Brand new, only $90.001 Call before 
10pm. 780·8917. 
EMERSON MICROWAVE OVEN. 7 cubic loot. 
Spotlessly clean. Works great. Excellent con-
dition. Several programs. $40.00 780-8634. 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 12·VOLT BAnERIESI! 
For cars. trucks, boats, motor homes. 100% 
guaranteed! For video kit, send $4. World's 
'1 Battery. 7978 S. Sheridan, '305. Dept. 
NE100, Tulsa, OK. 74t33·8940. 
KING BED, orthopedic pillowtop mattress, box 
and frame, new, still in ~astic . Cost $1100, 
sacrifice for $475. 443-3521. 
NEED A CELLULAR PHONE? GOOD CRED· 
IT,BAD Credit, or no credit. Your guaranteed 
service. Only 3 payments of $33.00 plus s&H. 
Seve a bundle. 1-800·824·5491. 
PRESSURE CLEANERSI Factory Direct! 
2800psi $499; Honda 3500psl. $829: 4000psi, 
$2,399. Call 24 hours . Free Catalog. 
800·931-9274. 
PRIVACY HEDGE· WILL MATURE INTO PRI· 
VACY OR WINDBREAK. Cedar/Arborvitae: 
3·4ft. bush $9.95 ea. 12 tree minimum. Guar-
anteed. DiscountTree Farm. 1-800-889-8238. 
STAINLESS STEEL Hot Pressure Washers. 
4000psi, Gasoline-Electric, Factory Direct. 
55% Discoun\s. Financing. 1-800·324·2822. 
T·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. 54.50. Heavy-
weight. Fruit olThe Loom. Hats 52.75. mugs 
& more. Free catalog. 1-800-242-2374. Berg 
Enterprises. 40. 
GIVE AWAY 
FREE PLAYER PIANO. Walter J. Bates. Boston 
Orchestrat Grand. You move it. Fair condi-
tion. Call 883-0661. 
WANTED 
A GREAT WAY TO SAVE ON your taxes! 
Donate your used car to American lung Asso-
ciation. Free pick up. Toll free 1 ~888·300-5864! 
P ..... Ruycl. 
WANTED 
I WANT TO BUY YOUR BUILDINGI Frustrat· 
ed buyer seeks 3-5 unit in Portland. Will be 
owner occupied- have one? Call Tammy 0 
CBW, /75·6601, Realtors call with new list-
ings only. 
REAL ESTATE 
ADIRONDACKS, NY. LAKEFRONT con AGE. 
Enjoy beautiful fall foliage. Boat, beach, excef-
lent fishing & hiking. Fireplace, heated. Par-




Fall Foliage Canoe Trip 
An Adventure Vacation .. ,and more on the 
St, Croix River along the beautiful Maine/ 
Canadian border. Complete package includes 
meal. Oct. 2~5, Friday~Monday 
For more information: (207) 829~0940 
KENNEBUNKPORT. MAINE: FABULOUS FALL 
GETAWAYSI Twoilhree night dinner pkgs. from 
$85. Heated cottage efficiences - full, queen, 
king beds. Walk to beach. Starts 8/30. Shore-
lands Guest Resort. 1-800·824·5491. 
MUSIC SERVICES 
BASS LESSIONS: Blues. funk. jau & rock. 
Offering theory and technique. UMA degree 
& pro bass player. Call Jay. 773·6096. 
DRUM LESSIONS- All styles. theory. 




PROFESSIONAL BASS PLAYER s •• king lill· 
in gigs. Have prd. gear, transportation & 
11 yrs. experience. Call Jay 773-6096. 
PROFESSIONAL BASS/KEYBOARD player 
w1th vocal lead and harmony abilities seeks 
working/forming band. Prefer older rock or 
C&W but other styles considered. Dale 
854·0229. 
INSTRUCTION 
MERRIL ABRAMSON, D.Ay" M.A. 
, ,Y' PROFESSIONAL 






~0 ... "",y 
PoJ;t.lind,ME" and· 
C"ampridge,J1A. i , W 
:;ie:;:;",';";:",:"." • 
.•. <::;{;. 
" Call for October. 
chiS; Re~ration . 
::;.; 
·''£i:;:,k ,. 
F.astlWest Institute of 
Aitetnattve Medicine 
Ai!illi!,te of the 
Boston ·SJili(tsu School 
207·771·0907 
APTS/RENT 
FREE RENT FOR HELP. LEASE 0PTf0N. MIl 
Valubio in ... _l, Heat __ . Elder-
I, saairoco. 819-9543. 
STATE STREET 581 and 2 bedroom, 
some wilh oitlter _1_ 0I11It _T, 
balcony, .. _t.dining room. Heated, 010-
vlteM'. oak ftoor, mod ... n kitchen and bath, in 
• r .. lored 1920 vinlogo buildint. SIItt 5475. 
113·1114. 
INSTRUCTION 
DO "TORI( YOU LOVE 




Septembel' 24, 7pm - 9pm • Portland, Maine 
Please RSVP (207) 828-8622 
Polarity Realization Institute : 
MASSAGE THERAPY 
Practice in a rewarding healtb career as a Massage 
Therapist. Apply now to tbe Downeast School of Massage 
for Massage Thenpy courses offered in a day aod nigbt 
schedule, Mgloning September and January. Select 
Sport Massage, Sblatsu or Body·Mind courses to compli-
ment the con curriculum. The prognm at DSM is 
Accredited by AMTA COMTA, VA approved and licensed 
by Maine State OepL or Ed. aDd Cuilunli Senices. 
for further information CQniocl 
DOWNEAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE 
Box 24, Waldoboro, Maine 04572 
(207) 832-5531 
Call for an Open House Schedl,lle or our new 1998-1999 Calalog 
TUTORING 
IlillivirWaJ 11U1~ at YlIfII'lM:fIlfnll 
• R~ & Wolin!' M.th. AJvM. A S,.tiM .. 
• F.ncfiIIh u. SmlfMllancuav 
Y., rowul.fluibk MIlO· AUIW-' ,"",kwI. 
CIui. Fruer, PIt,D. 
(207) 774-9341 
rrul"r311@snl .r.om 
PARALEGAL TRAINING PROGRAM BY 
BLACKSTONE SCHOOL OF LAW. Approved. 
affordable home study since 1890. Free cat-
alog 1-800·826·9882 or write: P.O. Box 
101449 (NA) Dallas. TX. 75370. 
WANT TO STUDY PIANO? Eliott Cherry has 
new openings, all ages/levels. Patient, expe· 





Tutoring After School 
Ref~h, Gtch Up, Get Ahead 
E1emenwy Ihrough Adulr 
Reading. Wriring, R6e:lrch. 
Internet 
Certified. Ex~rienced Teacher 
Lowest Rates. Call nl-0255 
ADULT HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA. Fast 
accredited Christian School, total tuition-
5300. Free brochure. 1-800·470·4723 Miami. 
DRAWING. COLLAGE. NATURE DRAWING. 
COLORED PENCil, classes; adults. Brochure, 
call K. Boldt. 799·5728. 
EARN ACCREDITED COLLEGE DEGREE 
qutckly. Bacl1elors, Masters, OoctOfate by cor· 
respondence based on life experiences, 
knowledge you already atlained. prior edu-
cation and a short study course. For fee infor-
mation booklet phone: CAMBRIDGE STATE 
UNIVERSITY 1-800·964·8316. 24 hours. 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
you/!.. SC;U/?1:.e m/!.. cr;S-rnm ~J.'De/!..r. 
~ ~~Gt f¥ 1fi1./ef;:\J..SJ.I.IGt S('eo:.Au.-r:r.es 
WE PRINT ON EVERYTHINGI 774-JJ04 
r(BOO} BOO-77B5 
37 DanForth Street Portland, Maine 
MUSICIANS WANTED 
Musicians Wanted 
Established OIiginai rock band seeks drummer. We have 
management and label interest. We have reheatsaI space, 
recording budget and even a nice kit for you 10 play. All we 
need is you. You are a career minded player who can com-
mit 10 three nights a week AIheaI:saI, gigs" recording and 
industry showcases. You don't mix drugs with band activities. 
You're a damn good player who knows when to lay back. 
Please. send demo tape. If you don't have one, don't bother. 
Send wI Info to: Drummer 
202 U.S, Route One 
Box" 363 
Falmouth. Maine 04105 
JAZZlBLUES DRUMMER OR PERCUSSION· 
1ST, Basa player and load guit';l1 noodod 
f .. _up piayers f .. all original band and 
.ecordint project. CoIl Val at 111,9022. 
LOOKING FOR LEAD SINGER for progr .. -
sive hard funk band "Shrub". Coli betweon 
l00m·5pm, AlIotO< _ .. Jamio846·487. 
.. 688-2250. . 
SEPTEMBER 10. 1998 39 
DATING SERVICES 
Alternative Datelln 
Voice Personals -Direct Connect 
F ·EE 10 Brc:.seAos To REs:crc ':J AC5 TO Re:or: vOl.<r 0,'/" k; 
Pub. 742 
207·828·0000 
Megaphone does nol. prescreen callers and assumes no llabilily for personal meelings 18 ... 
~PHOTODATE 
PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF 
AT SHAW'S IN 
BRUNSWICK-WINDHAM 
-NORTIlGATE·FALMOUTH 
OR BY MAIL 
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL 
-FREE MATCH·NEW MEMBERS 
1-800·478·8625 
VIEW OUR ·PHOTO WALL" 
(CONGRA11JLATlONS SUE '" DALEI 
A Dynamic Network 




Travel groups & more 
helping single adults 
'GET CONNECTED' 
800 - 775 - 3090 
ARTS 
METALSMITHING 
IN THE NEW 
MILLENNIUM 
An exhibition of jew dry 
and metalwork 
St:ptember 11 - Oc::tober 4, 1998 
Reception, Octobc:r 4, 2-4pm 





·Pnociow Metal Clay: The Millennial Metal" 
wi Li.nda Kaye M0SC3 
DANFORTH GALLERY 
\775.-1234\ 
A & A PROPERTY SERVICES. General con· 
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling, bath-
rooms, kitchens, finished basements, root-
ing, decks. addit ions. interior/exterior paint-
ing, vinyl siding, complete mobile home set-
up & service. No job too big or small. Prompt 
reliable service. Insured. 871-0093. 
FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS 
you can trust to do quality work, don 't lor-
get to look in the BUSINESS SER-
VICES DIRECTORY every weeki 
HOUSE CLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. Effi· 
cient. reliable, reasonable rates. 12 years 
experience. References, Free estimates. 
207-741: 2010. 
1983 OLDS CUTlASS. good condition, runs 
well. good rubber. S700. 775·1858 ask f .. 
Skyfer. . 
1886 CHEVY SPRINT HATCHBACK. 143,000 
milea, great engine. lticketed, reli.lble, 
$400.00.773-8668. 
1987 DODGE CARAVAN· Very Good cond~ 
lion. 81.000 miles. $3.500. CoIl 1"""1314 
(7:3Oom·5:3Opm1 .. 161-2650 aft« 5:30pm. 
1989 NISSAN PULSAR-113,ooo milos, good 
Xlndition. current inspection Iticll.,. T·roof, 
._. play ... SI,200. 111·372$. ------_._-----
19113 MERCURY COUGAR XR1 sports coupe, 
With an theloys. EI~nt condition, nwoon 
color, low milos. $1995 firm. Coli 885·1713. 
1995 FORD EXPLORER Xl T. ex_tlh .... 
4 _, 4.4. $15.900. Loaded. CoII199·T31. 
7:30am· 5:30pm) .. 781-2$50 all" 5:30pm. 
1996 CHEVY BLAZER- 34.000 milos. excel· 
... t condition SI •• 9OO. 4 door, 4.4, loaded. 
Call 799·7314 (1:3Oam·5:3Opm1 or 187-2850 
aft« S:3Opm. 
1997TOYOTA CAMRY LEV6 .• xcoilent shape 
looded. 18.ooo milos, S18,5oo. Cal 799·7314 
(7:3Oam·5:3Opm) or 767·2$50 aher 5:30pm. 
20·)6 Danforth Sneet 
Ponland. Maine 04101 
WHEELS 
AUTOS FOR 5100. Upcoming Local Sales 01 
Government Se1zed & Surplus Sport Cars, 
Trucks. 4x4 's. 1-800·863·9868. ext.2022. 
CAPRICE CLASSIC, 1985· 56K miles, one 
owner, fine condition, 350c.i., V-8, auto. 
$3500/B.0. 284·8718. 
CARS 5 1 00 TO S5OO. Police Impounds. 1980's 
- 1997's. Honda's, Ctlevy's, Jeeps, Sport Util-
ity. Must Selll 1-800-772·1410, X7041. 
CARS FOR StOO. UPCOMING LOCAL SALES 
01 government seized and surplus sports 
cars, truck, 4x4 's, utility vehicles. Call toll free 
t ·800·863-9868 e.1.1181. 
CARS FOR A 51.O0! LET CRIME PAY YOU! 
Police/IRS Seized Cars, Boats. Trucks, Office 
Equip .• sold to Highest Biddert Call for Auc· 
tion List. 800-974·2396, .xt.4232. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK 
FOR: GMC. FORD. CHEV. DODGE. AIAC'S 
Including C.O.D. & freight. $99.00 (Imports 
SI19.00) Delivered U.P.S. Call Grog at 
l.aoo·561·8265. 
SEIZED CARS S150 . 
HONQA,ACURA,PORSCHE, BMW. Jaguar. 
"'tor-cyclol, Truett., 4x4'., Watercraft. Local 
Salos. 1·800-883·0I1I,.xt. A·1240. 
VW GOLF GL, t992- Rod. 5·apood. rUfl. per. 
fectly. no rust, 85K milos, sun roof. $5.500. 
161·7328. ---
VW JmA. 1t9S-1111ck, 5·spd •• AlC • .-" 
roof._6d_i!I'sCD~.SII,SOO •• 2&·0211. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAlLERWIGAlV. T1WLER. ex_ 
condition. Yoilow/wM. ~Ia ... Cuddy 
cabin .,..,,1·2. Room, coc~pit. 12.800. 
799-4305. 
24' FtBERGLASS COIIONET. """"Y, awing 
keel, sleeps 5. inboard wi11t tr_, 3 ..... 
Good 1flIpt. S215O. 631-2216. 
BAYUNER 24'-Volvo in/out, Ust·$10,SOO, .... 
f .. S3.OOOItrodo for sailboat ortrudt._, 
EHI End Boach. 113-0e60 • 
SEA KAYAK· Aqual."a Sea Lion wJruddor. 
17'2" poIyett1yfono. $1250 _, soH $850 • 
773-4588. Chuck • 




This is a Three Part Series 
To Teach Beginner & Experts 
How To Use Intuition in the 
Healing Process. 
6:30 - 9:00 $20 
"CHRISTOPHER BEACH' 
JUNGIAN ANALYST 
Dipl. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St., Portland, ME O4tOt 
772-2779 , 
WOK GOOD· FEEL GOOD 
Revitalize your life with 
a weight management 
program 




Nationally C~rljfied MQlsoge Therapist 
761-1793 
.'~<:' ~ 
Got Stress? ~, ; 
Stress Less Workshops 
can helpl 












Elizabeth Berks· Patricia H.Melt 
Mnnbm A.M. T.A. 
774-6876 
Stre5S R~l,IClion lnds 10 Health IrnpfOVtmtnl 
focusing on 













Biofeedback can help! 
Barbara Tsonis, 
M.P.H., R.N., C.S. 
is accepting new clients, 
Children & Adults 
781-2903 
TREATING: 
Chronic and Overuse Condi-
nons: 
Lower back pain. Tendiniri5, 
TMJ Dysfunction. Athlctic Injuries. 
Sd3tia & more 




Carroll D. Piper 
.........,." d the R61d ,\/N.nce 
Free ReikJ dinic at Ma;ne 
Medial CenIer. 
Reild CertilicdOOn Classes 
in _rd. 
FITPLAN 
A linton,! prng~m for Physial 
rlnfls IIl(Ompossing diet, 
!XCtrdlt & lift style dIioges. 




.. I Paul ........ uske 




MfNTAl Hwllt CouNsEloR 
23 OcEAN Av<, 1'oRnANo, MAINE 
772-1014 
Accepting M$dlCQid/ Insurance Reimbursobl. 







Children & Adolescents 
Improving 
Confidence, Concentration 
and Social Skills 
Ann Marie Knoepfel • 773-3995 
Psychotherapist. Learning Consultant 
Greater Brunswick 
Physical Therapy 
A holistic approach 
combining traditional 
and alternative treatment 
to assist you towards 
improved health, 
87 Baribeau Dr. • Brunswick· 729-1164 -




Counseling Individuals, Coupies 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
Brian M. Davi" N.T,S" CM.T. 
Naulral Thmtpnllic Sjkriafut 
Cmifiul MlWIZg, Therapist 
Holi,tic Health Education 
Massag< ~ Pol",iry ~ Reflexology 
Movement Classes 
879-8934 
• Gifl C~rdficalC'S Ycu Round· 
772-0853 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
SCHOOL OF 
T'AI CHI CH'UAN: ~ • • • 
fJ8~ PortlandlYannouth 846-0848 1_' Lewiston thru Health Steps 777-8898 
AFRICAN DANCE ClASS 
. '1 UN Ne"- A 1eII __ ", 
Friday, Sept. 18TH r.·' 6-1:30pm S13/per person casco say IIOIIrs 871-1015 
Douglas Smith 
Counseling for: 
substance abuse dependency 
evaluallons QUI (DEEP) 
773-7993 
Ucensed Clinical Counselor 
205 Ocean Avenue, Portland 
I R E c T o R y 
L FEELING FRAZZLED? 
.,' HELP IS HERE! 
0p<ni0p ~. _, .,.".,.." ....... o<i<nud, ~"'1>r ,,,,* ~ 'I"" 1""""" Dd<quately. '1"'" dQIy '* but find if: ~ 10 estGbIsh Of mcintcln sotis6"'l1£ personal re/arJomhips. ~ symptoms of low uf 
estHm. chronic /oneineu, drpmsion, rK 6fJcuIry Idtnrifyill2 or upreuinc your (Minfs. tM ~ moy be tor 
you. Focus is on fn:Iini soiItions dMrt you CGn put JnIO oction in your i(e. 
Sorvh J. Bu/"y. LCSW 87 1-9256 
Indl.lduol & Coup/., Th.rvpy Mollob/. 
PHOTO DATE 
DATING SURVEY 
WE NEED YOlllUiELP IF .• , 
a. YOU ARE UNDER 30 & (FEMALE) 
b. very bashful-more of a stay at home and not out-going 
but wish you were! 
c. have an interest in the opposite sex 
d, should be available to meet us twice per month in 
SEPT & ocr. 
IN RETURN FOR YOUR INPUT WE WILL OFFER YOU A FREE 
MEMBERSHIP (ONLY IF YOU DESIRE) 
• 
no 8imm1ck.-a11 we ask is tbat you aTII honest wifh J/$/ • 
call Freeport 1·800478·8625 
ASK FOR LINDA . 
, sorry o/tly S ladies will bt chosm 
CAll fOR 1 1 : ... \£,:> 
lO(ATION'> &. BRO(HU f(l 
SAT NAM YOGA STUDIO 
761-1685 
I ROLFING'" 
I S"u,tu~' I.".~ti.n 




• Swedish· Deep Tissue· Sotai • 
77Z-Z44Z 





. 1 /\L. 
Fall Session Beginning! 
Kripalu Yoga· 871-8274 
CAll NOW TO JOI N! 
Individual, Family 
and CO/Jples Therapy 
~ Anxiety, Otpresslon, Substance AbUM! 
Relationship Problems, Sexual 
Dysfunction, Etc. 
... Creativity Blocks, Jungian Dream 
Interpretiltion 
OVer 2S years of Experien<:e 
An In.urance Plans Accepted 
Evening Hou~ Avanable-
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Marguli 
rhD.lktnietl Clinical PsychoIogIK 
780-0500 
PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Co- Ietl by Malt & female 
I'sych%g/sfs 
• Interpersona.l issues· 
• Self perception. 
• Dysfunctional parterns • 
• Qu(slioninh one's choices· 
Presently .suL',.,g malt IJJrt,c:ipants 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772-157U 
TOM NEGRON, PH.D. 
772-116.1 ' 
INSURANCE REIMBt.IRS ·\Rt.r: 
PORTIAND SPIRITUALIST 
CHURCH 
719 Main Sr. Westbrook. Mf! . 
(Uniurian.Unive:rsa1isr Church) 
For more info call 
797-2039 
~m IOam-4pm or 7pn'.-9pm 
call 775-1234 
to place your 
ad here 
PELERISING 
Therapeutic Massage & Huna Kane 
Begin Your Journey Toward 
Tranquility, Power, Love, 
Beauty & Presence 
Robin Hodsdon Monn, R,M,P. 
400 Allen Avenue· Portland 
797-5432 
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WEEKLY WELLNESS D'IRECTORY 
If you are thinkint about self-improvement, try any 
one of the various ealth gractitioners found in Casco 
Bay Weekly's Wellness irectory. If keeping your 
business healthy is your intent, then advertise in the 
Weekly Well ness Directory. 
Call 775-1234. 
Color Analysis 





"'-()~ 1A iJ iQUA N 
(T'ai Chi Ch'uan) 
LARRY IRA lANDAU 
761-2142 ,,967-5965 
5tualo51n Portia"" c5. Kennebunk 
call for brochure. & !>Chedu/~ 
~:~~:;IO;;;~ 
Help Maintain a Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit 
222 St. John St. Suite 318, Ponland ME 
879-171 0 
Coth;, Langevin, LCSW 
sychotheropist 
Adult & Adolescence, 
Women's l .. utI, 5.lbstance Abuse 
~ I .. avoItiJI. 
7~~-4~74 
BREATHE 
MEDITAllONS EVEItY MONDAY EVENING 
PORTLAND • 




Sept. 9, Wed. 6pm 
Sept. 10, Thurs. 7:30pm 
The Yoga Center 
137 Preble St., Pon:land 
775-0975 or 799·4449 
FOCUS ON SINGLES 
An intet'denominationai agency thai 
communicates through a message 
of wholeness, healing and integrity, 
on the journey toward heatthy 
relationships. Call Todd Denson 
838-9342 




For Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
Pre51!P1tJy seekmg malt partu;pllnts 
, 
Co-Lcd by Male &. 
Female Psychologiscs 
Call (I>r ;"(flTmillll'lf I" UIIf{;Jllllft"JI t"lr,,'''''' ' 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772-1570 
TOM NEGRON, PH.D, 
772-1164 
INSlIl(ANCE REI.'l.1BURSA8! " 
IlftU.I:£\ilfc>p_AA:.P:n,.!A Pick Your Category WRITE YOUR AD: 
I' '(:.I~ ~ L'j ~V~"'" barter 0 real estate 0 hOlidaygltts 1 , ~~ bulletin board 0 condos for sale 0 theatre arts _ ! ____ . lost & found (free) 0 land for sale 0 bed & breakfasts 
help wanted 0 mobile homes 0 getaways 
career development 0 auctions 0 fairs & festi\lals 
bus. opportunities 0 boIlr & $CUI' .. 0 music 
positions wanted 0 1itness 0 wheels 
child care 0 instruction P motorcycles 
roommates 0 education I' 0 trucks/vans 
apts/rent 0 professionar 0 RV's 
condos/rent 0 services " 0 boats 
rooms/rent 0 bus!JIess 5ef\'iCes 0 recreation 
houses/rent 0 CJJ!lll'UtefS 0 campgrounds 
seasonal rental D,~cial 0 summer camps 
offices/rent 0 19'ms for sale 0 publications 
art studios/rent .0 y.w SiiI!is ' - '" 0 animals 
storage/ rent 0 1In!~ 0 legal notices 
business rental 0 give away (free) 0 dating services 
rentals wanted 0 wanted 0 barter 








housesitting 0 arts 0 






















1Cl bold 2Cl bold 3CJboid 
J 
6Clbold 2CJboid 7Cl bold , 
I" 
11Cl bold 12CJbold 13 CJ bold 
25~CJbold 25~Clbold ~CJbold 
25¢ CJbold 25¢ CJboId 25¢ CJ bold 
GET ITrO US 
By phone: 71.1.234 
~86-6601 
By FAX; 7,75-11U 
First 15 words $11.00 
25¢ ea, additional word 
25¢ ea. BOLD word 
Total 
ICtj:~ce-
Tap· Ballet· Jazz 
767-0870 
www.cltydance.com 






4Clbold 5 Clbold 
9CJ bold 10Cl bold 
14Cl bold 1SCJboid 
$11.00 
25¢CJ bold 25¢Clbold 
25¢Cl bold 25¢Cl bold 
Expiration Date: ---i __ 
Classified ads must be paid for in advance with cash, personal 
check. money order, VISA or Mastercard. Lost & Found items 
listed free. Classified ads are nor>refundable. CBW shall not be 
liable for any typographical errors, omissions. or changes in the 
ad which do not affect the value or content or substantially 
change the meaning of the ad. Cred~ will be issued when viable 
error has been determined within one week of publication. 
By ¥'1'he s.. Sell 
. 1',0 ...... 1238 o Buy 3 weeks, get the 4th free _____ _ 
Signature ___________ _ Portl_, ME 04104 $ By Hand: 561 Congress St. 0 wheels deal· 25/run It til It selll ______ _ 
Portland (15 words, vehicles only) 
42 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
ADULT SERVICES 
PHONE ENTERTAINMENT DISCLAIMER: TIIS CWSlncATIOfC CONTAINS ADS fOR CONVERSATION OR RECORDED MESSAGES THROlNOH THE USE or J(l[P~ES. THESE AOvtRTlSUS PIIOVII)( A SERVICE FOR A r[L CALLS 10 SUCH NUMBERS NAY 
RESULT 'N A CHARGE TO THE CALLING NU.IU. YOUR !'HOME..,.r IE OO"EO Accas TO SUCH NUMBERS IV CAlliltC ATLANTIC. BEll AT '-800-585-4466' AEDUESm'G A 900 #: CALL BLOCK.. NOT ALL 900 tlUlrlllEAS ALLOW A GRACE PERIOD OR WARNING 
IErORE TH[ CAllIS CHARGEO TO YOUI PHOtt[ 11u.. TH£Sl TElEPtlON[ RrulED Sllt'tICES "RE TlliCOfIIMUHICAnOMS AND AM REGULATED IIY TKE FCC. COMPlAINTS MAY N: DIR[CTEO TO FCC, 1919 N. $TII(O N.W., WASHINGTON. D. C. 20554 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter tire box # below 
Hot!! Hot!! Swinging Singles · 
1 900255-0888 Creditcard 800 
Vaferie 
5·9 120 Ibs 36c all natural 
Soft Flesh Tight & Toned 
Goddess on my knees. 
21 yr old college student 
Hot Mouth 
&by Blue Bedroom Eyes 
NUDE FUN 
I'm Mic/,eIL Pm 24, petite 
and 1 love 10 have nude /1m, 
Men say 1 remind tflem oJ 
Ifle "girl next door " because 
of my cute smile and shapley 
girlish body, shoulder It figth 
brown hair alld all american 
Bllt when tlley 
come over and meet me and 
see me, get tOlally naked, 
tllat image gels upgraded to 
"girl next door" (urned one 
hot woma"H. [love 10 play 
llle game So leave me a 
message and /'1/ show you 
wllat llle "girl nextdoor" 
does behind closed doors 




~ 7 -I!O lb. Inlo my 
na"r plaf Ca'f dirulion. 
10 mf house. Men 2~-~O 
ule nighl Of: 
~O)C II m84~ 
ALL NATURAL 
36-25-35 soft 10 Ille fOlIch 
wit/, IOllg shapely legs. no 
pounds 01 pure pleasllre. 
Seeki"g a pa;tuer who calt 
meet Ollce or twice a week 
for heavy acliolL Milst be 
drug and disease [ree. 







1 800 774-8252 
Pamper me witl, 
kindness & I'H spoil you 
with love & more. Very busty 
blond seeks discrete upsca/~ 
man W/IO will treat me like II 
a lady. I'm 5'9 1251bs -
36dd-25-35 and bedroom 
wild. Great body sexy nwulh. 
Box # 377838 New 8-5-98 
Thirty Something 
Lovely blond seeks 
sexually charged man 
willing to share his 
sexual passion with 






mate pleasures with 
selective gelltlemen. 
New add 8-15-98 








Hot lDcaJ Gins ,.,z'2·795--ZJ2D 
GstLucky_1 1~17~1_ 
xxx IIaIrtcoto 011-232-111117 
COnfessions Hili ...... ,~ 
t..iv8_011~H/l 
CtuIJXI 011"-'-H/7 
#1 Gay 5)s"'m 1-268-404-5405 
live Gay Men 01 Hi83 .. 2729 
Gay Fantasi6s 011.oB3-110411 
MensRoom 1-800-727_ 
Only XXX Men! 011-582-3!1!HJ49g 
Bi Cl1rious? 01 HiTB-7»-27 
Eavesdrop 011-€7B-772_ 
USAGayC/Jat 1-767_I>-IU24 




1CXJsOf~/ J~ fIU.5tf9If 
Girls Girls Girls! 1-7117-'''74 
Pa/tyGirlsl 1-473-407_ 
Mrit Pa!ty Lin6 I -7117-44lHfIlU 
Eavesdmp 011 __ '
XXX_ 011_-1525 
Intima'" ($'._ H/OtUI7t_ 
ExI1Bm6 XXXI 01 1..zJ2-1f1T7!1 







No experience. All types. Maleslfemalei 
MagazInes. Videos. Atm~ u.e Intemet Sit ... 
Make MoneyWhile Havins Fun! 
Call Today! 
1-800-414-0136 
For Men Only 011_-41).58 
Boy Next IJoor 1-473-328-2519 
Man2Man 1-212-796-2361 
Men 4 Men 1~17-378-1813 
GayDataBas8 1-268-404-5406 
100s Of Men! t-li64-410-4187 
Gay live Action 1-473-407-_ 
GayPersonals! 1-767-445-1553 
Raw & Ready 011-592-566-652 
GayComectiof>s 011-592-1585 
/Jo6p XXX! 011-232-10778 
GayStDre 1-664-410-4188 
ClubXGay! 011-_92-41).59 









Professional vacuum pumps or 
surgical. Gain 1·-3'. Permanent. safe. 
Enhance erection. Free brochure. 
Dr. Joel Kaplan (312) 409·5557 





18+ INTL LD rates apply 
HORNY HOUSEWIVES 
Instant Credit . 
J-900-HOT-DUCK 
(468-3825) 







..... ----------Ion 1 
r Nude Modeling 




$20 off entry fee for new clients 
OLDER LADIES 
AGGRESSIVE & WILD. 
888·761·8014 
CALL 
UNCENSORED, LIVE 18+ 
MODELS 
WANTED 
Females only, 18+ 
Nude Bondage Photography 
Paid, Professional Work 
Friends Welcome on Stlt 
$SO-l00Jhour 774-5459 
(11M IN C, 
W(Q»)f [E(lJ ~§ 
LISTEN IN ON LIVE 
PHONE SEX! 
1-900-745-3138 
18+ $2 99/MIN 
MIDNIGHT BOUTIQUE LINGERIE 
h_ .......... ~~ ,,,., W_ ·li .... 
Bond.gc Accessories· Videos· Toys· Oils & Much, Much More ... 
57! Main St. L,wiston, Maim 04240 
(207) 753-0443 
r TALK DIRTY 1 
~ 1-0N-1 - 2-0N-1 
~ 1-900-745-2S96 
~ GAY CHAT LINE i 
~ .JOIN IN OR LISTEN 
.. 1-900-745-2476 
Think you're bi? 
rious like me? 
Now you can explore your feelings 
hundreds of other guys that call 
our service nationwide - everyday_ 
sexf\n~ 
x-ri~];{LeSTYlES I 
MEN CALL: WOII£III 
900·145-4328 PH CALL FREE 
800-282·0819 MCI V 500-488·5239 
$2.99 MIN ' 18+ TT 23e TOLL 
'BOREO HORNY HOUSEWIVES! 
BEST SWINGERSI G.t R.al Portland 
Names & Home Phone Numbers. Try it, It 
worksl 1-900-420-0420 ext. 161. 
S2.95/min. 18+ zmc (702)387·6465. 
AMBER- 18yrs., 5'2' . 103Ibs .• blond. blue 
eyes, well endowed, seeks hot guys for hot 
talk & to meet. 1-473·407-9793. 
HOT BODIESI KINKY CHICKSI 
1·900-659-8800 OR 1 -888·340·5590 
S1.99/MIN. 18+. 
--------
MEET NEW PEOPLE THE FUN WAY TODAY!! 
.f·900·933-1818 .>1. 7592. S2.99/min. Must 
.be 18 yrs. S.rv-U (619)645-8434. 
NEED TO TALK? Intellig.nt. caring. con-
fidential, Erotic Phone Sex/Sex Therapy (for 
Men & Womenl. EKplore selt. issues, ques-
tions, fantasies, masturbatIon, domination, 
bisexuality, shyness, erection problems, role-
playing, Dr. Susan Block Inst. Info. 
(310)474·5353 or (323)883 · 1950. 
Idrsusnblock.com. We're here to help you 
24hrs. 
PLEASE! Call me with your other hand, Phone 
only. all C.C. 1-888·246·5878. SU9/min. 
Must be 18+. 
YOU CAN FINO YOUR SPECIAL SOMEONE 
NOWII! HlOO·8li0·4400, ed. 6389. S2.99/min. 
Must be 18+. Serv-U (619)64S·8434. 
There's 30 guys or more on-
line right now, 24 hours 
a day. Get connected! 
Low Int'I LO. 





Low 1m'1 LO. 
Adults Only 18+ 
Ir--ONE NIGHT STAND 
DATELINE! 
Owned and Operated 
by Women Seeking 
CASUALSEXr 
You won't meet your 
wife here but we 
guarantee you will have 
ONE DAMN GOOD TIME! 
1 .. 473 .. 473 .. 4363 





Too busy to use the 
personals? 
What, have you got a 











AfFEC11ONA1£ TllANSSEXUAL """" 
=ature ildividual. Married F with 
. Iorq-temHeiationsllp.l·mheaMhy. 
routtm'an<frecent1y_edivYlg ... trne 
"my fflllllnlflO persona. Enjoy 1!It< drink-
ing. nonsmoker. n/drugs MId avid kalaok. 
sflger, movies, dmer. tt90155 
AS WE lay benealll Ihe st .... tudded sky. 
hiS sweet breath smelled like strawberries. 
It was one Saturday night I wHI nevef for· 
~ and I wonder, did he have feelings for 
me7 e9OO98 
8EST Of boIh v.OOds. Hisparir./In<IM pre-
op',"",",ual, 40. fuI·f9.'ed. 38·34·36. . _ "'Y ~_
WOIf< .. , JO.3S.lightsrooker/drinkerok. for 
quiet evenings. movies. dinners. taking ~ 
one day at a tine. tt9OO8O 
CAN YOU hand~ it? Happily Marned WF. 
soeksCCl.!llewithMalowtois_~<ixlut 
arrusement rides,l'lJsband likes to watch, 
I)eIIlaps yO<¥ partner can pair up with my 
husband ~ CWI both watch. Between 
25-40 MId lit. ,,00160 
HAPPtLY MARRIED Femaleseeking GM. 
Mamed or SingIe.looksand age not ifr4>or-
.... Fortafk..,. wafful3 to 4 times week· 
Iy • ..",. ri i>Jmol. Air! need ~ an Itt .. -
_pe!lIOI1lotafkto_tkoep~si>Ipe. 
1l'90f42 
SP1CE IT up! F",_. !liTl. at1racIive 
84V1F, 4Q.ioh, ISO _ femalefcrfrierd. 
~ and shaling "otic fantasies. AI"" 
Rs respected. Select Coupies also c0n-
sidered. Let's make 8 date lor ilIlcht 
,,00145 
SUBMtsSM DWF, 31·yool-old B8W (bio 
_WomIrllseol<ing_M. NOt 
24fT: I seek occasional saf •. sane play. 
t.Iarriod ok. but no Coupfes! Yoo be tall. 
average to good.looI<iro. fit. 45 or under, 
n/drugs. heaIthy."oo1 f2 
TAME MEl SWF ~ a loving and 
understanding SWIBM lor a serious re1a-
tionship. srook ... MId _ ok.l...,y 
many IIllngs end ~k. 10 got to Ihe good 
stuffilarelationshiplast. TryMe.eS0167 
meN seelaN& 
4O-IDR.oLD M ~ MarriodISF. 
35-40, for fun and adventln. Please be 
d-.open-mindodandhealthy. 
ADVENTUROus, OPEN-MINDED, Mar· 
ried _. ClYistian. ear1y 40., Malthy. 
attractive, seeks sensual ~ for adLit 
1111. She: 5·8'. 1401bs, shapeIy,looo.sexy 
legs. He: 8'. 185 Ibs. athIe1ic buicl. pro-
porIio<v>d. L .... meet. become lriends. 
explort flrrtasies . Boston ..... ,,00150 
A TTRACTM. A Tl4LET1C WM. 43. soaks 
adv8nlu'oo~ heallhyF. under 200 Ibs. 25-
50. with much In!e time.,.90093 
MUSCUWl SWM. 39. 
sI~.I~,uawlomil)an wtIIing to accept crld ready to benefit 
. . caR. ,,00106 
FANTASY GIRl.. WM ISOspeciai F. ff )IOU',. 
bored with the usual. CIXious 0( sup-
pressing yO<¥ sexuality. then this is your 
charco. OccasiooaJ and someIines brief 
enc:ourters. each different than the last. 
Long or short-I"",. SometNng loralnost 
evsyone rega-dlessof age. SIl8, race, No 
S&M or bondage. Let's get logether and 
talk. Don't miss this ~ to expe-
rier<:o ... 0J<1Ja0rtlray oeIatiooship."oo1 16 
FEMALE VOYEUR sought. Atlractille 
SWM, 26, weil-bUlH 8xtibitiorust, seeks 
attractive, Female 'IOyeu to watch an 
all!3Clive. Y""'l Ma~. lliscretion assured 
and .xpected. ,.90047 
FIERCE INTELlECT, youthfuf spirit. heart 
of ooId. bar of steel. slender body, nice 
and naughty, deep as the emotions thai 
)IOU feel. GM, 39. 6·, 160 Ills, short hair. 
clean·shaven. ,,90052 
RRSTTIMEad. BiWM, 30. enjoysCMlp-
ing, movies em quiet tnes at home. 
Lookingfcrfuntines. Yoo:JO.50,dlSClee!. 
IntOlesled? CaD. ,,00132 
AT, ATTRACTIVE, bi-ct.rious WM, 32, 
bIondeIbkJe, needs fit, attractive Couple, 
25-40, for dIscreet. adventurous get-
togethers, tofuifillmyf1W1tasles. wm pleas-
ingly sahsfy both. I am healthy and dIS-
~ betoo. call "".1 need this. (ME) 
FOUR PLAY. ~ CouoIe and Bi or 
straight Female to join in. Adult ft.rI and 
games. Must be clean. safo. disaeel All 
rmitations respected. Win return all calls. 
,,00108 
HANDSOME. MAFmIED WM soaks one 
special Ma-nod WF. for super discnlet. 
extr.maJtaI affair. ~leligenL good peI1lOO. 
secure marriage, partner's interest zip, not 
iscoous, nice body with de.., bin of 
~7 ff)lOU share these trails with me. 
then please caI . .,90032 
HAPP1LY MARRIED. WM. seeks CouoIe 
or SF desiring to fuif~ multipte Male fan· 
1ssy. I'm 5'9~, 160 bs, brown-eyed, con-
_ WOIf<er. be healthy, discreel, fit 
and fl!lICIior«ri saf •• 1eSjXlflSibIe 8IlCOiX1-
tors. ,,00170 
HElLO lADIES! Easygoing WM. 5·11': 
brown hax and eyes.l.ooki1o forfun, easy. 
~,~Womanlor9OOl8aduH 
''''. A90 and looks un"'portant. ,.90001 
HOT nMES, wrth flO stmgs. Married BiM, 
40. 5·11', 235~, gleatleos. seeks well· 
erdowod BVGM. 2040. lor fun lmes. 
Cleanness, safeness 800 discretion is 
~and""""". Nofarrnes, please. 
t SAW )IOU. T"" IIlllI.M, bri!t'...,J Yoo',. 
buxom up top. tiny below and when OU' 
eyes meet there's ~ in 0tK eyes MId 
a denue srTiIe. TaW Native Arneric.afl, 42, 
se6s Ulbo..nd Female, 28-40, for too a"Id 
wisdom ratherthannwers.LTR.,,90075 
tN SEARCH 01> disClOel deIigIrt! I·m 27. 
6·. 1651bs. active, adverrtl.<oustype. Mar· 
ried WM c~nstruction worKer In Qr~t 
shape. u==or a Man. 26·34, wto ~ 
iltelige11 . weIilroportiono 
bottom P;_ed. • and discn!eI a 
must. ,,00144 
IN SEARCH ri some aootI fun . M_ 
WM, mid·30s, _ , drug·free. seek. 
Females or Couples (or occasiooal. dis-
creeler<ount ... ·NJeandappearancenot 
as important as attitude and cr&alivtty. 
,,00166 
LET'STRYitall!MamedMale, . new 
friendsand_1ul, 1I'ed byooe"Zr ....... 
to score with open-minded CCI.!lIe and 
Female. An ages and racos. ,,00128 
LDNG·NAlLED BEAl/TY. Trim, dean. 
healthy. sa,.. WM, 35+. soaks Iong·nailed 
andIori0r9-leggodgoddessto~and 
please. Dominant? I'll submit. Will pam. 
per)'OlX fetishes with eager service. 18+, 
"'Y race. SinglelMarriod, clean. discreet. 
creative. 1.iniIs7 AI_ed. ,,90036 
LOOKING FOR disoeet affaction Mar-
ried WM, 27, athletic WId, 6,,1651bs, seek-
ingaWOOlMwhodesiresexcilemerrtlha1 
~ with wild, discreet encounters. Look-
I!lfJ for mid·lOs...ny 30s Gal who knows 
what she wants. I'm here 10 oHer it to you.. 
,,00107 
LOOKING FOR fun! SWM, ~t. ~Os. seek· 
ing Sino~or Mamod Female for adIit good 
tines. Please call. Will answer all . .,90105 
MPlAYMATESOUQhlbyflot·bIoodedGM 
for regular .xpIorations on Ihe SIde. You 
are honest, committed and in your JOs. 
YOUlpartnef ha'~ivef1 you the i1een liglrt. 
)IOU need lheacliOn. l.et'sdo it. ,,00130 
MAlE. GOOO·LOOIONG, 34. seek, wild 
seductions ~ public piace. Woman must 
be very _ed, and lotaiy wild. I am 
a lover of sexy Ieos. pfease reply. you won~ 
regret it.. tt90140 
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MARRtED 81M, 37. seeks """"",,,,with 
select person. Into X-movies, \ktlt drink, 
hot. erotic get.togethers. Erjoy all H )IOU.'" 
available a"Id 8f'lIOY hot tITleS, can /ISAP. 
Let's connecl for a tong·term relationshop. 
..00114 
MARRtEDWM.4O.~Iover. ,.;,n. 
"'O"'y<lI.fUnder~~· NJe. woight. race 
Lrinportcwrt. Be WIlling to er10Y iW1d share 
pleaslX8. All calls returned, discretion 
aSSU<ed. ,,00126 
MUSTBE Bi. Ma-nodWM.40s._CoI> 
plewhe<e he's Bi and she's hefpfuI._. 
day afterroons 0111;. Discretion a must. 
,,90037 
NASTY GfRI.: WM, 31 . seek,casual fun. 
Look.., for nasty altitude and action. NJe. 
SIZe, perversion, it's an ok, 1 am dIscreet, 
you mu~ be too. Leave message and tell 
"" what )IOU like. Ladies yw: pfeasure ~ 
my desire e90172 
NEW TO ..... Open-frindod WM. JO.osh. 
looking to.- similar. for get-Iogethers. 
ft.rI a"Id good times. Open to rrtIW ideas, 
wiling to try new ttings. ,,90173 
OLDER WOMAN wlW1led . No you "'01· 
ested in meeting a DVm, 5'8", 145 Ils, 
attractive, Ir1 good shape? Seeks Female, 
5Q.65. to explore yw: fantasies. ,,00139 
OLOER'S BEn"ER. tf you Nt a F, 40-50 
and enjoy being pwnpered. or hawn't 
touched Ihe s .... " Qlit. awMe. please 
give me a caR. Looks and size LnTIPOf-
tant; a great attitude is. let's have fun. 
e90089 
SUMMER ROMANCE. GWM. 30. seek· 
ingcom""*"'for_ruadtr'!>s.lal. 
righ1 sk:;,;;y~ , campilg Lnder stM· 
ry skies. cardlelild ...... !azy Sundays ~ 
bed Interested" GaI,let'smake thisaSlln-
mer to remember. 11'90002 
SWM SEEKING SF. 18-40, who's _-
ested ,,1iQhI spanicw1g, ilghI bondage, tick-
ling, etc. o.scretion expected and assured. 
,,00113 
SWM,33,6·2·. 260lbs. veryWlOUS. seek-
ing SGM or G Couple. for&st·trne.,pe-
rience cal ~ you ca'l help. ,,00119 
SWM. 37 • 5 -g'. 200 Ibs. Looking for aSWF. 
18-35, rJs, nld, who is interested in beadr 
os, travel and lriendship . ..00168 
SWM, LATE 3Os. slim and attractove. wOOd 
like to have encounter willl Couple. fu1f. 
my Iong·awaited 11W1tasy. t am clean. """"'" 
what expenenced. cal for more detai~. 
,,00121 
TAKE MEl ~~ White Mafe. 33. 5'6'. _ .. ~Seeksvery 
fenW!1l8 BiIG far my very first tine. I'm 
healthy, you be 100. Take me to new 
heights of pleasure. ,,00152 
THICK-HEADED MAN seelt.s narrow-
mmded Woman for st imulating oral 
._. P'oaserespon:l~)IOU·"attrac· 
DYe, affectionale and er10y klssmg lNltW 
you're breathless. Bonus points if yo.x 
favorite names are Victoria and Fredenck. 
,,00109 
THREE OR more wanted by healthy. 
attractive 24·Y""'-oId Ma~. Seeking Moo 
and Women. 18·30. forcasuaf QlO<4l fun 
andgoodlir<ls.SEriousorjyroodrespon:l. 
No strings attached. AI cab answ«ed. 
,,00141 
PASSIVESWII,34. 5'10', 1501ls,-. 
outgoing SM, 25-40, to take Ihe reigns 
~ honest L TR. last. ri the ·nice Guys.' 
nld. attentIVe, conscientiOUS, open-mInd-
ed lover. So 101'. get tooether and do y<lI.f 
tting! Portfand. ,,00147 VERYwtWNG,t....:fsomeSM.6'1·,_ 
hair, 190 Ibs. ready to have some f\KI with 
PHYSfCAUY 5nMULATING. 6"3".185 a CouoIe. I"m operHrIIndod and aom to 
!>s, straight Male look.., lor .. _. please. Avaiable _~tely. e9Wl7 
Iv and physicaIy $Iim\Jating. !"!: uninhib-
Ited Female 10 ptnUI a "'wid , Iong·term · VOYAGESTHROUGHsec:ret.dcwkdesi"e6. 
relationship. Must be "si>Ipe. 1a.Jtll".... UnIQue, t....:fsome, expenenced WM.Iit. 
okI, race open. ,,00158 6·1·.200Ibs.~""""ofSlMlrTiodF.sinln. 
<flgeI MU5Ibe_,~pro­
portmat.,wilingtopleasembepieasod. 
He~, disoetlOO assured. ,,00156 
pumME.4Os, WPM, amonlUS.heaIthy. 
mediLlll buIld, wants ClIVy WomCll, for 
mutually discreet. satisfy'tlg. aoob fun . 
,,90056 VOYEUR WANTED. ThIS tall, thin, QOOd-
looking Man wants to be an e""_ 
PLEASURE-SEEI(INGBIWM,38._. and need, your help. ,,00159 
eager, we11-8fldcr.Ned, seeks hot, SOOYneI' 
fun and '-severaloo!. new friends .. e _ WAKE-lJP CAll. SSM. 35. 5'9'. 180 Ibs. 
made. EagOlto'''f'''''''enI with outes. Cou- very fine. special, ", .. live, talented. knows 
pies: any suggesllOIlSoonsIdeled, aft caI~ ilowlo 'eal Women. Fcmy. can make you 
retLmed. \Yjing to "veI.,.90006 Iauoh.SeekJngheavysetWornan. WFonIy, 
2OObs+, wt() wants to experience. learn 
QUIETMALE.46,bokingfor_who se,ualrelatiomhipwith.BM.Orhaveyou 
likes to be watched. Couples or Singles; been Iher! before? Serious crly. 11'90035 
transsexual would be a tonus. tr90 117 
WAHTED AT Old Ort:hard Beach. SWM. 
READY TO serve. Forst time. 4O.yool-old. 250 Ibs. seeks SWF. 22·35. ~t and
bofed While Male, 6', 160 Ibs, blue eyes. weiQht ~ Must like w 00 
brown hair. executive. """" ",stress to Ihe beach. goog to clJbs and ba!1. 
serve. B&D.S&M. W'''''_ 011.,,00118 like wearing short skirts. high heels and 
Iingene. Looking for long-term f1faIionsIip. 
ReLAX, ENJOY. Tal, athletic IlWM. 50, ,,00111 
wouldlikeloexchcM"lge~~sen- ==::-______ _ 
suous indMduafs. ileat and~. ro WAJfTEIl:MEN.200pj.Js,wtoarestraight. 
strings. ,,00163 homy.dominant.erdowodandOl1fO'/being 
seMced often because you "p.JSt CII1 ' I get 
RIPPED BODY. Me: 5'5', 1SSibs. M.,· 1I1IlUJ1l·.HIhos_)IOU,caIIIhosGI'iM 
ried BiWM. hard·bodied. adventurous. for yw: compfete saIlSfaction. discretion 
1ook"'9 for you. compact muse ..... build, ..... ed. "oooos 
assertMt, _1Old playfut. ,,00161 = = :::-c....,,---.,-----
SAMETIME nextyea-. MaIried WM. seeks 
one Mamed WF. for annual ling on long. 
term basis, coffee first , tine seasons of 
memories and then W6meetagain.,.90006 
SEfKING COUPlE or Female. Looking 
for _ pIaymat •. I·m 5'6'. brownIbIue. 
165 lbs. all!3Clive. healthy and discreet. 
Love to fulfin fanta ... with 011 aduft loys 
and situations. Can be Bi. ,,00157 
SEEKING COUPlE. This all!3Clive, att> 
Ietic. professional, SIr.Iight SWM. 33. soaks 
an attractrve, fit, sexy, straight, happy 
Coupte, lOs·3Qs. for fun and adventln. 
I'm heabhy and saf •. Same preiOlred. 
e90102 
WANTED: TWO or more Female< to rock 
myWO<ld. I'mjusllikethe E""'lIQertmoy. 
I keep going and goong and!JOl'1'l. ,,90065 
WATCH MEl WM. 42. 5'ur. 175 Ibs. 
browrv'brown, W04Jd like to be watched 
by Coupte 0( jus1 Female. WaII...-dowod 
and bored. ,,00127 
WEIGHT WATCHER ...... S/MF. 25-40. 
pj.Js·sized, for adIit fun. SWM. who·. 
eager to please, awaits you.: call. I'm 32, 
5'7". 1851bs. strong. hairy, fl. attractive. 
Big Girls makerne stand at attention. V"", 
dISCreet, practice safe, drug-fr8ll, healthy. 
cali. I .... talk. ,,90038 
WHITE MALE ...... other B< Mafe. sub-
_BoyroadytoUW_andmoro. 
SEfKINGCOUf>LElookingforMa~part- FiB! time and roady to explore. ,,00151 
nero Serious, discreet, healthy. Call 
now!"oo137 wtLDMAN1HeaIthy.cjSCJeet_seek-
SHE'S ruN. SIlaigh1 WM ISO ...,ther 
... ~ht WM. 25-55, to help with my 5'2'. 
130 Ib wife's desire. No commitment No 
Iong-t""" rela1ionship. Just safe. part-
time adub fun. ,.90087 
SllWGHTWM.38. at1racIive. heafthy and 
disaeet.1ooIOOg to meet Couples for dis-
creet erroJIllefS. 11'90124 
SUMMER ruN. At1racIiv.SWM. 30. 6'1' . 
190 Ibs, athletic. seeks attraclJve Couples 
orFemaie. W~makealllWfantasiescorne 
1rue. I'm very disCleet. Lot·s talk. ,,00148 
ng Mamed BiMaie lew SlJTV1l8I' flIl any-
-'. ,,00146 
WOMAN, 45+, warned by t.Iarriod WM. 
37, _ . l.ookino for relationship 
WIthout commrtment. etaan, discreet, 
healllly. Yoo be Ihe ..... "so115 
YOUNG,STRONG,25-yea"-oIdSBM ..... 
thai specI3f Woman to leach me Ihe tting 
I might not know. Must ile ctean. seduc· 
tive ~ ~~ a lot of energy. Sex, race, 
age 13~ 'II'9009S 
ATTRACTIVE, FUN·LOVING, sensual 
Coup~ seeks BiF or Coupfes with BiF for 
""'suous .-.go. She ~ ST, 1000. 
brown. wavy hair. Ql8OIHYod. shapely. tie 
is 5'7'. ",awberry-biondeIbIuo, _ 
staflion. Must be disaeet. ,,900 1 5 
81-CURIOUS GW CouoIe. lOs, soaks f~ 
attractive F. possibly Coupie. for Bi exp!" 
rieoca. WearebolhattractNea"ldofabo't'e 
average endowment. help make OU' fan-
tasies come true. ,,00164 
COUPLE SEEKING Mamod WIlle Gou-
pia, ,,!hoi" mod-30s. seek.., unorI1iboted. 
SngIe BIM. INho desires excrtemenl 
,,00171 
DOMINANT COUP!.£, 405. Iookng lor 
e,penencod, healthy. discreet, _ 
CCI.!lIelo help domrmt wifeleiYnlhe p1ea-
sures of trairwlg submtssNe husb1rld 
,,00120 
DOMfNANT.MARRtEDCouoIe.mid·30s. 
he'SCU'lOU5, she wns more. Seekng wei-
equoppod Male, who', submiSSMI and 
ready 10 receive. Let'$ party and have too. 
,,00165 
FOURTH OF JLti bang. HaptliIy _ 
Couple looking for 'a few good Men'. 
Heafthy, sense ri lura a must. Friends 
1m. looking 10 fulfil wife'. fantasy. Cal. 
soweC3lmakespa-lafty. WII .,sw.aI. 
,,90026 
couples 
ruN·LOVING, OPEN·MfNDED Couple 
~ 8iISF • lor adult fun and IuIIlIment 
of lantasy. W ••• VOly fit. heafIhy profes-
_ wilh a crazy edge. W~ ans_ aI 
ilquiries. ,,00103 
HAPPILY MARRIED Coupteseekr1g F. 21 -
35. Er,oys goog out to r!1O¥ies. dri1king 
once aw!iIO. V"", disoeet . .,9IlOO9 
HAPPY TOGETHER. She: 3O.1lH:Imus. 
He: 25.s~aight. Seei<IlgBiF.21-3D. wlW1l-
ing to make 0tJ' dnmls come true. Must 
be healthy and discr .... Wi ....-- aI. 
,,90149 
LDV1NG MARR1ED \\tOt. CCI.!lIe. She: 28, 
da'k brown hair, nice to look III He- 40, 
strong. good.lookng. _ Bi Male or 
Female lor adult _ . ,,00154 
MARRIEDWCouoIe,attracIMI,outgoog. 
She ~ 30. 5·9'. 130 Ibs. He ~ 35, 5'10'. 
t 651bs: both bi-c<rioos. Would iI<e 10 meet 
other BiCoupIes Of self or weII-enda-Ned 
BIM. 25·35. for occasoooal jjeI·logethen 
We're clean. discr .... )IOU be 100. PM-
l<I1d. tr90123 
MARRIED WHIlE Coupte Iook1lQ forBife. 
ma~ or Coupfes lor get·logeth8lS. She', 
bH:Lmus. 5'6'. 125Ils.He·s9lla91l. 57'. 
1SOlbs, P'oasebecleanand_ 1hri 
you. ,,00104 
OVERWEIGHT COUPLf seekr1g other 
CoupiesorS<nglesfor~andaduit 
fun. NJe. race. size trinponant. ,,00131 
SACO AREA. Lesbian CouoIe ~ seeIong 
GF fnends. Single or Cooptes for elmer, 
good~. pemapsabrewortwo7 
Iirterosted part ... , please respor<l. Hope 
to hear from you soon!! 000153 
SEEKING ruN, nonsmoking 84F or Col> 
pte liI<e 0UlSeives, with straight Ma~ and 
Bir. W.·re~at!Ja1M!, yorng-bokrg.40s 
CouoIe. heighVweight propor1XlnaI • • who 
erio'f outdoor fun and da1cino. Look.., 
tor InendstllP in aI actrvitIes. 11'90129 
SENSUAL SINGLE CouoIe. ear1y 'Os. 
wish to meet others WIth Female, to 8010'1 
hI1, erotic Illnes. DIS place, yous, or out. 
,,00110 
SEXY, FUN, nonsmoking Married Whie 
Couple Iooiona for ..... Couples for eroI· 
icfl>l. She·s27.5'S·. 1201bs. blonde. tan. 
looks great! He·, 37. 6·1'. 200 Ibs. great 
sense of hlrnor. lnterestecl r1 non-swap, 
watcllong. bemg watched. lighl toucIw1g. 
,,00101 
WHITE MARRIED Coupls. Bisexual 
Female. 23. 5'6'. 140 I>s. S1raijlht WM. 
28.6'2'. 2351bs. L~ for a bi-cunous 
FemaIe ....... Coupfo withastraight Male. 
tOJl0 <Xi. see movies. hang out. hove fun. 
..00169 
WORK HARD. play hard. HaptliIy Married 
'Nhite Golde: she: shapely, sexy, Blsex· 
uaI, 5'5-, 135 Ibs. He: hintsome, sexy, 
s~aigh~ 6'3' , 200~. Seek another cIeIrl. 
discreet. attractive Couple for Iriendshp 
and irtmacy W. OI1fO'/antiques, motor· 
~20 111USOC. Ihe beM:h. dancing, etc. 
YES, WE are from Ihe SO· .... 1M didn·t 
expIor.OtI'sex~iltefests. We're 
heafIhy. ecix:ated. in gl .. t shape and • 
lot of fln. He's straight, she's bi-cLflOU!l, 
we will respor<llo all ads. gloater PM· 
land area ,,00134 
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